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Preface

Recent legislation and fiscal trends in Florida and nationwide have created a unique combination of constraints

and opportunities, providing an impetus for examining the way Florida conducts transportation planning. In

response to these challenges, the Florida Legislature and the Governor’s Office directed the Center for Urban
Transportation Research (CUTR) to undertake the State Transportation Policy Initiative (STPI). The purpose of

this multi-phase study is to reevaluate the way transportation infrastructure and services are planned and developed
at the state and local levels in Florida and to formulate options for implementing requirements of the 1991
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act.

Efforts undertaken as part of Phase I of STPI include:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

a comprehensive review of local and regional planning in Florida in the context of State growth

management requirements and federal legislation

an evaluation of the impact of community design on transportation needs

a review of the literature on the transportation costs of urban sprawl

an evaluation of comprehensive transportation planning for state purposes

an examination of the relationship between air quality and transportation planning, as practiced in
Florida

an evaluation of trends and forecasts of Florida’s population and transportation characteristics

a study of transit, transportation demand management, level of service, and concurrency issues and of

congestion management and urban mobility planning

preparation of a state land use map by Florida’s Regional Planning Councils

Efforts undertaken as part of Phase II include:

● a study of statewide transportation needs and funding

● recommendations for a new strategic planning process for Florida that recognizes uncertainty

● a review of the extent to which local land development regulations complement comprehensive plans

● a study of sustainable community design and transportation.

This report is one of a series of reports produced as part of the State Transportation Policy Initiative.

State Transportation Policy Initiative
Project Manager: Edward A. Mierzejewski, P.E.

Center for Urban Transportation Research

Statmride Transportation Needs and Funding Study
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Executive Summary
This report examines the issues surround-

ing the definition and identification of
Florida’s transportation needs. Quantitative

methods were used to assess aggregate needs

by transportation mode. Four different
policy alternatives for Florida’s transporta-

tion future were examined, and needs were
identified for each case. Existing and
potential revenue sources were identified

and funding projections were developed.

Alternative measures of need were com-

pared to projected revenue. Funding

options for that portion of needs not
covered by projected revenues were devel-

oped, with an accompanying policy narra-
tive.

Alternative DefiNtiona
of Transportation Needs
The analysis included an examination of

needs under four different scenarios. The

scenarios are described below.

Scenario 1: Maintain Funding. This
scenario assumes that existing revenue

sources for each mode will remain in place,

and that there will be no change in tax and

fee rates. Revenue from these sources will
change with the tax base (and in the case of
state fuel taxes, through automatic index-

ation of rates). This stream of revenue is

the upper limit on transportation spending

under this scenario.

Scenario 2: Maintain Conditions. The

second scenario assumes that improvements

would be made to all modes and to
intermodal connections as necessary to

maintain the existing (1992) levels of

service and physical conditions of facilities.
No limit is set on transportation spending.

Scenario 3: Maintain Conditions with

Maximum Lane Policy. This scenario

assumes the same improvements as the
previous scenario, subject to constraints on
the number of lanes permitted for various

roadway classifications. The lane limits are

based on current (interstate highways) and
proposed (all other roads) FDOT policy.

The scenario assumes that the reductions in

roadway expenditures caused by the lane

constraints will result in an equal amount
of expenditures being transferred to transit
and rail modes, thereby reducing the
emphasis on highways and increasing the
role of transit and rail. No limit is set on

transportation spending.

Scenario 4: Improve Conditions. In
addition to maintaining conditions, the

fourth and final scenario assumes that all
current deficiencies in the physical condi-

tion of facilities and in levels of service
would be corrected over the 20-year plan-
ning period. In addition to correcting

deficiencies, the scenario assumes that there
would be substantial increased emphasis on

transit and rail modes. The scenario does

not include the maximum lane policy or a

limit on transportation spending.

As shown in Table S-1, total needs for all

modes under the different scenarios range

from $84 billion to $147 billion for the 20-
year period. For most modes the needs
identified under the fourth scenario are
greater than the needs identified under the

third scenario. However, for transit this is
reversed. The transfer of a significant

amount of roadway expenditures to transit

results in a greater need for transit under

the third scenario than under the fourth.

Declining Revenuee, Growing Neede
With few exceptions, Florida’s transporta-
tion revenue base cannot keep pace with

the combined impact of continued growth
in population and commerce and (even)

moderate price inflation in the costs of

transportation facilities and services.

Federal revenues, consisting primarily of
fuel taxes, are expected to grow by about

Statewide Transportation Needs and Funding Study 1
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unfavorably to traffic growth (3.o to 3.9

percent) and highway construction cost
inflation (3.1 percent).

State revenues, consisting primarily of fuel
taxes, vehicle registration and related fees,
and Turnpike tolls, keep pace with traffic

growth and with a portion of inflation. The

indexation of state fuel taxes, combined

with Florida’s growth in fuel consumption

and vehicle registrations, leads to a project-

ed four percent annual growth in state

revenues. Registration fees, tolls, and other

sources are not indexed to inflation.

Local revenues consist primarily of fuel

taxes and various other taxes and fees.
Florida leads the nation in the use of local

option fuel taxes, which have reduced

reliance on property taxes. Appropriations
from state and local sales taxes, impact fees,
and tolls round out local revenue. None of

these revenue sources is explicitly adjusted
for inflation; however, a few secondary

sources of revenue such as sales and
property taxes can implicitly track infla-

tion. Overall, local revenue is expected to

grow at about 3.I percent for roads and

bridges and 3.4 percent for transit,
paratransit, and rail.

Table S-2 shows the total needs under each

scenario and the revenue available under

current tax and fee rates to fund those

needs. The table continues with the state

and local revenue shortfalls that would

have to be made up to fully fund each
scenario. The total shortfalls are $27 billion

Table S-1
TWENTY-YEAR TRANSPORTATION NEEDS, ALL MODES

(millions of 1992 dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve

Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions
Maximum Lane

Policy

State-Owned
Roads and Bridges

$45,607 $58,181 $51,201 $70,967

Locally-Owned
Roads and Bridges

$23,240 $32,062 $32,062 $38,840

Transit $7,900 $10,127 $18,853 $18,820

Paratransit $3,007 $3,643 $3,643 $5,946

Rail $2,016 $4,676 $4,914 $5,271

New Starts -
Fixed Guideway

$0 $0 $0 $4,725

New Starts -
Commuter Rail

$0 $0 $0 $104

Alrporls - State Share $1,850 $2,337 $2,337 $2,337

Seaports - State Share $159 $589 $589 $589

Total Needs $83,779 $111,615 $113,599 $147,399

2 Statem-de Transportation Needs and Funding Study



for the second and third scenarios and $58

billion for the fourth scenario.

Inadequate Transportation Infrastructure
Current federal, state, and local funding for
the expansion and preservation of transpor-
tation infrastructure cannot keep pace with
growth in population, commerce, and

traffic. Thus, the operational and structural

conditions of Florida’s transportation

infrastructure are expected to decline.

Roads/Bridges. Growth in traffic levels and
the costs of road and bridge improvements
will surpass the growth in existing federal,

state, and local revenue sources. The result
is the operational and physical deteriora-

tion of the system. These deficiencies are

evident in three areas: pavement and bridge

condition, congestion level, and safety.
Each area is of critical importance to the

safe and efficient functioning of the
highway system.

Transit and Rail Transit and rail service

levels are expected to decline given the

availability of current funding. Florida’s

transit and rail systems will lack the
resources necessary to provide the existing

level of service, let alone the ability to

attract new passengers from single-occupant

7!)~ATE
7RAUWORTAY’ION

vehicles. The average age of transit vehicles POLICYINI’rIAllvs.
will increase, leading to declines in reliabili-

ty and rider appeal.

Paratransit. Paratransit service levels are
expected to decline, given the availability of
current funding. Even with the increase in
state financial support in FY 1994-5, no
sustained increase in the level of service is

expected.

Airports. Current funding levels pose

serious consequences for Florida’s aviation

system over the long term. Many of Flori-
da’s airports and many parts of its airspace

are highly congested. Current revenue

sources are insufficient to deal with existing
as well as accruing deficiencies. These

deficiencies directly reduce the safety and
convenience of air transportation. Ulti-

mately, declining aviation infrastructure
can negatively affect tourism and interna-

tional trade, two mainstays of the Florida
economy.

Seaports. Seaports are vital to Florida’s
international trade. Failure to increase

capacity and modernize equipment will
reduce seaports’ contribution to the state’s
economic development.

Table S -2
TWENTY-YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS, ALL MODES

(millions of 1992 dollars)

Needs

.,
II Total Needs

II Available Revenue

[1State Shortfall

II Local Shortfall

Total Shortfall

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4
Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

$83,779 $111,615 $113,599 $147,399

$83,779 $84,873 $86,858 $89,293

$0 $16,291 $16,291 $33,526

$0 $10,450 $10,450 $24,581

$0 $26,741 $26,741 $58,107

Statewide Tmnqmrtation Naads end Funding Study 3
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The opportunities for funding Florida’s

transportation needs cover a broad spec-
trum that includes:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Increase privatization of transportation
facilities.

Index current revenue sources to

inflation.

Increase the state’s return-historically 80

percent-of its payments into the Federal

Highway Trust Fund.

Reduce the diversion of transportation

user fees to non-transportation uses.

Increase the use of revenue bonds based

on user fees.

Increase the use of toll financing.

Seek additional federal funding.

Develop new revenue sources.

Increase existing taxes and fees.

The state’s transportation revenue shortfalls

can be met in a variety of ways by using

different combination of the above options.

One approach, as an example, would be to

continue to use toll financing for new
roadway and bridge facilities in the same
proportion as in the past and finance the
remainder of transportation needs by

increasing current taxes and fees an equal

percentage. The amounts of the increases
required to meet state needs using this

approach are shown in Table S-3 for each

scenario (the increases for “Maintain

Conditions” and “Maintain Conditions
with Maximum Lane Policy” are identical).

For this and all subsequent illustrations,

the revenue yield of the inflation-indexed

state motor fuels tax is used. If a non-
indexed excise tax is used, a slightly higher

tax rate must be applied to raise the same

amount of revenue. Local needs could be

met for the “Maintain Conditions” scenario

by increasing the local motor fuels tax 3.9

cents per gallon and by increasing other
local transportation fees and taxes 39

percent. The “Improve Conditions” scenar-

io would require a local motor fuels tax
increase of 8.1 cents per gallon and increas-

es of 81 percent in other transportation

revenue sources.

If the state relied entirely on the motor

fuels tax (aviation fuel tax for aviation

Table S-3
INCREASES IN TAXES AND FEES REQUIRED TO MAKE UP

lVVENTY-YEAR STATE SHORTFALLS

Increase Needed For Each Scenario
1994

Tax or Fee Typical 1 2&3 4

Charge Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions

,
II STATE SHORTFALLS

Motor Fuels Taxes (per gallon)

-B

12.6$ 0 5.74 11.9@

Aviation Fuel Tax (per gallon) 6.9$ 0 3.84 3.8#

Motor Vehicle License Fee $35.10 0 $15.87 $33.28

Initial Registration Fee $100.00 0 $45.21 $94.82

Rental Car Surcharge (per day) $2.00 0 $0.90 $1.90

Incremental Title Fee $24.00 0 $10.85 $22.76

4 Ststern”duTransportationNeeds and Funding Study



shortfall) to make up the 20-year shortfalls,
an increase of 9.2 cents per gallon would be
required to meet the needs of the “Maintain

Conditions” scenario and an increase of
19.2 cents for the “Improve Conditions”

scenario, plus an increase in the aviation
fuel tax of 3.8 cents per gallon for each
scenario. Local needs under the “Maintain
Conditions” scenario could be met with a
5.1 to 6.2 cents per gallon increase in the
local motor fuels tax and, for the “Improve

Conditions” scenario, with a 9.3 to 13.9

cents per gallon increase (the higher

numbers for counties with transit systems).

Described below are actions recommended

to be taken by the legislature and/or by

state agencies involved in funding transpor-
tation services.

Encourage informed discussion on

transportation funding issues by increas-

ing public awareness of the consequences
of the different needs and funding

scenarios described in the report. The

scenarios in this report range from making

no changes in current transportation

funding to maintaining current levels of

service to correcting all deficiencies and

increasing services. The consequences of

not addressing Florida’s transportation
needs will be severe, but the public may not

yet be adequately informed of those

consequences. Public involvement, discus-

sion, and understanding of the issues and
consequences is an absolute necessity.

Index more transportation fees and taxes.

The funding shortfalls forecasted in this

report would be substantially worse if the

state motor fuels tax were not indexed to
the consumer price index. The motor fuels

tax, however, accounts for only about a

third of the state’s transportation revenues.

If more transportation funding sources
were indexed to inflation the relationship

of costs and revenues would be better

balanced over time.

3 STAIZ
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Increase transportation revenues. Flori- POLICYmrrlllm.
da’s needs over the next 20 years will exceed
available revenues. Indexing will help, but

tax and fee rate increases also are necessary.
The extent of the rate increases will depend,
in part, on the definition of needs that

develops out of informal public discussion.
The source of additional revenues also is a

subject for public discussion.

Seek continuance of federal funding

participation. Federal sources currently
account for 35 percent of the funding for

Florida’s State Highway System and are

projected to decline to 27 percent by 2012.
The federal share of transit funding in

Florida is projected to decline from the

current 28 percent to 18 percent by 2012.
The state should encourage the federal

government to take the necessary steps to

continue or increase its current level of

participation in transportation funding in
Florida.

Recognize that some transportation

investments should be policy driven

rather than demand driven. Transporta-

tion investment decisions can be and often

are made with the intention of achieving

policy objectives beyond simply meeting
the demand for transportation. Policy

issues, such as air quality, transit dependen-

cy, and growth management, should also be
considered when determining the appropri-
ate levels of investment in the various

transportation modes.

Explore other funding options. Other

options that Florida should explore include

privatizing transportation facilities; reduc-
ing the diversion of transportation user fees

to non-transportation uses; increasing the
use of revenue bonds; and pursuing greater

equity in the distribution of federal trans-

portation funding.

Statawide TransportationNends and Funding Study 5
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Introduction
The Statewide Transportation Needs and
Funding Study is a work element of the

State Transportation Policy Initiative. The
study originated from an interest in

providing information to assist the Florida

Legislature in developing potential future

legislative initiatives. One such potential

future initiative concerns transportation
infrastructure needs. At issue regarding

transportation infrastructure is the proper

level of investment in the transportation

system and the sources of funding for this
investment. This study provides insight

into these issues, and presents potential
action plans for the consideration of the

Florida Legislature.

This study is not an attempt to duplicate

the long-range planning effort of the

Florida Department of Transportation. The

focus is not on listing specific improve-
ments to specific facilities, but rather on an

aggregate analysis of needs for the various

transportation modes under different

scenarios and assumptions. By relating

different levels of funding to performance

levels, informed decisions can be made

about the preferred level of performance.

The first chapter provides a definition of

needs, analyzes possible methodologies for

the determination of needs, and describes
examples of needs analyses. The second

chapter describes the current condition of

each transportation mode in Florida and
quantifies the needs for each mode for the
20-year period from 1993 to 2012. The

third chapter describes current and histori-
cal funding for transportation in Florida

and other states, and forecasts revenue for

the 20-year period. The fourth chapter

presents various options and recommenda-
tions for providing sufficient revenue to

meet Florida’s transportation needs.

This study assumes that Florida’s popula-

tion will grow at the medium growth rate
forecast by the Bureau of Economics and
Business Research, which averages 1.60

percent per year over the 20-year period.

Except for road and bridge needs, inflation
is assumed to increase an average of 3.4

percent a year, as forecasted by Data

Resources, Incorporated. For road and
bridge construction, FDOT’S construction
index is used. It averages 3.13 percent per

year over the 20-year period. For road and

bridge right of way and other non-construc-

tion costs, FDOT’S assumption of 5 percent

per year is used. FDOT’S assumptions

about the growth in federal and state

transportation revenues attributable to
growth in population and inflation also are

used. These are 1 percent per year for

federal revenues and 4 percent per year for

state revenues. Other assumptions are
described in each section and listed in the

appendix.

Statarnde TransportationNeeds and Funding Study 7
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Literature Review and
Methodology Development

Definition of Needs
The definition of public needs is a reflec-

tion of a society’s values, culture, and

governmental structure. Needs, therefore,

are not absolutes; rather they represent a

society’s desires toward ultimate goals. In a
representative democracy, needs are deter-

mined through the collective and collabora-

tive efforts of the public, elected public

officials, and the agencies and institutions
charged with carrying out public policy.

One notable classification of needs was

introduced by humanist psychologist

Abraham Maslow in his book Motivation

and Personality. The thrust of his argument

is that there exists some basic level of needs
without which individuals cannot survive.

Once these more fundamental needs are
met, individuals can proceed to higher
levels of attainment. However, at higher
levels of needs, varying attributes exist

among the different sectors of society. For

instance, once basic needs are addressed

(e.g., food, shelter), individuals of different

income levels, age groups, or geographical

areas may have divergent opinions on what

additional services are needed. Furthermore,
these various groups may trade off one

service to gain more of another service that

they believe provides them with greater

value.

Since societies operate with resource
constraints, transportation–the business of

transporting people and goods–is one of

the services that must be traded off with
other services. Transportation is not a need
in itselfi rather the level or quality of

transportation needed is the result of a
society’s collective values and culture. After
determining that transportation is-at some

level-needed, the next step is to determine

the goals to be accomplished by transporta-
tion. The actions required to attain these

goals determine the investment required for

transportation. Land access, economic

development, emergency evacuation, and
connectivity of population centers are all

goals of transportation. These goals are not

mutually exclusive, nor are they necessarily

dependent on one another. Furthermore,

the attainment of these goals is not neces-
sarily all-or-nothing, as there may be

degrees of attainment. For example, the

transportation infrastructure required for

emergency evacuation could range from
infrastructure sufficient for the evacuation

of a portion of the population in the event

of an average-size hurricane to infrastruc-

ture sufficient for the evacuation of the
entire population in the face of the largest
possible hurricane. These scenarios translate
into very different levels of transportation

need and, therefore, in very different costs

to society.

The traditional first step in a transportation
needs study is simply to determine what is

needed. The implication of such a tradi-
tional exercise is that the final result is an

undisputed necessity. However, as previous-

ly discussed, the determination of needs is
problematic. The needs are actually esti-

mates conditioned on a set of underlying

assumptions. These assumptions may

reflect the political process, administrative

controls, and/or the special interests of

certain stakeholders, rather than a rigorous
methodological treatment of the issue.

An alternative to the traditional approach
is to develop numerous assumptions and
scenarios, each with a corresponding needs

Statewide Tmuzpmtatinn Needs and Funding Study 9
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, POLICYINITIATIVEassessment. Differing assumptions can
produce dramatically different needs
estimates. Even a modest change in assump-

tions such as growth in population, the rate
of inflation, or the size of the road system

can cause large differences in estimated

needs. Furthermore, needs can be measured

using different methodologies that lead to

dissimilar assessments. For instance, needs

studies have historically been based on

engineering or performance standards. In

these studies needs are calculated as the

difference between the chosen standard and
the actual performance characteristics of

the transportation facility. On the other
hand needs can be determined from

policies and objectives regardless of perfor-
mance characteristics. The results of these
methodologies can be extremely dissimilar.

Historically, there has been an absence of

consumer demand analysis in the assess-
ment of transportation needs, although it

has often been suggested that the consum-
er’s willingness to pay should play a

significant role in the determination of

transportation needs. Willingness to pay,
when applied to highway transportation, is

simply the price a consumer is willing to

pay to travel on a particular roadway.

Currently, there is no mechanism in wide

use that forces consumers to reveal their

preferences. Toll roads and congestion

pricing are attempts to reveal the consum-
er’s willingness to pay, but these mecha-

nisms do not adequately capture all con-

sumers’ ranking of transportation against
other public goods. These methods assume
that ability to pay corresponds with willing-

ness to pay.

Finally, needs studies may ultimately have

different goals based on geographical scale.
Local goals represent the objectives of a
local homogeneous population by focusing
on specific projects and improvements. The
goals of local transportation policy might
include improved land access, enhanced

quality of life and community, and greater
choice at the local level in matters of

10

economic development and growth man-
agement. State goals are broad and provide
the general policy framework for many
heterogeneous communities. State goals

usually involve system connectivity, emer-
gency evacuation, and economic well being.

Discussion of Needs in ths
Context of Divsms Goals
It has been illustrated that the level and

quality of transportation that is needed by

a group or community is not absolute.
Therefore, a framework is necessary to

outline possible needs. The following
framework does not include all possible

scenarios of needs, but it attempts to

encompass a reasonable range of levels of
investment that might be chosen for the
state of Florida. The four scenarios that
were chosen to reflect a range of scenarios

include (1) maintain funding, (2) maintain

conditions, (3) maintain conditions with
maximum lane policy, and (4) improve

conditions. These are described briefly
below and in more detail in Chapter 2.

MaintainFunding
●

●

●

Assumes no new revenue sources.

Assumes existing revenue sources remain

in place at their current (base) tax and
fee rates.

Assumes revenue grows with the tax base.

MaintainConditions
● Assumes that improvements are made to

all modes and intermodal connections as
necessary to maintain the current levels

of service and physical conditions of
facilities.

Maintainhdithna M“thMaximum
Lane Policy
●

●

Assumes the same improvements as the
previous scenario subject to constraints
on the number of lanes permitted for
various roadway classifications.

Assumes that the reductions in roadway

expenditures caused by the lane

Statem”de TransportationNeeds and Funding SMY



constraints result in an equal amount of

expenditures being transferred to transit
and rail modes, thereby reducing the
emphasis on highways and increasing the

emphasis on transit and rail.

ZmpmveConditions
● Assumes that conditions are not only

maintained, but that all identified

deficiencies in levels of service and the

physical condition of facilities are

corrected over the 20-year planning
period.

● Assumes substantial enhancement of

transit and rail modes beyond correcting
deficiencies.

These four needs scenarios are the frame-

work for this study. Appropriate methodol-

ogies for each transportation mode under

each scenario were chosen from those

identified in the following section. The

detailed process for determining needs

under each scenario for each transportation

system is explained in a later section.

Mathodologiaa
This section is a discussion of methodolo-
gies that have been used for the analysis of

transportation needs at the national, state,

and local levels. This list attempts to

categorize available methodologies into

logical groupings; however, they are not
easily categorized. In application, these

methodologies are sometimes combined to

determine needs. In addition, the level of

effort needed to perform each methodology

varies greatly according to data availability
and the complexity of analysis. Numerous

assumptions must be made for each

methodology, including the growth rate of

population, the growth rate of demand for

the transportation system, and the rate of

inflation. These assumptions can greatly
affect total calculated needs and the cost of
meeting those needs. The methodologies
described in this section are:

● Service/Engineering Standards
● Investment Analysis

7 STATE
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● Budget Constraint POLICYlNmATIvE

● Access Standards
● Plan Aggregation
● Local Surveys
● Policy-Driven Analysis

The advantages and disadvantages of each
methodology are discussed below.

Service/Engineering Standanfs

Description. The establishment of service or

engineering standards is a top-down

methodology for the evaluation of trans-
portation needs. Standards are determined
at the aggregate level (the state) for facilities

at all levels. These standards can be estab
lished for various parameters (e.g., safety,

maintenance, capacity). Needs are then

estimated based on improving and/or

maintaining the transportation infrastruc-

ture to these standards. For example,

minimum safety ratings, maintenance

scheduIes, and volume to capacity ratios are

often established to evaluate highway needs.
These standards are used to evaluate

deficiencies on each highway or section of
highway, and to establish improvements

needed in capacity or maintenance spend-
ing cycle to attain these standards over a

specified period of time.

Most needs studies contain some type of
service or engineering standard in their

anaIysis. Minimum voIume to capacity

ratios, pavement conditions, and safety
ratings have been established for different

elements of the Florida Intrastate Highway
System. Oregon has set minimum tolerable

conditions for roads of different levels of
importance. These minimum tolerable

conditions include levels of service, volume
to capacity ratios, pavement condition, and

average speed, among other conditions. If a

road falls below the threshold of one of

these conditions, it is considered deficient.
Alabama uses a similar process to deter-
mine the needs on their state road system.

Afrwrttzges. Standards are useful for the
easy comparison of alternative scenarios.

Statewidn Tmnqmrtation Needs and RuIding Study 11
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. ~~ ~~ For example, 7Ze Status of tie Nation’s
Higbway4 Bridges.,and Transit: Conditions
and Performances, a report prepared bienni-

ally for the United States Congress, com-

pares the investment requirements of two
different scenarios: maintaining conditions

and improving conditions. This compari-

son effectively illustrates the effect on costs
when standards are modified.

Another advantage, when looking at

facilities aggregated from multiple jurisdic-

tions, is that the use of consistent standards
facilitates comparison and allows consistent

decision-making to occur comprehensively

at the state level rather than on a county-

by-county basis.

Disadvantages. The use of service/engineer-
ing standards is not appropriate for some

transportation systems, such as transit. This

methodology does not take into consider-

ation the fact that transit needs are driven
more by public policy than by demand.

Service/engineering standards focus on

correcting capacity deficiencies, whereas

transit needs generally focus on increasing

transit’s share of trips.
,

Investment Amdysis

Description. An investment analysis

evaluates proposed improvements to

transportation facilities according to their

benefits and costs to users and to society.

This methodology can measure the rate of

return of a project, the benefit/cost ratio,

the net present value, or any other formula-

tion using benefits and costs. This method-

ology is generally used as a supplement to

other methodologies that have already
determined possible improvements. An
investment analysis narrows the list of

needed improvements according to a

predetermined rate of return, benefit/cost

ratio, or net present value. As well as
measuring the benefits and costs of individ-

ual projects, this analysis can evaluate a

type of investment (e.g., resurfacing of rural
arterials) on an aggregate level. Therefore,
this methodology does not preclude the use

12

of other methodologies; rather it depends
on other methodologies to determine the
proposed improvements to be further

analyzed from the investment perspective.

On the national level this method of
evaluation has been used extensively. For
example, in 1988 the Congressional Budget

Office evaluated improvements proposed in
Z% Status of the Nation’s H~hway4 Bridges,

and Transit: Conditions and Performances and
established rates of return for levels and

types of investment. The levels of invest-

ment ranged from those necessary to
maintain spending to those required to

remedy all deficiencies. For each level of
investment the average annual cost was

calculated and was compared against the
average annual user savings from making

these improvements. An annual rate of

return was then derived from this relation-

ship.

Advantages. The major advantage of an

investment analysis is its ability to evaluate

projects based on their return to society.

These returns include decreased user costs

and increased economic development. This

method takes into account the preferences

of all users rather than the preferences of a
few users. In other words, this methodology

attempts to maximize the net benefit of

transportation improvements to society by

eliminating those improvements that do

not generate a prescribed benefit to society

as a whole.

In addition to determining what is needed,

investment analyses can also prioritize

projects in the likely circumstance of
limited funds. In Oregon, for example, the
long-range needs analysis compiles needs
given specific assumptions, then prioritizes

those needs according to a benefit/cost

analysis. This investment analysis helps the
state determine which projects should be
completed first.

Disadvantages. User benefits and costs are

difficult to accurately quantifi because of
disagreement on which costs and benefits

Staten-de TransportationNeeds and Funding Study
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to include. The method that is chosen to

quantifj benefits and costs can significantly
affect the calculation of needs. For exam-
ple, on the national scale the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) released a report
calculating the rate of return for certain

types of projects. In response to this report
the Texas Transportation Institute pub-

lished a subsequent report using the same

statistics found in the CBO report but with

very different results as to the rate of
returns on certain types of projects. The

difference in results was caused by the

modification of a few assumptions, includ-
ing life-cycle costs and the useful life of

specific improvements.

Budget Cmwlrainf

Description. Budget constraints, like

investment analyses, are generally an add-

on to other methodologies. The budget is
set prior to the determination of needs, and
another methodology is used to determine

the needs that will conform to that budget.

Most needs analyses are influenced by a

budget constraint of some type. These
constraints can be placed on total needs or

on individual types of needs. For example,

a government institution may have separate
constraints on maintenance and improve-

ments.

Advantages. The advantage of a budget
constraint is that, theoretically, a budget

would indicate society’s willingness to pay

for transportation as compared to other

public goods. The cost of perfecting the
transportation infrastructure will almost
always exceed the availability of resources.

The budget is a good tool to determine

society’s willingness to pay for certain

public goods. If the majority is not willing

to pay for certain improvements those

improvements may not be “needed.”

Disadvantages. Under a budget constraint,
the needs process is artificially constrained.
Therefore, the needs process may not
evaluate the most efficient level of spending
because the budget is placed on the process

7 STATE
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exogenously. The most efficient level of POLICYINITIATIVE..
spending may be above or below the
predetermined budget.

Acce~”bility Standanfs

Description. Accessibility to the transporta-

tion infrastructure can be as important to a

community as is level of service. Accessibili-

ty can include accessibility to land through
a grid of local roads or accessibility of the
majority of the population to certain

functional classifications of transportation

such as limited access freeways on the road

system. For communities that value accessi-

bility, accessibility standards can be used to
determine needs. For example, a standard

could be stated in the form of a specific
number of center-line miles by population

density by land-use type, or freeway accessi-

bility for a certain percentage of the

population within an area.

Advantages. Because this methodology
takes both demographic characteristics

(such as land use and population density)

and infrastructure characteristics into
consideration, it facilitates the examination

of the transportation infrastructure as a
whole rather than the separate examination

of each individual facility.

Disadvantages. The goal of access maybe

one of many goals for a state or local

government. This goal may need to be
balanced with other goals, such as connec-

tivity and mobility. Accessibility standards
focus, obviously, on the goal of access only.

Therefore, accessibility standards are not
generally regarded as a stand alone method-

ology. One exception to this might be the

determination of needs on the local
(according to functional classification) road

structure. The focus of these needs is land

access rather than mobility.

Plan Aggregation

Description. Plan aggregation is a bottom-
up methodology that compiles and aggre-
gates all local plans throughout the state.
This methodology allows local goals and
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~ POLICYINITIATIVEobjectives to be taken into consideration by

allowing a local government to decide the

needs of the community. In essence, the
local community can use any methodology
it deems appropriate to determine its needs.

More and more emphasis has been placed

on this type of methodology in recent years

due to the goal of returning decision-
making power to local governments.

Advantages. Plan aggregation allows local

governments to determine needs based on
local goals and objectives such as infill

development or reducing congestion. This

process empowers local governments by

allowing them more flexibility in determin-

ing transportation needs.

Disadvantages. Consistency is a problem
when using this methodology. If the state

does not provide a standard methodology,
with standard assumptions and definitions,

there is no consistency from one local area

to the next. This makes it difficult to

perform a comparative analysis of different

scenarios at the state level. For example,

“improving conditions” could be interpret-

ed in many different ways by local govern-

ments. In the aggregation of local plans it
is difficult to determine if methodologies

are consistent. Furthermore, regional and

state objectives may not be met by local
plans.

Local Surveys

Description. This methodology takes the

approach of directly asking local govern-

ments what their needs are rather than

collecting the information from secondary

sources (i.e., locally-provided plans) as in

the previous scenario. The survey can either

simply ask what the needs of a local area
are, or it can set criteria for determining

needs and ask the local government to
include all projects that fit these criteria.
Needs are then aggregated at the state level.

For example, in 1989 the Florida Depart-
ment of Transportation chose to use a local

survey to meet its mandate to compile all
local needs for municipalities within the

14

state of Florida. The survey was sent out to

all city and county governments within the
state. The local governments were asked to
report on all funded and unfunded needs

for county roads, city streets, and public

transit for a five-year period. Included in
the survey were instructions to provide
consistency in interpretation among
respondents. The results were a total

highway need for counties and cities of

$6.3 billion for capital and $2.6 billion for
operations and maintenance. For transit,

the identified local capital needs were $853

million and the operation and maintenance

needs were $1.3 billion.1

Advantages. The major advantage of this

methodology is its method of collection.

Using prima~ sources gives the surveyor
some control over the data. In plan aggrega-
tion the information must be taken “as is.”

Using surveys helps to ensure methodologi-
cal consistency when looking at many

different scenarios.

Disadvantages. The main limitation of

local surveys is a low response rate. Local

governments do not have a legal mandate

to respond to a survey outside of their
required aggregation of needs. In the state

survey mentioned previously, the response
rate was 36 percent for county government
and 25 percent for city government. This

methodology also tends to result in over-

stated needs, as many local governments are

likely to have planned for more develop-

ment than will actually occur.

PolicyDriven Analysis
Descn)tion. A policy-driven analysis can

originate from a “round table” discussion

consisting of a gathering of professionals,
from a directive of one individual, or from

the goals and objectives of society at large.

With this method an analysis of needs is
based on professional judgment rather than
engineering standards or investment
analysis. An example of this process is the
recent Florida decision to limit urban
interstates to ten lanes. This decision was a

Statewide T~tion Needk and Funding Study



policy-driven analysis of the goals and

objectives stated in the Florida Transporta-
tion Plan rather than an analysis based on
demand.

Advantages. One advantage of this meth-
odology is its direct link to the goals and
objectives of the state on the aggregate level.

This link is not as evident when looking at

engineering standards or levels of service on

a segment-by-segment basis.

Disadvantages. The main disadvantage of a

policy-driven analysis is its limitation to

broad issues or decisions. It is not cost
effective to address each individual issue on

a state level in this manner. Furthermore,

this process can be very subjective and

inconsistent and could cause conflicting

policies.

Needs Assessment Exsxnples
In application, most needs assessment

methodologies do not neatly fall into the

methodologies just described. Most meth-

odologies on the local, state, and national

level are hybrids or combinations of two or
more of the methodologies. In this section,

both the Florida needs process and three
other interesting, innovative, and compre-

hensive needs studies (one from the federal

government and two from other states) are

examined in detail.

Federtd Study

i’%eStatus of the Nation~ H~hways.. Bridges
and Transit: Conditions and Performances—

This is a report provided to the United

States Congress on a biennial basis. The

purpose of this report is to provide an
objective appraisal OE

●

●

●

current and anticipated demand for

surface transportation services that will

likely be provided by highday and
transit systems;

highway, bridge, and transit finance;

current physical conditions and--
operating performance of these systems;
and

3 STATE
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● 20-year estimates of capital investment PaLIcrINITIATIVE

requirements by federal, state and local

governments for maintaining or
improving the physical and operating
conditions of this system.

The data required for these analyses origi-

nate from three sources. Highway condi-

tions and performances are analyzed using

the Highway Performance Monitoring
System (HPMS), a database containing a

sample of 105,000 highway sections from
all states. Bridge information is obtained

from the National Bridge Inventory, which
contains detailed information on condi-
tions and performances on all bridges of 20

feet or greater length within the United

States. Transit data originate from the

Section 15 transit data reporting system,
which contains detailed information on

facilities and fleets.

These highway, bridge, and transit data are

analyzed using three models: the Highway

Performance Monitoring System Analytical

Process, the Bridge Needs and Investment

Procedure, and transit equipment and

facility replacement rates. Two capital
investment scenarios were analyzed using

these models. These are the costs to main-

tain the overall physical condition and

performance and the costs to improve the

conditions and performance to a specified
engineering performance standard over a

20-year time period. The report states that
“the purpose of the scenarios is to provide

general financial and performance bench-

marks and a basis for development and
evaluation of policy and program options.”

In other words, this report is not aimed at

predicting facility-by-facility improvements.
It is meant to be a guide for policymakers

to make decisions about the long-range

allocation of resources for transportation.

The result of this analysis was a nationwide
annualized investment of $55.5 billion un-
inflated 1991 dollars to maintain condi-

tions and performance from 1992 to 2011
for highways, bridges, and transit. The
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. POLICYINITIATIVEnationwide annualized cost to improve

conditions and performance was estimated
at $73.7 billion un-inflated 1991 dollars.

lhwgonStudy

1993 OregonRoa& Finance Stud~The

purpose of this study was to provide the

Oregon State Legislature with an estimate
of funding requirements for the state’s
roads over a 20-year time period and give
recommendations of revenue options to

pay for these needs. The study examined

the complete highway system of the state of

Oregon including state-owned, county-

owned, and city-owned roads. First, it

determined the roadway needs from 1993

through 2012. Second, it prioritized those
needs. Finally, it evaluated the funding of
those needs under different priorities.

Roadway needs were determined using the
Highway Performance Monitoring System
Analytical Process (HPMS Model) devel-

oped by the Federal Highway Administra-

tion to analyze roadway sections. The

HPMS Model was applied to a large sample

of road miles from each functional classifi-

cation and jurisdiction within the state.

Current condition ratings for each segment

in the sample were recorded in the data-

base. These conditions mainly relate to
traffic level of service and pavement

condition. Also incorporated into the

model were assumptions regarding the

growth in vehicle miles traveled and

inflation over the 20-year time frame. The

model then compared the current condi-

tions to minimum tolerable conditions,
which reflect minimum standards of

acceptability in road and bridge congestion,

safety, and structural integrity according to
recognized authorities such as the Ameri-

can Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials and the Federal
Highway Administration. A need was
identified when a segment fell below any

one of these minimum tolerable conditions
within the 20-year time period. Sample

statistics were then used to make inferences
about the entire inventory of roads to
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determine an unconstrained cost estimate
for the needs to maintain or improve roads
to specified minimum tolerable conditions.
The result of this analysis was a total road

and bridge needs over the twenty year

period of $48.8 billion in 1991 constant

dollars and $79.4 billion in inflated dollars.
This estimate included eliminating the

current backlog of deficiencies and per-
forming all needs for preservation, im-

provement, and operation of41,37o miles
of roadway and 6,938 bridges over the 20-

year time period.

After all needs were identified according to

the minimum tolerable conditions criteria,

the needs were prioritized using a return-
on-investment analysis. This prioritization
was useful in determining which projects to

delay under a budget constraint. The result

of this analysis was a ranking of needs into
four categories by descending importance.

These rankings are 1) preservation of the

current system, 2) safety improvements, 3)

critical capacity expansion, and 4) facility

upgrades. From this ranking it was deter-
mined that the first three categories were

high-priority needs. Therefore, the high-

priority needs for the 20-year time period
were estimated at $26.3 billion in constant

1991 dollars and $42.9 billion in inflated

dollars.

WashingtonState Study

Wmhington Statewide Multimodal Transporta-

tion Plan—This document is a 20-year plan

for the state-owned highways, ferry system,

and airports in Washington state. For each

of these three transportation systems three

sets of service objectives were compiled:
maintenance objectives, preservation

objectives, and improvement objectives.
These objectives range from general to

specific. For example, highway objectives
include providing safe, reliable roadway
surfaces; providing level of service “C” on
rural highways and HOV lanes; and
connecting all urban areas with over 50,000

population with four-lane, limited-access
facilities. In total, there were 34 highway

Statam”ds T-ortation Needs and Funding Study
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objectives, 8 ferry system objectives, and 4 quently prepared comprehensive plans as POLICYmm,.
airport objectives. an integral component of their planning

After determining the service objectives for

each system the plan then examined the
unconstrained cost of meeting those

objectives over a 20-year period. The final

step of the process was an examination of
needs with constrained funding. Three

possible scenarios were addressed: maintain-
ing current levels of revenue (requiring
lowered expectations regarding service

objectives), fully funding the service

objectives over twenty years, and fully

funding the service objectives over a longer

period.

Florida‘aNaeda Pmcaaa
The Florida integrated planning process

began with the passage of the 1985 State

Comprehensive Plan and the 1985 Growth
Management Act. Local governments subse-

process. Metropolitan planning organiza-

tions (MPOS), created in 1975, also adopted
long-range transportation plans. Similarly,
FDOT adopted statewide modal system

plans that complied with federal and state

policies and procedures. These collective
actions comprise today’s state comprehen-
sive long-range transportation plan, illus-
trated in Figure 1-1. In addition, recent
legislation such as the federal Intermodal

Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of
1991, and Clean Air Act Amendments of

1990, and the Florida Environmental Land

Management Study II 1993 Legislation

(Local Government Comprehensive Plan-

ning and Land Development, CS/HB

2315), have created additional requirements

for the long range component (LRC) of the
Florida Transportation Plan (FTP).

Figure 1-1
FLORIDA’S LONG-RANGE PLANS

Modal System
Plans

Comprehensive
Policy

Framework

!’

● Goals
● Policies

MPO System
Needs

Plans
Assessment

I

1’ Inventory ● 20-Year FTP Long Range

of Plans Generalized Component

and
Consistency

● 1O-Year

Review
Programs
and Costs

● FDOT
● RPCS
● MPOs
● Local Gov’ts.
● Others

Source: 1993 FloridaTransportationPlan.
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,. p~cy mm The first LRC is scheduled to be developed

in 1994 as a part of the FTP. The focus of

this document, as stated in Florida Statute
339.155, is to document the goals and long-

term objectives necessary to implement
FDOT’S findings from its examination of

25 different plan development criteria, such

as strategies to incorporate bicycle transpor-

tation facilities, address recreational travel

and tourism, and reduce traffic congestion.

The statute states that the FTP shall consid-

er the needs of the entire state transporta-

tion system, examine the use of all modes

to effectively and efficiently meet such
needs, and provide for the interconnection

of all types of modes in a comprehensive
intermodal transportation system.

Although the first documented, publicly-

available transportation needs assessment

was prepared in 1988, it was not until 1991

that FDOT proposed a formalized transpor-
tation needs process. This was the first step

in developing a comprehensive, long-range

transportation system plan that incorpo-

rates all modes and is consistent with local

government comprehensive plans.

The primary function of the needs assess-

ment process as outlined in the 2992 State

Tramportation Need Assessment Summay

Report is to establish consensus with local

governments as to what transportation

improvements are needed to satisfj demand

over a 10-year period. The process is

designed to identifi various options and

alternatives that could later be evaluated to

a greater extent or could prompt policy

changes related to transportation invest-

ments and allocations in the future.

Initially, prospective improvements are

identified without regard to fiscal con-

straints or feasibility.

A departmental task force made up of
FDOT district and central office representa-
tives developed the four-part methodology
to estimate statewide needs by category and
district. These estimates are used in the
development of the annual Program and
Resource Plan (PRP), which in turn is used
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in the preparation of the Work Program.
The sources of information used by each

district consist of modal system plans and
work program, local government compre-

hensive plans, MPO plans, and other state

and local plans.

The key assumptions and criteria underly-
ing the methodology as stated in the report

include the following

● The measurement of needs must not be

constrained by funding or production

limitations.

● To comply with growth management

efforts, the needs must not be

inconsistent with other state plans,

regional policy plans, or local

government comprehensive plans.

● Existing plans, studies, and processes

would be used to the greatest extent

possible. Consistency must be
maintained on inter-district projects.

c Projects identified as needed within the

first ten years will, to the maximum
extent feasible include a range of

projected costs in present-day dollars.

● Needs must incorporate multi-modal

tradeoffs, so that trips assigned to one

mode are not duplicated by being

assigned to a second mode.

● Projects must be based on adopted

projections of land use.

The methodology was developed to be

implemented in a four-step process with

each step containing a unique definition of

needs. The salient features of each step are

summarized below

Step One: Needs are defined as the measure

of unconstrained mobility demand by a
particular agency. Each agency and organi-
zation independently evaluates mobility
needs for its jurisdiction and from its
perspective for the next 20 years. The

criteria for determining such needs are the
locally-adopted level of service standards.
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Step Two: Needs are defined as the mea-
sure of unconstrained mobility demand as

identified by consensus. FDOT evaluates
the mobility needs provided by MPOS,

county governments (in non-urbanized

areas), and other agencies and organizations

in step one. The principal objective is to
maintain consistency throughout the
transportation system, and, secondly, to

achieve consensus. Other significant policy
issues for each local jurisdiction are docu-

mented along with projected long-term

land use and economic growth trends.

Step Three: Needs are represented as a list

of facilities and services determined

through consensus (after the consideration
of appropriate constraints), and designed to
address previously identified mobility

demands. FDOT together with the MPO or

local government develops a list of the

facility and service needs for the first ten
years of the 20-year period. At this stage

appropriate constraints must be considered,

and cost estimates for each improvement

are generated in present-day dollars. Im-

provements are then ranked according to

their priority as listed below:

●

●

●

Priority 1- Projects with existing or prior
commitment (i.e., included in FDOT’S

Work Program, adopted plans of local
governments and MPOS, etc.).

Priority 2- Backlogged facilities and

services, and those facilities and services

needed to maintain existing levels of

service while accommodating projected
growth and increased travel demand.

Priority 3- New transportation needs

determined through the consensus
building process with local governments,
which will improve levels of

3 WATE
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transportation service for Florida’s POLICYmmmvl?.
communities.

Step Four: In the final step all improve-
ments are compiIed and evaluated for any

inconsistencies or conflicts by representa-
tives from the modal offices. This results in

the development of the Statewide System
Nan. The final products are subject to
public review. Finally, the principal issues

identified in step two are evaluated for

future policy recommendations.

To summarize, the Florida needs process

provides lo-year facility and service esti-

mates for each of the seven FDOT districts

and the Florida Turnpike. Estimates are
calculated in present-day costs, ranked in

descending priority, and cataloged accord-
ing to mode. The needs assessments are

updated and reported as part of the Florida
Transportation Plan documentation to
facilitate decision making. The intent of

this needs-based planning process, as stated

in the report, is to provide the general

framework for more detailed analysis of

specific transportation opportunities,

including assessments of mobility demand,

identification of corridors to be protected,

and recommendations for future policy
direction. The needs assessment exercise has

also enhanced communication and cooper-
ation between the different levels of

government.

The Florida needs process is aimed at

giving a project-by-project view of future

needs. The purpose of the present study is
to examine needs from an aggregate level in

order to evaluate revenue needs and the
appropriateness of different funding

options. It, therefore, was not used for this
study’s analysis of long-term needs.
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Chapter 2

Determination of Needs
The transportation infrastructure of the

state of Florida consists of many facilities,

modes, and programs, including roadways,

bridges, transit, paratransit, bicycles,

pedestrians, airports, seaports, rail, and

intermodal systems. In this section, charac-

teristics and an inventory of each of these

are presented.

Roads and Bridges
The roadway system is unquestionably the

largest portion of Florida’s transportation

infrastructure. It is made up of interstates,

freeways, expressways, other principal

arterials, minor arterials, collectors, and

local roads and streets. Bridges on this

system include movable span bridges, fixed

span bridges, and culverts.

The roadway system consists of 110,569

centerline miles and 10,856 bridges, which

are split up into state and local jurisdiction-

al responsibility. The state has responsibili-

ty for 10.7 percent of Florida’s centerline

miles of roads, and local governments have
jurisdictional responsibility for the remain-
ing 89.3 percent of centerline miles.

Tables 2-1 and 2-2 show the amount of

annual travel in Florida by functional

classification. Lower classifications such as

collectors carry very little traffic per

centerline mile as compared to the higher

Table 2-1
1992 CENTERLINE MILES (CLM) AND VEHICLE-MILES TRAVELED (VMT),

STATE-OWNED ROADS

Functional System
Total Percentage of Total Annual VMT Percentage of
CLM Total CLM (in millions) Total VMT

Rural

Interstate 1,000 8.5% 9,835 13.1%

Other Principal Arterials 3,652 30.9’)’o 11,432 15.2%

Minor Arterials 2,255 19.1% 4,193 5.6%

Major Collectors 697 5.9% 889 1.2%

Urban

Interstate 413 3.5% 11,663 15.5%

Other Freeways &
Expressways

244 2.1% 4,489 6.0%

Other Principal Arterials 2,171 18.4% 22,923 30.5?’0

Minor Afterials 1,303 11.o% 9,380 12.5%

Collectors 0.6’%0 332 0.4%

~ 67
11,803 100.0% 75,137 100.0%

Source: 1992 HighwayPerformanceMonitoringSystems Database,FDOT.
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shows the number of bridges by jurisdic-
tion.

Conditionsand Parfomnance
This section identifies the current condi-

tions and performance of Florida’s roadway

system. This information is useful to

establish the baseline of conditions and

performance to compare to future condi-

tions and performances given different
levels of funding.

The physical condition of a section of

roadway is judged by pavement condition,

lane width, horizontal and vertical align-

ment, and drainage adequacy. Table 2-4

presents statistics on the pavement condi-

tions for 1992 of Florida’s state-owned and
locally-owned roads (excluding local roads

by functional classification). The scale by
which the condition of pavement is defined

in this table is the present serviceability
rating (PSR) system. The ratings range from

O,which is poor, to 5, which is good. As

shown in the table, Florida has 6.5 percent
of its lane miles in poor pavement condi-
tion and 45.o percent of its lane miles in
good pavement condition.

The performance of roadways is judged in

terms of congestion. Congestion is the

measure of volume per capacity of a

facility. Presented in Table 2-5 is the

measure of volume of traffic per lane of
roadway compared with capacity per lane.
As shown, 2.8 percent of all lane miles in

Florida are moderately congested and 3.8

percent are highly congested. The majority

of the congestion occurs on urban

interstates, with 65.2 percent of those lane

mile being congested at the peak hour.

The condition of bridges in the state’s

highway system is measured by the number

of structurally deficient bridges and the

number of functionally obsolete bridges. As
shown in Table 2-6, in the 1992 base year
7.9 percent of state and local bridges were

rated as structurally deficient. A structural

Table 2-2
1992 CENTERLiNE MILES (CLM) AND VEHICLE-MILES TRAVELED (VMT),

LOCALLY-OWNED ROADS

Functional System
Total Percentage of Total Annual VMT Percentage of
CLM Total CLM (in millions) Total VMT

Rural

Minor Arterials 110 0.1% 467 1.0%

Major Collectors 3,780 3.8% 2,682 6.0%

Minor Collectors 5,364 54.3% 1,925 4.3%

Local 45,093 45.7% 3,302 7.3’70

Urban

Other Principal Arterials 41 0.0% 356 0.8%

Minor Arterials 946 1.0% 5,219 11.6%

Collectors 4,791 4.9% 9,830 22.0%

Local 38,642 39.1% 20,881 47.0%

Total 98,766 100.070 44,662 100.0%

Source: 1992 HPMS.
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Table 2-3
1992 BRIDGES BY JURISDICTION

II Jurisdiction II Number of Bridges

]] State-Owned II 6,046

II Lcscally-Owned II 4,810

Total 10,856

Source:1993NationalBridgelnvento~DataBase,FDOT.

3 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

segment. For example, many bridges PoLfcYlNITrAllvE..
become functionally obsolete when
lanes are added or widened on the
approach to the bridge. In 1992, 28.6
percent of state and local bridges in
Florida were functionally deficient.

Calculationof fhedk
The analysis of road and bridge needs
for this study was conducted using

large scale computer models along

with comprehensive statewide road
deficiency usually indicates that a bridge is and bridge data bases. This study marks the
unable to handle the vehicle loads or first application of this software at the state
speeds that are normally expected on the level in Florida and a departure from
highway segment where the bridge is previous needs assessment methods. The
located. Functional deficiencies on the following section describes the analytical
other hand, indicates a bridge that has process and the road and bridge inventory
inadequate width or vertical clearance when data used in the analysis.
compared to the associated highway

Table 2-4
1992 ROAD PAVEMENT CONDITION BY PERCENT OF LANE MILES,

STATE AND LOCAL ROADS

Functional System Poor Mediocre Fair Good Total

Rural

Interstate 13.1% 17.9% 21.1% 47.90/’0 100.0%

Other Principal Arterials 4.1% 7.7% 37.6% 50.6% 100.0%

Minor Atterials 3.5% 9.8% 19.1?40 67.6% 100.0%

Major Collectors 0.4% 21.2% 44.8% 33.6% 100.0%

Minor Collectors 13.l~o 34.3% 29.3~o 23.3% 100.0%

Urban

Interstate 16.7% 7.1% 11.3?0 64.9% 100.0%

Other Freeways &
Expressways

0.1!40 2.2?40 15.4?40 82.3% 100.0%

Other Principal Arterials 3.9% 11.4% 36.7% 48.0% 100.0%

Minor Arterials 2.8% 13.2% 28.1’% 55.9?’0 100.0%

Collectors 9.3% 14.6% 34.8% 41 .3% 100.0%

~
6.5% 16.3% 32.2%

450%’ m1!
Poor 0.0 -2.0 (2.5 for interstate) Mediocre: 2.1 -2.5 (2.6 -3.0 for interstate)
Fair 2.6 -3.4 (3.1 -3.4 for interstate) Good: 3.5 -5.0

Source: 1992 HPMS.
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Table 2-5
1992 CONGESTED PEAK HOUR TRAVEL BY PERCENT OF

LANE MILES, STATE AND LOCAL ROADS

Functional System
Moderately Highly ToW
Congested Congested Congested

Rural

Interstate 7.3% 2.99’, 10.2%

Other Principal Arterials 0.1% 0.0% O.l?lo

Minor Arterials 0.0% 0.5% 0.5%

Major Collectors 0.0% 0.7% 0.7%

Minor Collectors 0.1!40 0.0% 0.1%

Urban

Interstate 14.2% 51.0% 65.2%

Other Freeways &
Expressways

10.3% 13.9% 24.2%

Other Principal Arterials 7.7% 5.9% 13.6%

Minor Arterials 5.8% 7.0% 12.8%

Collectors 0.8% 1.0% 1.8%

Total 2.8%
38% m

Moderatelycongested: volume/serviceflow ratio between0.8 and 0.95.
Highly congested: volume/serviceflow ratio greater than 0.95.

Source: 1992 HPMS.

Roads. Roadway data were obtained from

the Highway Performance Monitoring

System (HPMS). HPMS was developed by

the federal government to ensure that
adequate roadway transportation informa-

tion is available to support the many

Table 2-6
1992 BRIDGE DEFICIENCIES

Deficiency Percent of Bridges

B-

Functionally Adequate 63.5%

Source: 1993 BNIP.
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functions and responsibilities of govern-

ment. In cooperation with state agencies,
local governments, and metropolitan

planning organizations, HPMS data is

collected in each state in the nation to
facilitate transportation planning, policy,
and decisionmaking. Extensive data (78

items) on physical and operational charac-

teristics are collected for a representative

sample of the nation’s roadways. States

submit HPMS data to the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) each year for

further analysis. The premier report pre-
pared from HPMS data is the biennial
report to Congress on the status of the

nation’s highways, bridges, and transit. This
report is prepared through the use of

Statewide Trssnspotition Neads+and Funding Study



specially developed software, the HPMS

Analytical Process.

The HPMS Analytical Process has been
made available to the states for their own

use through FHWA’S ongoing technology
transfer program. This engineering-based
procedure uses HPMS data to develop

relationships between various levels of

capital investment and resulting future

conditions and performance of the roadway

system. Given changing resource con-

straints, it has become increasingly impor-
tant not only to assess the current condi-

tions of the roadway system, but also to

predict future conditions under different

investment strategies. This functionality

provides the decisionmakers with the
information necessary to better balance

potential outcomes against potential

financial resources.

The analytical model evaluates HPMS data

on interstate, arterial, and collector func-
tional systems using a statistical sample
with an accuracy of within five percent,

plus or minus, at a 90 percent confidence

level. Thirty separate computer programs

are dynamically linked to provide many

complementary analyses including base year

analysis, composite index analysis, deferred

cost and impact analyses, investment

analysis, and needs analysis. The steps

involved in the major needs analysis

include identi~ing deficiencies, selecting

improvements types from a prioritized

ranking scheme, and simulating the impact
of improvements along with their respec-

tive costs. Costs are then summarized by

improvement type that represent the dollar

value of needs for the analysis period, given

user-specified assumptions and parameters.

The assumptions and parameters used in
the process are critical because they can
significantly affect the resulting needs.
Therefore, the analytical process was
customized with Florida specific parame-

ters. These parameters were applied to both
state-owned roads and locally-owned roads.

-1~ATE
TRANSPORTATION

The analytical process is an engineering POIJCYINITIATIVE.
standards driven analysis incorporating
three major parameter sets: threshold levels,
design standards, and construction and

right-of-way costs. Threshold levels repre-
sent the minimum desired standards of
acceptability in highway congestion, safety,

and structural integrity. The specific

threshold levels for each functional classifi-

cation of roadway differ according to traffic

volumes and terrain. In the state of Florida,
two types of terrain exist–flat and rolling.

In practice, when a roadway segment falls

below a threshold level, the model looks

forward for other future deficiencies in an

effort to time and coordinate improve-

ments in the most cost efficient manner.

When a roadway segment falls below a
threshold standard a need is identified.

Threshold levels are established for the

following categories to determine deficien-

cies:

●

●

●

●

●

lane width

right shoulder width

shoulder type

pavement condition
volume/capacity ratio

surface type
horizontal alignment

vertical alignment

The second parameter set used in the

analysis is design standards. When condi-

tions deteriorate below state defined

threshold levels, improvements are built to

design standards. Therefore, design stan-

dards represent FDOT’S current standards

for new construction, reconstruction, and

other improvements to a facility. In the

dynamic framework of the analytical

process, design standards are used to assign
new condition values to the improved
facility.

The final parameter sets used in the analy-
sis are construction and right-of-way costs.

The costs of improvements include typical
types of work constructed to state-deter-
mined design standards. Costs are defined

StatewidmTransportationNesds and Funding Sfudy
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~ POLICYINITIATIVEas either rural or urban due to the diver-
gence in such costs and are reduced to a

standard unit of measurement, the total
cost per lane-mile. The national default
costs have been amended by an adjustment
factor to represent the true cost of con-

struction improvements in the state of

Florida. The adjustment factor is derived

using a market basket of actual material
and labor cost in Florida.

In addition to the parameter sets discussed

above, other assumptions are also impor-
tant in the model simulation process. For

example, the rate of growth of vehicle miles

traveled (VMT) can have a sizable affect on
the estimated needs. In this analysis, the

projected average increase in VMT over the

next 20 years of three percent per year was

used? This projection was provided by

FDOT in the coded HPMS data base

submitted to FHWA. Of course, the more

vehicle miles traveled on the state’s road-
ways the greater the need for capacity,

maintenance, and safety improvements.

Other recent research conducted by the

Center for Economic and Management
Research at the University of South Florida

as part of the State Transportation Policy

Initiative forecasts higher rates of growth in
VMT.

Using an econometric model, the Center

for Economic and Management Research
forecasted the consumption of motor fuels

as the first step in forecasting the rate of

growth in VMT. Motor fuels consumption
was then multiplied by fleet fuel efficiency

to derive this relationship. Using two
separately specified econometric models,

VMT was forecasted to grow at 3.1 to 3.9

percent annually over the time period 1991
to 2010. Again, an estimate of 3.0 percent

annual VMT growth was used because this
rate is encoded in the data provided by

FDOT.

Another important assumption in the final
estimation of needs is the assumed rate of
inflation. In this study, needs have been

26

presented in both 1992 constant
(uninflated) dollars and in current (inflat-
ed) dollars with an assumed rate of infla-
tion. Constant dollars provide ease in
comparison, but they do not portray total
future revenue needs. The difficulty lies in

the fact that costs and thus funding require-

ments increase as a result of inflation while

not all revenues do. Florida’s motor fuels
tax, however, contains two components, the

fuel sales tax and the State Comprehensive
Enhancement Transportation System

(SCETS) tax, that are adjusted annually to
an inflation index. Nevertheless, this does

not eliminate the disparity between funding

needs and revenues. Because federal, local,
and the remaining state tax sources do not

routinely adjust with inflation an ever
widening gap will persist between future

needs and revenues.

Inflation factors for roads and bridges in

this study were based on long-term con-

struction cost forecasts for the construction

component and an assumed five percent
annual rate of inflation for right-o~way and

other non-construction components. Both
estimates were supplied by FDOT. As

previously stated, the effect of compounded

inflation over the 20-year analysis period is

significant. Given FDOT’S construction
inflation forecast, a $1 roadway need

identified today will cost $1.80 in the year

2012, and a $1 right-ofiway need identified
today will cost $2.65 in the year 2012,
attributable entirely to inflation.

The HPMS Analytical Process is oriented

towards capital improvement and preserva-
tion projects. Thus, project development

costs such as planning, preliminary design,
environmental analysis, right-of-way

consulting services and litigation support,

final design, and construction engineering
inspection must be added-on by the user. In
this analysis, long term proportions of

these “product support” items were derived
from FDOT Program and Resource Plan

data. These proportions were used to
“mark-up” raw construction and right-of-

Statewide TzuneportatioIsNeede and Fundiug Study
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way costs to produce a more fully inclusive

estimate of overall project cost. A similar
approach was taken with respect to mainte-

nance, operating, and administrative costs,
which were also calculated on a proportion-

ate basis.

Bridges, Bridge needs are estimated in a

similar fashion to roadway needs, but in a

separate system. The National Bridge
Inventory (NBI) contains data furnished by

the states for each bridge in the United

States with a Iength of 20 feet or more.
These data are furnished in accordance with

the requirements of the Recording and
Coding Gaidefor the Structure Invento~ and

Appraisal of the Nation’s Bridges, These are the

only condition and inventory data used by

the Bridge Needs and Investment Process

(BNIP), the analytical process used in this

study.

FHWA has developed BNIP to estimate

current and future bridge needs, both
backlog and accruing, of the nation’s

bridges. The process projects the deteriora-

tion of bridges and estimates the conditions

for a specified analysis period. BNIP is a

system analysis tool that is intended to
forecast general types of deficiencies,

improvements, and costs that will be needed

on a systemwide, statewide, or nationwide

basis. The analytical process was customized
to incorporate Florida specific parameters.

FDOT supplied the threshold levels and the

design standards for this analysis.

BNIP is an engineering standards driven

analysis incorporating three major parame-

ter sets: threshold levels, design standards,

and improvement and replacement costs.

Threshold levels are used by the process to
identifi deficiencies. A deficiency is identi-

fied by comparing the values of conditions

to the threshold levels. If the ratings do not
meet the values of the threshold levels for
any element, the bridge is deficient.

Threshold levels are established for the

following categories to determine deficien-
cies:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

n!STAIZ
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bridge width and traffic POLICYmm.
lane width
shoulder width
bridge load capacity
vertical clearance

deck condition
superstructure condition

substructure condition

culvert condition

The second parameter set used in the

analysis is design standards. The design

standards are used in replacement and
widening improvements. The design

standards represent FDOT’S current
standards for bridges.

The final parameter sets used in the analy-

sis are improvement and replacement costs.
In this analysis, improvement costs are

determined in terms of rehabilitation or
widening of the three bridge elements:

deck, superstructure, or substructure.
Bridge replacement costs are measured in
terms of dollars per square foot of deck

area.

The analytical model evaluates all NBI data

for bridges on the interstate, arterial, and

collector systems including culverts, under

both state and local jurisdiction. BNIP
provides base year analyses, investment

analysis, and needs analysis. The analyses

begin by placing each structure into one of
three categories. The three categories are

structurally deficient, functionally deficient,
or functionally adequate. Subsequent steps

in the analysis differ depending on the

category in which a bridge is classified.

The first phase of the analysis determines if

the bridge is structurally deficient. The
critical element used to determine structur-
al deficiency is load carrying capacity. If a

structure is not found to be structurally
deficient, then the next phase determines
whether it is functionally deficient. Mea-
sures of functional deficiency include the

vertical clearance ratio, or waterway adequa-
cy. If a structure is not categorized as either
structurally or functionally deficient, then
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mm mm it is assumed functionally adequate, al-

though the analysis does not stop here. All
functionally adequate structures are com-

pared against threshold levels to determine
if a condition deficiency exists. If the
ratings on deck, superstructure, and

substructure do not meet these threshold
levels, the bridge is deficient.

The process uses certain factors and rela-

tionships to predict future deficiencies.
These include deterioration equations,

traffic growth rates, and K-factors for

estimating design-hour volume or traffic.

The deterioration equations were developed

by the Transportation Systems Center of
the U.S. Department of Transportation

using NBI data. Coefficients for these
equations were developed for each state and

for 13 structure types. Traffic growth rates

are determined from the inspection year

ADT and the future year ADT coded in the

data record for each structure. The traffic

K-factors were developed by FHWA for

each state and functional system using
HPMS data.

The analysis of roadways and bridges

included the examination of needs under
the four scenarios described in chapter one.

The following is an analysis of each scenar-

io.

Maintain Funding Scenario. This scenario

considers a budget constraint for the 20-

year analysis period, thus restricting the

available level of funding. Under this
scenario, future funding for roads and

bridges by the state, counties, and cities is
limited to amounts currently forecasted by

FDOT and other sources under current law.

The purpose of this analysis is twofold: (1)

to determine the total effect of limiting

road and bridge expenditures to current

projected levels; and, (2) to serve as the
reference scenario to be used in the calcula-

tion of shortfalls when evaluated against
other alternatives. The resulting future
conditions and performance of the system

under this scenario were then evaluated in

terms of deteriorating conditions, safety,
and service.

For the initial 10-year period, expenditures
on improvements, preservation, and

maintenance and operations by the state
were obtained from FDOT’S 30-Year
Program Plan.3 Local expenditures were
determined from local transportation
improvement programs and statistics

reported in Federal Highway Administra-

tion’s Highway Statisti~.

A number of assumptions were necessary
for application of this analysis. Assump-

tions on revenue growth of current sources

were adopted from FDOT’S Revenue

Forecasts and Proposed Program Levels for
Statewide and MPO Plans. The federal
share of revenue on roads and bridges is

forecasted to increase at approximately one

percent per year for each of the next 20
years. State revenue sources are projected to
increase approximately four percent per

year.

Local revenues do not keep pace with
inflation and traffic growth. Fuel taxes

levied for/by local governments grow with

fuel consumption, but are not indexed to

inflation. Sales and property taxes grow
with the general level of economic activity.

These levies are not explicitly indexed to

inflation, but ultimately generate additional

revenue when general inflation affects the

dollar value of taxable sales and property
values. The composition of Florida local

government revenue for transportation has

shifted towards local option fuel taxes
(which grow at about 2.5 percent per year)
and away from sales and property taxes

(which grow in the range of four to seven

percent per year). This shift in emphasis has

increased the long-run impact of inflation

on real local transportation revenues.
Extrapolation of this trend produces an
average growth rate of local highway
revenue of 3.1 percent per year.

As shown in Table 2-7, state road and

bridge needs for the first ten years of this
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scenario total $24.2 billion in 1992 dollars
and $28.1 billion in inflated dollars. Needs
for the entire 20-year period total $45.6

billion in 1992 dollars and $63.9 biIlion in

inflated dollars. The higher inflated reve-

nues are the result of indexed state motor

fuels taxes, the growth in vehicle-miles

traveled, and the growth in population.
Each of these variables has an effect on the

amount of revenue generated. For example,

both the state motor fuels sales tax and the

SCETS tax are adjusted annually by the

consumer price index (CPI). Similarly,

n STATS
TRANSPORTATION

growth in VMT and population increase POLICYmm,.
the motor fuels tax base and vehicle
registration fees, respectively. However, real

uninflated expenditures will decrease under

this scenario, because road and bridge

expenditures are subject to inflation while

all revenue sources are not.

Table 2-8 presents needs for locally-owned

roads and bridges for the first scenario. For

the first ten years of the 20-year period
local needs total $11.6 billion in 1992

dollars and $13.0 billion in inflated dollars.

The 20-year local needs total $23.2 billion

Table 2-7
STATE ROADS AND BRIDGES TEN AND lVVENTY YEAR NEEDS ESTIMATES

(millions of dollars)

II Needs Scenarios

Needs II 1

I

2
Maintain Maintain
Current Conditions
Funding

3 4
Maintain Improve

Conditions with Conditions
Maximum Lane

Policy
1

$25,618 I $32,203

$30,008 I $37,947
1
1

$51,201 I $70,967

$73,589 I $103,870

Table 2-8
LOCAL ROADS AND BRIDGES TEN AND TWENTY YEAR NEEDS ESTIMATES

(millions of dollars)

Needs

,,
10 Year 1992 Dollars

10 Year Inflated Dollars

20 Year 1992 Dollars

20 Year Inflated Dollars

Needs Scenarios

7 2 3 4
Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Current Conditions Conditions with Conditions
Funding Maximum Lane

Policy

$11,620 $15,329 $15,329 $18,689

$13,048 $17,677 $17,677 $21,555

$23,240 $32,062 $32,062 $38,640

$30,918 $44,721 $44,721 $54,294
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,- FOIJCTINITIATIVEin 1992 dollars and $30.9 billion in inflated this scenario due to statutory requirements.

dollars.

Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show graphically the
effect of declining real revenues on pave-

ment condition and level of congestion,
respectively. FDOT proposed maximum
lane policies were used in this analysis.

Maintain Conditions Scenario. Under this
scenario, improvements are made to

maintain current conditions in pavement

condition, safety, and congestion over the

20-year time period. However, some road

and bridge system characteristics are not

simply maintained under this scenario. In
fact, bridge replacement/repair, and routine

maintenance are actually improving under

Florida Statute 334,046 establishes the
program objectives of the Florida Depart-

ment of Transportation for the purpose of
enhancing public safety and providing for a
comprehensive transportation system.

Compliance with these objectives is accom-
plished by planning and programming the
necessay projects to meet the specific goals
in the timeframe outlined. FDOT has

adopted agency operating policies to

achieve these statutory mandates. FDOT

has outlined certain targets, through its

agency operating policies, to meet these

legislative mandates.

The following is a partial list of FDOT’S

program objectives.

Figure 2-1
PAVEMENT CONDITION

GIVEN CURRENT FUNDING

Percentage of Percentage of
Pavement in Pavement in
Poor Condition* Poor Condition*

80% ~
Rural

80%
Urban

~o% ----------------------

I

60% -< ‘---------’ ----------

1140% ‘ -------------------- 40% 11-------
---—

----1

20%

0%

● To complete
the Florida

interstate system.

● To meet the
annual needs for

resurfacing of the

state highway
system, including
repair and
replacement of
bridges on the
system, and to

provide routine

and uniform

maintenance of

the state highway

system.

● To reduce
congestion on

the state trans-
portation system,
the generation of

pollutants, and

fuel consumption

by

1) developing and

implementing the
Florida intrastate

lased on highway industry standards.
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2)

3)

4)

5)

7 =ATE
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highway system as approved by the levels total congestion will continue to POLICTIMTIATNE,.
legislature;

reducing deficient lane miles through

new construction and expansion of

existing facilities;

constructing intersection improvements,

grade separations, and other traffic

operation improvements;

participating in the development of toll

roads; and

promoting all forms of public transit.

increase because these improvements
cannot keep up with the forecasted growth
in VMT. Reductions in total congestion
can only be accomplished either by reduc-
ing the growth in VMT, by increasing
transportation expenditures, by implement-

ing transportation demand management

strategies, or by changing funding priori-
ties. FDOT’S current ranking of priorities
are: (1) safety, (2) preservation, and (3)

capacity/mobility improvements.

The “Maintain Conditions” scenario

According to the findings reported by the .assumes that bridge repair and replacement,

Florida Transportation Commission, the and routine maintenance are carried out as

state work program is planned to meet the in “Maintain Funding.” In other words,

goals for resurfacing, bridge repair, bridge these statutory program objectives are also
. . —. .-

replacement, and

routine mainte-

nance. To the

extent that these

goals are current-
ly programmed,

they are con-

tained in the

“Maintain
Funding” scenar-
io. This is the

case because

current funding
was derived from

programmed

projects. Howev-
er, the statutory

requirement to
“reduce conges-

tion” is more a

matter of degree.

Currently

programmed
capacity improve-

ments will reduce

congestion from
levels that would

exist had the

improvements
not been made.
Nevertheless, at
current funding

met in this scenario. “l”heresult of meetmg

Figure 2-2
PEAK HOUR CONGESTION
GIVEN CURRENT FUNDING

Percentage of
Peak Hour Travel in
Congested Condition

‘“’r

It
60% ‘------- ” ----------- 1
40%+ f--------------------j

20% -‘ ‘ ------------------

Percentage of
Peak Hour Travel in
Congested Condition

80% ~

~
.- ,., . . . .- .. ..- ---xc: LongesIea wavei nas a volume to serwce now ratio greater tnan u.w.
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. po~cy~~ program objectives actually translates into classification across the state. This sample is
improved conditions for these elements as representative of the entire state system and
backlogs are reduced from previous levels contains detailed statistics on conditions
and accruing deficiencies are addressed as and performance for each segment. To
they occur. However, such is not the case determine needs, growth factors and
for safety, pavement condition, and conges- assumptions about current levels of service
tion level. The “Maintain Funding” scenar- were applied to the data to determine what
io leads to worsened conditions for these improvements are necessary to maintain
elements relative to the status quo embod- these current conditions over the 20-year
ied in the “Maintain Conditions” scenario. time period. The output of this analysis on

The HPMS analytical process was used to
the sample of roadways was then translated

to apply to all roadways within the state
evaluate needs for this scenario. Under this

system. The result is a determination of the
methodology, data collected by FDOT for
the FHWA Highway Performance Monitor-

state’s road and bridge needs under a

scenario of maintaining current conditions.
ing System was used. This data set contains
a statistically valid sample of roadway The current conditions for this scenario
segments and bridges from each functional were obtained from the HPMS base year

Figure 2-3
PAVEMENT CONDITION IN 2012

MAINTAIN FUNDING VERSUS MAINTAIN CONDITIONS

Condition Condition
Rural Urban

‘“od~ ‘“”d~

Fair

Poor

Very
Poor

/1--- Fair
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(1992) weighted composite index tables.

The composite index is based on a concept

similar to the sufficiency rating procedure
employed by many states to numerically
evaluate roadway segments. The composite
index is the weighted sum of three compo-

nent indices-condition, safety, and service.
The first component, condition, relates to

the physical condition of the roadway and

contains such variables as pavement type

and condition rating, and drainage adequa-

cy. The second component, safety, is
measured in terms of lane, shoulder, and

median width as well as alignment adequa-

cy. The third and final component in the

composite index is service, which is deter-
mined by the volume to capacity ratio and
access control. A composite index value of

100 represents a newly constructed roadway

segment that meets all applicable state
design standards. Base year values for each
functional system are listed below.

Urban Systems Rural Systems

Interstate 74.0 Interstate 85.9
F’way/Exp’way 82.2 PrincipalArterial 83.5
PrincipalArterial 78.4 Minor Arterial 89,9

Minor Arterial 86.5 MajorCollector 89.1
Collector 91.3 Minor Collector 87.2

Once the base year conditions were ob-
tained, an iterative process was conducted

to determine funding levels for improve-
ments to maintain the same composite
index rating as in the base year. Funding in
future periods is provided to keep the same

Figure 2-4
PEAK HOUR CONGESTION IN 2012

MAINTAIN FUNDING VERSUS MAINTAIN CONDITIONS
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, POLICYINITIATIVEconditions on the road system over the 20- Under this scenario, composite averages of
year period. the future physical condition of the

The analytical process also provides a

future data set for the target year (2012)
once the iterations are complete. The data
set provides information on the conditions
and performance characteristics of the

system in the target year in terms or

physical condition, safety, and service.

roadway, safety features, and service are
consistent with the original data for the

base year. Figures 2-3 and 24 show graphi-
cally the difference in pavement conditions
and level of congestion, respectively,

between the scenario and “Maintain

Funding.”

Figure 2-5
STATE ROAD AND BRIDGE NEEDS

VERSUS SCHEDULED FUNDING:
MAINTAIN CONDITIONS

Cost in
Billions

$251
I
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As shown in Table 2-7, for the first 10 years
~TA~LIN

difference between highway needs under POLICYINITIATIVE.
of the 20-year period state needs total $29.0 this scenario and scheduled funding.
billion in 1992 dollars and $34.3 billion in
inflated dolIars. For the entire 20 years of
the period state needs for the second
scenario total $58.2 billion in 1992 dollars

and $83.7 billion in inflated dollars. The

inflation index used for road needs is based

on long-term construction cost forecasts
supplied by FDOT.

Table 2-8 presents needs for locally-owned

roads and bridges for the second scenario.

For the first 10 years of the 20-year period
local needs total $15.3 billion in 1992

dollars and $17.7 billion in inflated dolIars.
The 20-year local needs total $32.1 billion
in 1992 dollars and $44.7 billion in inflated

dollars. Figure 2-5 graphically illustrates the

Maintain Conditions (with Maximum

Lane Policy) Scenario. This scenario is
identical to the previous scenario with an
additional assumption that constrains the

maximum number of lanes for each road

of a particular functional classification. The
maximum number of lanes policy assump-

tion is based on the actual FDOT maxi-

mum lane policy for Interstate highways

and the proposed land standards contained

in the draft 2020 Florida Transportation
Plan. If a road reaches its maximum

allowable Ianes before the end of the 20-
year period, no additional capacity is added

even if the level of service deteriorates due

to increasing demand. The difference in

Figure 2-6
PAVEMENT CONDITION IN 2012

MAINTAIN FUNDING VERSUS MAINTAIN CONDITIONS
WITH MAXIMUM LANE POLICY

Condition Condition
Rural Urban
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rn~~ mm expenditure level between maintaining Once again, the HPMS analytical process

conditions and maintaining conditions was used to determine needs under the
with maximum lane policy is then trans- scenario. The same assumptions for condi-
ferred to modes of public transportation. tions as in the previous scenario were
This scenario is policy driven with the applied to the process while imposing a cap
result that the decrease in supply from on the number of lanes. However, this
limiting capacity improvements on the added assumption caused the target year
road system would be shifted to transit and conditions for the urban systems to vary
rail, The maximum number of lanes from the base year conditions. The compos-
allowed for each functional system are ite index and the target year data set show
listed below. where these discrepancies arise. When the

maximum number of lanes have been
Urban Rural

constructed the future conditions for the
Interstate 10 Interstate 6 target year (2012) are affected and further
F’way/Exp’way 10 PrincipalArterial 6 improvements are restricted.
PrincipalArterial 6 Minor Arterial 4

Minor Arterial 6 Minor Collector 4 The effects of the maximum lane policy on

Collector 6 Minor Collector 4 condition, safety, and service, as captured

Figure 2-7
PEAK HOUR CONGESTION IN 2102

MAINTAIN FUNDING VERSUS MAINTAIN CONDITIONS
WITH MAXIMUM LANE POLICY
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in the composite index, are illustrated in Bum Year Tarxet Year . ~~ ~~

the following list of urban systems. The Urban Composite Composite

composite index for interstates, freeways/ Functional System Index Index

expressways, principal arterials, and minor Interstate 74.0 72.9
arterials shows a slight decline in the target Freeway/Expressway 82.2 81.5
year index. When the maximum number of PrincipalArterial 78.4 72.4
lanes is reached, no further expansion of Minor Arterial 86.5 83.0
the highway is possible; this leads to the Collector 91.3 91.1
evident deterioration in the composite

Figure 2-8
STATE ROAD AND BRIDGE NEEDS

VERSUS SCHEDULED FUNDING:
MAINTAIN CONDITIONS WITH MAXIMUM

LANE POLICY

Cost in
Billions
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y po~mlmTATIvE index. Figure 2-6 and 2-7 show graphically

the difference in pavement condition and
level of congestion, respectively, between

this scenario and “Maintain Funding.”

As shown in Table 2-7, for the first 10 years

of the 20-year period, state needs total $25.6

billion in 1992 dollars and $30.0 billion in
inflated dollars for the third scenario. For

the entire 20 years of the period, state needs

for the third scenario total $51.2 billion in

1992 dollars and $73.6 billion in inflated

dollars. The inflation index used for road

needs are based on long term construction

cost forecast for construction components

and five percent per year for non-construc-

tion components.

Table 2-8 presents needs for locally-owned

roads and bridges for the third scenario.

For the first 10 years of the 20-year period

local needs total $15.3 billion in 1992
dollars and $17.7 billion in inflated dollars

for the third scenario. The 20-year local
needs for the third scenario total $32.1

billion in 1992 dollars and $44.7 billion in
inflated dollars. There is no change from
the previous scenario “Maintain Condi-

tions” because the maximum lane policy

only applies to state-owned roads. Local

governments may set the number of lanes
to reflect the local communities desires or

may choose not to impose any lane restric-

tions. However, flexibility in this area is

ultimately restricted by concurrence laws.

Figure 2-8 graphically illustrates the differ-
ence between highway needs under this

scenario and scheduled funding.

Improve Conditions. This scenario provides

Figure 2-9
PAVEMENT CONDITION IN 2012

MAINTAIN FUNDING VERSUS IMPROVE CONDITIONS

Condition Condition
Rural Urban

Good Good

Fair Fair

Poor Poor
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Poor Poor
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an unconstrained

measure of total

needs, where all

deficiencies are

corrected to a set
of standards

based on both
current and
proposed FDOT

standards.

The first step in

analyzing needs

under this

scenario requires

the identification

of existing
deficiencies. The
process identifies
deficiencies for

the base year as

well as those

simulated to

occur during a
specified analysis
period. If no
deficiencies are
found in the base

year, the process
continues
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through the analysis period until a deficien- “Maintain Funding.” POLICYINITIATIVE..
cy is found or until the end of the period is
reached. After all deficiencies have been
identified, the needs process selects im-

provements to correct these deficiencies.

Once a specific improvement type has been

selected, the improvement is “made” on a
simulation basis. Relevant data items are

changed to reflect the improvement, and

the process continues. Construction and

right-of-way costs are estimated for each

improvement made to the simulated

highway system.

Funding levels are set to the maximum
possible for each funding period in this
scenario. This allows all needed improve-
ments to be funded. Backlog deficiencies

are corrected as well as future simulated

deficiencies.

As shown in Table 2-7, for the first 10 years

of the 20-year period state needs total $32.2

billion in 1992 dollars and $37.9 billion in

inflated dollars for the fourth scenario. For

the entire 20 years of the period, state needs
in the improve conditions scenario total

$71.0 billion in 1992 dollars and $103.9
billion in inflated dollars.

Figure 2-10
PEAK HOUR CONGESTION IN 2012

MAINTAIN FUNDING VERSUS IMPROVE CONDITIONS

Although an absolute reduction in total

congestion was not achieved under the
“Maintain Funding” and “Maintain

Conditions” scenarios, congestion is
reduced in this scenario. Improvements are

initiated when a

facility falls

below the state-

defined threshold
levels for conges-

tion. In addition,

resurfacing,

bridge repair/
replacement, and

routine mainte-

nance are im-

proved to levels

that exceed the

other scenarios.
Necessary

improvements
are determined

by the state-
defined threshold
levels. Figures 2-9

and 2-1o show
graphically the

difference in
pavement

condition and
level of conges-

tion, respectively,
between “Im-
prove Condi-

tions” and

Table 2-8 presents needs for locally-owned

roads and bridges for the improve condi-

D Maintain Funding

m Improve Conditions

m .. -,----- .— . m-. . . _-.: --- —----+verage volume 10serwce now rauo.
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~ POLICYINITIATIVEtions scenario. For the first 10 years of the The composite index and other data for the
20-year period, local needs total $18.7 target year show the condition, safety, and
billion in 1992 dollars and $21.6 billion in service levels given unlimited funding for
inflated dollars. The 20-year local needs improvements. The results of this scenario
total $38.6 billion in 1992 dollars and are presented in Tables 2-9 and 2-10. As
$54.3 billion in inflated dollars. Figure 2-11 shown in a comparison of tables 2-4 and
graphically illustrates the difference be- 2-9, the percent of roads with poor pave-
tween highway needs under this scenario

. .
ment ratings decreases from 6.5 percent in

and scheduled funding. 1992 to 0.6 percent in 2012. AS shown in a

comparison of tables 2-5 and 2-10, the

Figure 2-11
STATE ROAD AND BRIDGE NEEDS

VERSUS SCHEDULED FUNDING:
IMPROVE CONDITIONS

Cost in
Billions

1993:1997 1998~2002 2003-2007 2008~2012

Funding Periods

/

— Scheduled Funding

COST CATEGORIES

~ Capacity

~ Operation& Maintenance

H Safety& Presewation

~ Administration

J

percent of urban

interstate experi-

encing some

degree of peak
hour congestion

decreases from
65.2 percent in
1992 to 8.0
percent in 2012.

Ten- and Twen-

ty-Year Revenue

Sbortjalls. After
estimating total

needs under each

scenario, the
expected state
and local revenue

shortfalls for

each scenario

were forecasted.

Several assump-

tions were made
to estimate these

revenue short-
falls. Table 2-11

shows the 10-year

state revenue

shortfalls for
state roads and
bridges expressed
in 1992 dollars.

There is no

expected revenue
shortfall in the
“Maintain
Funding” scenar-
io because it is
assumed that all

40 !latew”de TransportationNeeds snd Funding Study
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sources of revenue would continue at their
current funding levels for the 20-year

period. For the second scenario, “Maintain

Conditions,” there is a forecasted 10-year

state shortfall of $4.8 billion. The shortfall
in this scenario can be attributed to in-

creased real expenditures needed to main-

tain conditions. In the third scenario, the
expected 10-year state shortfall totaled $1.4

billion. Again, the shortfall can be attribut-

ed to the aforementioned factor, However,
with the inclusion of the lane cap, the

shortfall has decreased significantly in this
scenario. Finally, for the fourth scenario,
the 10-year state shortfall totaled $8.0

billion. This shortfall is the result of the

increased real expenditures needed to

improve conditions, or stated another way,
the increased expenditures for total needs.

7 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

The table also shows these shortfalls in mum mrnmm

inflated dollars. In all scenarios, it is
assumed that federal revenue for roads and

bridges will grow at an annual rate of one
percent, or in other words, real federal

revenue will decrease over the analysis

period. State revenue is forecasted to

increase four percent per year with real

revenues showing a slight increase over the
20-year period. It is assumed that 1992 state
funding represents the maximum allowable

revenue that can be raised given the current

authorized level of taxes and fees. There-
fore, the road and bridge expenditures that

exceed current federal funding allocations

are the responsibility of the state. It should

be mentioned, however, the one percent
growth in federal revenues is a conservative
estimate. It is expected that Florida’s

Table 2-9
2012 ROAD PAVEMENT CONDITION BY PERCENT OF LANE MILES

UNDER IMPROVE CONDITIONS SCENARIO

Functional System Poor Mediocre Fair Good II Total

Rural

Interstate 0.0% 29.3% 40.3% 30.4% 100.0’%0

Other Principal Arterials 0.1% 1.6% 33.5% 64.8% 100.0?40

Minor Arterials 0.09!0 0.5% 53.4% 46.1% 100.0%

Major Collectors 0.2% 0.1% 46.0% 53.7% 100.0?40

Minor Collectors t).5~o 0.3% 61.3% 37.9% 100.0%

Urban II

Interstate 5.9% 23.5% 29.8% 40.8% 100.0%

Other Freeways &
Expressways

0.0?40 0.0% 68.9% 31.1% 100.0%

Other Principal Arterials 0.19J0 6.2% 52.2% 41 .5!40 100.0%

Minor Arterials 0.5% 5.2% 5!5.3% 39.0% 100.0%

Collectors 0.9% 22.5% 63.6% 13.0% 100.0%

~ ~
0.6% 8.7% 50.2% 40.5~o

m

Poor 0.0 -2.0 (2.5 for interstate) Mediocre: 2.1 -2.5 (2.6 -3.0 for interstate)
Fait 2.6 -3.4 (3.1 -3.4 for interstate) Good: 3.5 -5.0

Source: 1992 HPMS.
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TRANSPORTATION,-mucy INITIATIVE allocation of federal dollars may increase as

a result of the year 2000 ensus, which

would tend to reduce the need for some
state and local funding. Projections of the
increase vary due to uncertainty but range

between one and three percent.

Table 2-12 presents the 10-year revenue

shortfall for locally-owned roads and

bridges under the different scenarios, also
expressed in 1992 dollars. For the “Main-

tain Funding” scenario, there is no expected
local revenue shortfall. For the second

scenario, “Maintain Conditions,” there is a
forecasted 10-year local shortfall of $3.7

billion. In the third scenario, the expected

10-year local shortfall totaled $3.7 billion.
For the fourth scenario, the 10-year local

shortfall totaled $7.1 billion. It is assumed

that there are no current deficiencies in
functionally classified local roads. A
distinction should be drawn, however,
between locally-owned roads and local

roads, where the latter is just one class of
road under local government ownership.

The table also shows these shortfalls in

inflated dollars.

Table 2-13 shows the 20-year state revenue

shortfall for state roads and bridges under
the different scenarios, expressed in 1992

dollars. There is no expected revenue

shortfall in the “Maintain Funding”
scenario. For the second scenario, “Main-

tain Conditions,” there is a forecasted 20-

year state shortfall of $12.6 billion. In the
third scenario the expected 20-year state

shortfall totaled $5.6 billion. And, for the

Table 2-10
2012 CONGESTED PEAK HOUR TRAVEL BY PERCENT

OF LANE MILES UNDER IMPROVE CONDITIONS SCENARIO

Functional System
Moderately Highly Total
Congested Congested Congested

U 1 11

Rural

Interstate 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Other Principal Arterials 0.1% 0.2% 0.3%

Minor Arterials 0.7% 0.3% 1.0%

Maior Collectors II 0.0% I 0.0% II 0.0%

Minor Collectors II 0.0% I 0,1% II 0.1%

Urban

Interstate 8.0% 0.0% 8.0%
11 1 II

Other Freeways &
Expressways II 8.7% I 0.0% II 8.7’?40

3Other Principal Arterials 16.1% 10.9%

~E

27.0%

Minor Arterials 17.170 7.5% 24.6%

Collectors 5.9% 1.1% 7.0?40

~
5.0% 2.o?10

-=

Moderatelycongested: volume/serviceflow ratio between 0.8 and 0.95.
Highly congested: volume/service flow ratio greater than 0.95.

Source: 1992 HPMS.
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fourth scenario, the 20-year state shortfall
totaled $25.4 billion. The table also shows

these shortfalls in inflated dollars. Figure 2-

12 illustrates the relationship between total

needs and shortfalls for state roads and

bridges.

Table 2-14 presents the 20-year local
revenue shortfall for locally-owned roads

and bridges under the different scenarios,
expressed in 1992 dollars. For the “Main-

tain Funding” scenario there is no expected

local revenue shortfall. For the second

scenario, “Maintain Conditions,” there is a

forecasted 20-year local shortfall of $8.8

billion. In the third scenario, the expected
20-year local shortfall totaled $8.8 billion.

And, for the fourth scenario, the 20-year
local shortfall totaled $15.4 billion. The

table also shows these shortfalls in inflated

dollars. Figure 2-13 graphically illustrates

the relationship between total needs and

shortfalls for local roads and bridges.

3 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

Transit . PomrtNITrAITva

Conditionsand Performance
There are currently 19 agencies that receive

state financial support to provide fixed-

route public transit in Florida. The service
provided by one of these agencies (the Tri-

County Commuter Rail Authority, which
provides commuter rail service in Palm

Beach, Broward, and Dade counties) is
discussed in the “Rail” section. The other

eighteen agencies operate fixed route bus

service, the predominant public transit

service available in Florida. One agency, the

Metro-Dade Transit Agency (MDTA) that

serves Dade County (the county that

includes Miami), operates heavy rail service.
Two agencies operate automated guideway

(“people mover”) service, MDTA in Dade
County and the Jacksonville Transporta-

tion Authority in Duval County (the
privately operated Harbour Island people

mover in Tampa is not included). Vanpool

service is available through Lynx in Orange,
Osceola, and Seminole counties and

through Space Coast Area Transit (SCAT)

Table 2-11
STATE RoADS AND BRIDGES TENYEAR REvENUEShOrtfallS II

(millions of dollars) II

Needs

II 1992 Dollars

Needs Scenarios II

1 2 3 4
Maintain Maintain Mainthin Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

EiiiiGq ‘24217 ‘24217 ‘24217 ‘242”7
$24,217 $28,993 $25,618 $32,203

State Shortfall $0 $4,776 $1,401 $7,986

Inflated Dollars

% ‘
$28,086 $34,319 $30,008 $37,947

$28,086 $28,086 $28,086 $28,086

State Shortfall $0 $6,233 $1,922 $9,861

!itatewida Tranqortation Needs end Funding Study
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Figure 2-12
TWENTY-YEAR NEEDS FOR STATE ROADS AND BRIDGES

(billions of 1992 dollars)
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in Brevard County. The demand-responsive

service provided by most of these agencies
is included in the paratransit section. (The

only exception is the demand-responsive

service reported by SCAT, which is includ-

ed in this section as bus service. The

characteristics of the demand-responsive

service reported by SCAT are much like the

bus service provided by that agency.)

Public transit data are available through the
annual Section 15 transit data reports
submitted to the Federal Transit Adminis-

tration. All transit properties must submit

these reports to receive federal funding.
These reports, which have been collected

since 1979, are subject to careful review and
validation. They provide data that allow

comparison of transit properties. The
Section 15 reports include data for the

Federal Fiscal Year (FY) from October 1

through September 30.

As shown in Table 2-15, in FY 1991-92

Florida transit systems supplied 148.6

million passenger trips and 722.4 million

passenger miles in 2,205 vehicles. Approxi-

mately 131.6 million (88.6 percent) of the

passenger trips were bus trips. One agency

(MDTA) provided 72.4 million passenger

trips, amounting to 48.7 percent of the
total. Approximately 13.7 million trips (9.2
percent) were provided on heavy rail by

MDTA, 3.0 million trips (2.0 percent) on
automated guideway (2.7 million of these
by MDTA), and 0.3 million trips (0.2
percent) by vanpool service. The 722:4
million passenger miles included 593.7

million bus miles (82.2 percent), 109.7
heavy rail miles (15.2 percent), 2.8 million

Statem”de TransportationNeeds and Funding Study



Figure 2-13
TWENTY-YEAR NEEDS FOR LOCAL ROADS AND BRIDGES

(billions of 1992 dollars)
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automated guideway miles (0.4 percent), transit. The1990 NPTSsurveyed 22,3 17

and 16.3 million vanpoolmiles (2.3 households (48,385 persons) throughout

percent). The average-age of the 2,205 the U.S., including 930 households-(l,691

vehicles was7.2 years. The fleet included persons) in Florida. Trip data were collected

1,945 buses with an average age of 7.3 years, for a 24-hour period and a two-week period

136 heavy rail vehicles with an average age on all trips taken by all modes (excluding

of 10.0 years, 14 automated guideway boats or ships) by all members age five or

vehicles with an average age of 6.4 years, older of the surveyed households.4

and 110 vans with an average age of 1.9
The 1990 NPTS data suggest that, in

years.
Florida, public transit was used for one

Public transit data are also available percent of all trips made. Public transit

through the Nationwide Personal Transpor- usage in Florida was two percent of civic/

tation Survey (NPTS), a periodic national educational trips, one percent of work-

survey of trip and travel behavior. It was related trips and family/personal trips, and

most recently conducted in 1990 and is less than one-half of one percent of social/

planned to be conducted again in 1995. recreational and other trips. Public transit

The NPTS provides data on the use of usage in the U.S. as a whole was significant-

various modes of travel, including public

Statmvida Tmnspmfatian NBndsand Funding Study 45
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Table 2-12
LOCAL ROADS AND BRIDGES TEN YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS

Needs

,,

(millions of dollars)

1
Maintain
Funding

Needs Scenarios

2 3 4
Maintain Maintain Improve

Conditions Conditions with Conditions
Maximum Lane

Policy

1992 Dollars

= $11620 $,1620 $11620 $11,620

$11,620 $15,329 $15,329 $18,689

Local Shortfall $0 $3,709 $3,709 $7,069

II Inflated Dollars

Total Needs $13,048 $17,677 $17,677 $21,555

II Available Revenue II $13,048 I $13,048 I $13,048 I $13,048

Local Shortfall $0 $4,629 $4,629 $8,507

Table 2-13
STATE ROADS AND BRIDGES TWENTY YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

Needs

1
Maintain
Funding

Needs Scenarios

2
Maintain

Conditions

3 4
Maintain Improve

Conditions with Conditions
Maximum Lane

Policy

II 1992 Dollars
1!e ~~ ‘45607 ‘45*607 ‘45607

$58,181 $51,201 $70,967

State Shortfall $0 $12,574 $5,594 $25,360

II Inflated Dollars
I

E ~~~~‘63*947 ‘63947 ‘63947

$83,651 $73,589 $103,870

State Shortfall $0 $19,704 $9,642 $39,923

Statsm”deTransportationNeedb and Funding Study
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ly higher than in Florida, at two percent of
all trips made.5

Calculationof Needk
For all scenarios, the estimated transit

needs include both operating and capital

needs. Transit funding includes federal,

state, and local government assistance, and

system revenue (e.g., farebox, advertising). It
is assumed that transit per-unit-of% ervice
costs will remain the same (in 1992 dollars)

as the weighted average for the five-year

period from 1988 to 1992. To estimate

inflated transit needs for the 20-year period,

the rate of inflation is assumed to be 3.4
percent annually.b

Maintain Funding Scenario. Under this

scenario, it is assumed that all federal

funding will grow at one percent per year
and all state funding will grow at four

percent per year. These rates of growth are

due to expected increases in the consump-

tion of motor fuels, and with one excep-
tion, will not adjust to inflation. Local

7 STATE
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funding will increase at an average rate of . mMCYINITIATIVE
3.4 percent annually. It is assumed that

system revenue will”continue to supply the

same percentage of operating funding as in
1992, and that it will continue to supply

none of the capital funding. Averaged over

the 20-year forecast period, in 1992 dollars,

the federal share of all funding would be
21.4 percent, the state share would be 8.9
percent, and local assistance would be 47.3

percent. System revenue would make up the
remaining 22.4 percent.

In addition to this funding, the transit

mode includes FDOT intermodal develop-

ment-rail funding for expansion of fixed-

guideway systems in Dade and Duval

Counties. It is assumed that this state
funding will continue over the 20-year
forecast period.

As shown in Table 2-16, this transit fund-

ing scenario for the first ten years of the 20-
year period could total $4.1 billion in 1992

dollars and $4.9 billion in inflated dollars.

Table 2-14
LOCAL ROADS AND BRIDGES TWENTY YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

II Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

1992 Dollars

E - == ‘23240 ‘23240 ‘23240

$32,062 $32,062 $38,640

Local Shortfall $0 $8,822 $8,822 $15,400

Inflated Dollars

E ~~~~‘301918 ‘30918 ‘30918
$44,721 $44,721 $54,294

Local Shortfall $0 $13,803 $13,803 $23,376
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Table 2-15
1992 FLORIDA TRANSIT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic Total Percent of ToW

Passenger Trips

Bus 131,609,110 88.6%

Heavy Rail 13,701,605 9.2%

II Automated Guideway II 2,965,591 I 2.0% II

II Vanpool II 293,611 I 0.2% II

Total 148,569,917 100.0%

Passenger Miles

Bus 593,682,290 82.2%

Heavy Rail 109,689,014 15.2%

Automated Guideway 2,753,806 0.4%

Vanpool 16,263,890 2.3%

II Total II 722,389,000 I 100.0% II

Vehicles II

Bus II 1,945 I 88.2% II

Heavy Rail II 136 I 6.2% II

Automated Guideway
!

14
!

0.6%
, I

Vanpool II 110 I 5.0% II

II Total II 2,205 I 100.0% 11

Infrastructure

Miles of Guideway Track 58.1 nla

Source: 1992 Section 15 Reports.

Funding for the entire 20-year period

would total $7.9 billion in 1992 dollars and

$11.3 billion in inflated dollars.

The level of transit service provided over

the 20-year period would be expected to

decline under the maintain funding
scenario it as expected, costs inflate at a
greater rate than revenues increase. In
addition, according to data contained in
Section 15 reports, over the five-year period

from FY 1987-88 to FY 1991-92 the average

4B

age of transit
vehicles in
Florida has
increased. Under

this scenario, it is
to be expected

that the average
age of transit

vehicles would

continue to

increase.

Maintain

Conditions

Scenario. Needs
under this
scenario were
calculated under
the assumption

that a stable, near

proportional

relationship

exists between

comprehensive
service expan-
sions and rider-

ship.7 Passenger

trips were

estimated using

projections

developed in a

Statewide Transit
Development

Plan technical

memorandum.

The projection in

the statewide
TDP was that passenger trips will grow at

1.7 percent annually from 1995 to 1999.8 In

the present context, it was assumed that

trips would continue to grow at 1.7 percent

annually for the 20-year forecast period.

The costs associated with operating the

additional service, vehicles, and facilities
needed were estimated by applying unit
cost measures to the estimated passenger
trips required. As with the previous scenar-
io, this scenario includes FDOT intermodal
development-rail funding.

StatewideTransportationNeeds andFundingStudy



As shown in Table 2-16, under the “Main-

tain Conditions” scenario, transit needs for
the first 10 years of the 20-year period total

$4.7 billion in 1992 dollars and $5.7 billion
in inflated dollars. Needs for the entire 20-

year period total $10.1 billion in 1992

dollars and $14.9 billion in inflated dollars.

Maintain Conditions with Maximum

Lane Policy Scenario. Under this scenario,
needs include those identified in the
previous scenario plus additional needs that

have shifted from highways to transit due

to the imposition of a maximum lane

policy. This transfer is based on an assump-

tion of a policy decision to shift supply

from highways to transit. As shown in

Table 2-16, under this scenario transit needs

for the first 10 years of the 20-year period

total $8.9 billion in 1992 dollars and $11.1

billion in inflated dollars. Needs for the
entire 20-year period total $18.9 billion in

1992 dollars and $27.5 billion in inflated

dollars.

Improve Conditions Scenario. As well as

addressing transit needs from a demand-

driven perspective, as in the previous

scenarios, needs were examined from a

policy-driven perspective. Given the growth
restrictions placed on highways, transit will

in the future need to absorb some of the

3 WATE
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expected increase in travel. This would lead PIILICTmm.
to an increased mode split for transit. The
expected growth in transit supply due to
this modal shift was estimated based on a
methodology developed in the technical

memorandum mentioned above.9 For the

present report, it was assumed that each

transit system would increase its capacity

sufficiently to allow each system’s mode

split to increase by 100 percent by 1997,
and that each urbanized area that does not
currently have a fixed-route transit system

would implement such a system. (For the

urbanized areas that do not currently have

a fixed-route transit system, the target

modal split capacity for 1997 was a 100

percent increase over the lowest current

mode split of those urbanized areas that do

currently have a fixed-route system.) To

place this “100 percent increase” in perspec-

tive, it is the equivalent of the 1970 mode
split for transit-two percent statewide. The

additional potential ridership resulting

from this capacity increase was added to

the ridership estimated in the “maintain

conditions” scenario to estimate the total

potential ridership under this scenario. The

annual increase in ridership once the mode
split target is reached in 1997 was estimated

based on a 1.7 percent annual increase, as
in scenarios two and three.

Table 2-16
TRANSIT TEN AND lWENTY YEAR NEEDS ESTIMATES

(millions of dollars)

Needs

10 Year 1992 Dollars

10 Year Inflated Dollars

20 Year 1992 Dollars

20 Year Inflated Dollars

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4
Maintain Maintain Maintiin Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

$4,100 $4,689 $8,914 $8,327

$4,930 $5,675 $11,072 $10,183

$7,900 I $10,127 I $18,853 I $18,820

$11,330 I $14,889 I $27,479 I $27,966
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. po~~ -~ The costs associated with operating the

additional service vehicles and facilities
needed were estimated by applying unit

cost measures to theexpected ridership.
The incremental one-time increase in

capital costs necessary to purchase addition-
al vehicles and facilities to supply the

service resulting from the increase in mode

share was also estimated by applying unit

cost measures. This scenario also includes

the FDOT intermodal development-rail

funding that was included in the previous

scenarios.

As shown in Table 2-16, under the improve

conditions scenario transit needs for the
first ten years of the 20-year period total

$8.3 billion in 1992 dollars and $10.2
billion in inflated dollars. Needs for the

entire 20-year period total $18.8 billion in

1992 dollars and $28.0 billion in inflated

dollars. (If the mode split increase were 50
percent rather than 100 percent, the 20-year

totals would be $15.1 billion in 1992
dollars and $22.3 billion in inflated dol-
lars.)

Ten- and Twenty-Year Revenue Sbort-

falh. After estimating total needs under

each scenario, the expected state and local

revenue shortfalls for each scenario were

forecasted. Several assumptions were made

to estimate the revenue shortfalls. There is

no expected revenue shortfall in the

“Maintain Funding” scenario because
under that scenario expenditures would
equal the available revenue. For scenarios
two, three, and four, it is assumed that

system revenue will provide the same

percentage of total revenue as in scenario

Table 2-17
TRANSIT TEN YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

II 1992 Dollars

E ‘4100 ‘4229 ‘5163 ‘5034

$4,100 $4,689 $8,914 $8,327

State Shortfall $0 $71 $3,362 $506

Local Shortfall $0 $389 $389 $2,787

Total Shortfall $0 $460 $3,751 $3,293

Inflated Dollars

= ‘4930 ‘5095 ‘6288
$4,930 $5,675 $11,072 $10,183

$6,091

= ‘

State Shortfall $0 $89 $4,293 $630

Local Shotlfall $0 $491 $491 $3,462

Total Shortfall $0 $580 $4,784 $4,092
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one. It is assumed that the federal revenue is assumed that the state and local responsi- mum INITIATIVE
estimated for the first scenario represents

.
bility for transit expenses will maintain the

the maximum amount of revenue that will

be available from that source. In all scenari-

os, the programmed FDOT intermodal

development-rail funding is assumed to

continue over the 20-year forecast period. It

is assumed that the state funding (in
addition to the FDOT intermodal funding)

and the local funding estimated in the first

scenario represent the maximum amount of

revenue that can be raised from these

sources given the currently authorized level
of taxes and fees.

Available revenue was estimated by adding

together system revenue, federal revenue,

FDOT intermodal development-rail fund-

ing, and current state and local revenue. It

same proportion relative to each other as in

the first scenario. Thus, the responsibility
for unfunded transit expenses in scenarios

two and four is allocated to state and local

governments in the same proportion as the
scenario one funding from those sources.
For scenario three, the shortfall beyond

that identified under scenario two is
assumed to be entirely the responsibility of

the state.

Table 2-17 shows the 10-year state and local
revenue shortfalls for transit under the

different scenarios. As discussed, there is no

expected revenue shortfall in the “Maintain

Funding” scenario. For the second scenario,

in 1992 dollars there is a forecasted ten-year

Table 2-18
TRANSIT TWENTY YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintiin Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

1992 Dollars

E ‘7900 ‘8399 ‘10352 “’0M4

$7,900 $10,127 $18,853 $18,820

State Shortfall $0 $272 $7,045 $1,336

-ocal Shortfall $7,140

rotal Shortfall

Inflated Dollars

- $11: :: :: ::

$11,330 $14,889 $27,479 $27,966

= ‘

State Shortfall $0 $437 $10,200 $2,044

.ocal Shortfall $0 $2,322 $2,322 $10,856

rotal Shortfall $0 $2,759 $12,522 $12,900

—
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TRANSPORTATION~POLICYINITIATIVEstate shortfall of $7 I million and a forecast- forecasts, there is no ex~ected shortfall in

ed 10-year local shortfall of $389 million,
for a total 10-year shortfall of $460 million.

For the third scenario, in 1992 dollars there

is a forecasted 10-year state shortfall of

$3,362 million and a forecasted lo-year
local shortfall of $389 million (the same as
in scenario two), for a total lo-year shortfall

of $3,751 million. For the fourth scenario,

in 1992 dollars the state 10-year shortfall is
forecasted at $506 million and the local 10-

year shortfall at $2,787 million, for a total

10-year shortfall of $3,293 million. The

table also shows these shortfalls in inflated

dollars.

Table 2-18 shows the 20-year state and local

revenue shortfalls for transit under the

different scenarios. As in the 10-year

.
the “Maintain Funding” scenario. For the
second scenario, in 1992 dollars there is a
forecasted 20-year state shortfall of $272

million and a forecasted 20-year local
shortfall of $1,456 million, for a total 20-
year shortfall of $1,728 million. For the

third scenario, in 1992 dollars there is a

forecasted 20-year state shortfall of $7,o45

million and a forecasted 20-year local

shortfall of $1,456 million (the same as in
scenario two), for a total 20-year shortfall of

$8,501 million. For the fourth scenario, in
1992 dollars the state 20-year shortfall is

forecasted at $1,336 million and the local

20-year shortfall at $7,140 million, for a

total 20-year shortfall of $8,476 million.

The table also shows these shortfalls in

inflated dollars. Figure 2-14 graphically

Figure 2-14

TWENTY-YEAR NEEDS FOR TRANSIT
(billions of 1992 dollars)

$25 ~

$20- ( ‘ ----------------------------------------- ‘---

$15- ‘ ‘ -------------------------

,,, .,

$5 -‘--

$0
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

illustrates the
relationship

between total

needs and state

and local short-

falls for transit.

Paratranait

Conditionsand
Performance
Florida has

pursued the
development of
paratransit service,

also known as

specialized trans-

portation service,
for individuals
who are elderly,

disabled, and/or
low income, and
for children who

are “high risk” or

“at risk” of
developmental
disability. In

Florida, these
persons are

referred to as the
transportation
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disadvantaged (TD) population. Chapter

427 of the Florida Statutes charges the
Florida Commission for the Transportation
Disadvantaged with the responsibility to “...

accomplish the coordination of transpor-

tation services provided to the transporta-

tion disadvantaged.” To ensure coordina-

tion of these services, the Commission

contracts with community transportation

coordinators (referred to as local coordina-

tors) to provide TD transportation services

within each county.

Data on the estimated total paratransit

budgets of the agencies that purchase
paratransit service are available in Annual

Budget Estimates (ABEs) submitted by

these purchasing agencies to the Commis-

sion. A comparison of the federal and state

funds estimated in the FY 1992-93 ABEs to

the federal and state funds reported by the
local coordinators suggests that 75 percent

of all paratransit service provided in the
state in FY 1992-93 was provided within the

coordinated system (i.e., by the local

coordinators), and that the remaining 25

percent was provid-

ed outside of the

coordinated

system.l”

Data on paratransit

service provided

within Florida’s

coordinated TD

system are submit-

ted annually to the

Commission by the

state’s local coordi-
nators in the form

of annual operating
reports (AORS).

Table 2-19 shows

statewide total
operating data
aggregated from the
AORS submitted
for FY 1992-93 on

the service provided
within the coordi-

3 flATE
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nated system. As shown in the table, 48 POLIUINITIATIVE
CTCS submitted AORS for FY 1992:93
covering 65 of Florida’s 67 counties.

Estimates of the demand for, and supply
ofi paratransit service in FY 1992-93 were

developed using the methodology described

in the 1993 report Methodology Guidelinesfor

Foremting ill Transportation Demand at the

Coz.wtyLevel, prepared by CUTR for the
Commission. Statewide application of this

methodology results in an estimated

demand for 33.5 million paratransit trips
statewide in FY 1992-93. The supply of

paratransit trips in FY 1992-93 included a

reported 14.8 million trips provided or

arranged by the local coordinators within

the coordinated system (as shown in the
table) and an estimated 5.1 million trips

provided outside of the coordinated system,

for an estimated total of 19.9 million

paratransit trips provided statewide in FY
1992-93. The unmet demand for paratransit

trips beyond those that were provided can

be estimated by subtracting the number of

trips supplied from the number of trips

.

Table 2-19
1993 FLORIDA PARATRANSIT CHARACTERISTICS

Operating Statistics

~E

Number of CTCS That Submitted AORS 27 21 48

Number of Counties Covered 35 30 65

Total Population 12,603,117 1,103,804 13,706,921

Number of Transportation Operators 206 68 274

Passenger Trips 13,342,250 1,442,332 14,784,582

Vehicle Miles 55,622,504 10,746,999 66,369,503

Operating Expense $83,599,111 $11,330,493 $94,929,604

Vehicles 2,864 406 3,270

*includes all CTCS where the service area contains an urbanized area with a population of 50,000.

Sources: Annual operating reports, 1993. Statewide Operations RePoti: Fiscal Year 7992?93,CUTR.
January 1994. -
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. m~~m~ demanded, resulting inan estimated unmet

demand for 13.6 million paratransit trips
in FY 1992-93.

The supply of paratransit trips includes two

types of trips, referred to as program trips
and general trips. A program trip is one

made by a client of a government or social

service agency for the purpose of participat-
ing in a program of that agency. Examples

of program trips are trips to congregate
dining facilities, sheltered workshops, job

training facilities, and Medicaid services. A

general trip is one made by a transporta-

tion disadvantaged person to a destination

of his or her choice, not to an agency

program. Examples of general trips are trips

to work, grocery stores, and recreational

areas. The distinction between program

trips and general trips is important when
estimating future revenue availability. Most

of the revenue for program trips is supplied

by social service agencies, while revenue for

general trips usually comes from more

traditional sources of transportation
revenue such as motor fuels tax and vehicle

registrations.

The ongoing implementation of the

complementary paratransit service mandat-

ed by the Americans with Disabilities Act

of 1990 (ADA) is expected to have an
impact on the supply of paratransit service

in the state. Between now and January 1997
(when full implementation of ADA com-

plementary paratransit is required), it is

expected that the supply of service will

grow at a rate higher than the historical

rate of growth.

The complementary paratransit service

mandated by ADA is not expected to
increase the estimated demand for

paratransit service, because the recommend-

ed methodology for estimating demand
already assumes that a high level of service
is available. However, non-transportation

mandates of ADA may eventually increase
the demand for paratransit service. Due to
ADA mandates, public facilities will
eventually be fully accessible to persons

54

with disabilities, and these persons will

enter the work force in increased numbers.
It is likely that the number of paratransit
trips demanded by a typical ADA-eligible

person will increase due to these factors.

Calculationof Nmwkz
For all scenarios, the estimated paratransit

needs include both operating and capital

needs. Paratransit funding includes federal,

state, and local government assistance, and
system revenue. It is assumed that

paratransit per-unit-of-service costs will

remain the same (in 1992 dollars) as in

1993. To estimate inflated paratransit needs

through the 20-year period, the rate of

inflation is assumed to be 3.4 percent

annually.11

Maintain Funding Scenario. Under this
scenario, it is assumed that federal funding

from traditional transportation revenue

sources will grow at one percent per year
and state funding from such sources will

grow at four percent per year. T~ese rates of

growth are due to expected increases in the

consumption of motor fuels and will not

change as the rate of inflation changes. It is
assumed that social service funding, like

local funding, will increase at 3.4 percent

per year. It is assumed that system revenue
will continue to supply the same percentage

of operating funding as in 1993, and that it
will continue to supply none of the capital

funding.

As shown in Table 2-20, under the “Main-

tain Funding” scenario paratransit needs for

the first 10 years of the 20-year period total

$1.5 billion in 1992 dollars and $1.8 billion
in inflated dollars. Needs for the entire 20-

year period total $3.0 billion in 1992
dollars and $4.4 billion in inflated dollars.

In general, as with transit, paratransit

service levels would be expected to decline
under current funding levels. However, the

state financial support for paratransit
services increased beginning in FY 1994-
1995 due to an additional dollar collected
on each vehicle registration. This additional

Statem”daTrampmtatiLuINeeds andFundiIIg!ihldy
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dollar means that the purchasing power of
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and for replacement vehicles, was calculated ,- POLICYIMTIAIWE
paratransit funds maybe expected to based on the estimated supply of service.
increase slightly over the 20-year period,

but this increase in purchasing power is not
expected to be sufficient to keep pace with

increases in demand for the service.

Maintain Conditions Scenario. For this
scenario, needs have been estimated for

maintaining the existing paratransit system

at the present conditions and level of

service. The current ratio of the quantity of
paratransit service supplied to the quantity

of service demanded would not change.

Growth in the demand for, and the supply

of service was estimated using the method-

ology described in the 1993 CUTR report
“Methodology Guidelines for Forecasting

TD Transportation Demand at the County

Level.” The rate of growth in demand for
paratransit service was assumed to equal the

rate of growth in the estimated number of

persons eligible for the service (i.e., the TD

population), and it was assumed that the
supply of paratransit service would increase

accordingly. The need for sufficient addi-

tional vehicles to maintain the current

average annual service supply per vehicle,

. . .

The costs associated with operating the
service and with the additional vehicles

needed to maintain the current conditions
and level of service as the supply of service
increases were estimated by applying unit

cost measures to the expected supply of

paratransit service under these scenarios.

As shown in TabIe 2-20, under the “Main-
tain Conditions” scenario, paratransit needs
for the first ten years of the 20-year period

total $1.6 billion in 1992 dollars and $1.9

billion in inflated dollars. Needs for the
entire 20-year period total $3.6 billion in

1992 dollars and $5.2 billion in inflated

dollars.

Maintain Conditions with Maximum

Lane Policy Scenario. For paratransit there
is no difference in needs between this

scenario and the previous scenario because
it is assumed that imposing a maximum

lane policy on roadways by type would not

have a noticeable impact on needs for

paratransit service.

Table 2-20
PARATRANSIT TEN AND TWENTY YEAR NEEDS ESTIMATES

(millions of dollars)

3 ~

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

= : ~~ ‘1945 ‘1945 ‘3136

$1,644 $1,644 $2,639

= ~ ~~~ ‘5244 ‘5244 ‘8580

$3,643 $3,643 $5,946
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. ~~~ ~~ Improve Cowiitions Scenario. This scenar-
io includes the needs outlined in the
“Maintain Conditions” scenario plus the

elimination of deficiencies. To eliminate
deficiencies, it is assumed that paratransit

service sufficient to eliminate unmet

demand for these services will be supplied.
The number of vehicles needed to supply

service sufficient to eliminate deficiencies
was estimated using a methodology similar

to that used in the previous scenario to

estimate the vehicle needs to maintain

conditions. That is, it was assumed that as

the supply of service increases, additional
and replacement vehicles would be pur-

chased at a rate sufficient to supply the

increased service. The costs associated with

operating the service and with the addition-

al vehicles needed as supply increases were

estimated by applying unit cost measures to

the expected supply of service.

The growth in supply from scenario one to

scenarios two and three represents growth
in both program trip supply and general

trip supply. The growth in supply from

scenarios two and three to scenario four is

entirely growth in the supply of general

trips. (The growth from scenarios two and

three to scenario four represents the

elimination of deficiencies. Deficiencies are

defined as the general trips that are current-
ly demanded but not supplied.)

As shown in Table 2-20, under the improve

conditions scenario paratransit needs for
the first 10 years of the 20-year period total

$2.6 billion in 1992 dollars and $3. I billion
in inflated dollars. Needs for the entire 20-

year period total $5.9 billion in 1992

dollars and $8.6 billion in inflated dollars.

Ten and Twenty Year Revenue Sbortjalls.

After estimating total needs under each

scenario, the expected state and local
revenue shortfalls for each scenario were
forecasted. Several assumptions were made

to estimate the revenue shortfalls. There is
no expected revenue shortfall in the

“Maintain Funding” scenario because

56

under that scenario expenditures would

equal the available revenue. It is assumed
that the social service agencies that supply
most of the funding for program trips (as
discussed previously) will continue to

provide sufficient revenue to cover the
expense of those trips as the supply increas-

es. Thus, under all scenarios there is no
expected revenue shortfall for program

trips. Revenue shortfalls are expected in

scenarios two, three, and four for general
trips, which are funded primarily by

traditional transportation revenue sources

(as discussed previously).

For scenarios two, three, and four it is

assumed that system revenue will provide

the same percentage of total revenue as in

scenario one. It is assumed that the federal

revenue for general trips estimated for the

first scenario represents the maximum
amount of revenue that will be available

from that source. It is assumed that the

estimated scenario one state and local

funding for general trips represent the
maximum amount of revenue that can be

raised from these sources given the current-

ly authorized level of taxes and fees. It is

assumed that the state and local responsibil-

ity for general trip expenses will maintain

the same proportion relative to each other
as k scenario one. Thus, the responsibility
for unfunded general trip expenses is

allocated to state and local governments in

the same proportion as the FY 1992-93

general trip revenue from those sources.

Table 2-21 shows the 10-year state and local
revenue shortfalls for paratransit under the

different scenarios, As discussed, there is no

expected revenue shortfall in the “Maintain

Funding” scenario. For the second and

third scenarios, there is a forecasted 10-year

state shortfall of $2o million and a forecast-
ed 10-year local shortfall of $7 million, for
a total 10-year shortfall of $27 million. For
the fourth scenario, the state 10-year

shortfall is forecasted at $74 I million and

the local 10-year shortfall at $267 million,
for a total 10-year shortfall of $1,008

StatewideTransportationNeeds andFundingStudy



million. The table also shows these short-

falls in inflated dollars.

Table 2-22 shows the 20-year state and local
revenue shortfalls for paratransit under the
different scenarios. As in the 10-year

forecasts, there is no expected shortfall in

the “Maintain Funding” scenario. For the

second and third scenarios, there is a

forecasted 20-year state shortfall of $96

million and a forecasted 20-year local

shortfall of $32 million, for a total 20-year

shortfall of $128 million. For the fourth

scenario, the state 20-year shortfall is
forecasted at $1,798 million and the local

20-year shortfall at $599 million, for a total

20-year shortfall of $2,397 million. The
table also shows these shortfalls in inflated

7 HATE
tRANSPORTATION

dollars. Figure 2-15 graphically illustrates POLICYINITIATIVE

the relationship between total needs and
state and local shortfalls for paratransit.

Rail

Condition and Performance
The rail infrastructure of Florida currently

consists of commuter rail, public grade

crossings, and private freight lines. It is

expected that in the future Florida will also

have high speed rail. Although state rail

funding is primarily for commuter rail and

high speed rail, there is limited state
funding for grade crossing safety and local

freight assistance.

The existing commuter rail service in
Florida is described below. The heavy rail

Table 2-21
PARATRANSIT TEN YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4
Needs Maintain Maintiin Maintain Improve

Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions
Maximum Lane

Policy

1992 Dollars

3 ~ ‘1506 ‘1617 ‘1617 ‘1631

$1,506 $1,644 $1,644 $2,639

State Shortfall $0 $20 $20 $741

Local Shortfall $0 $7 $7 $267

Total Shortfall $0 $27 $27 $1,008

Inflated Dollars

Total Needs $1,821 $1,945 $1,945 $3,136

Available Revenue $1,821 $1,921 $1,921 $1,938

State Shortfall $0 $18 $18 $884

Local Shortfall $0 $6 $6 $314

Total Shortfall $0 $24 $24 $1,198

StatawidaTranapmtationNeeds andFundingStudy
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Figure 2-15
TWENTY-YEAR NEEDS FOR PARATRANSIT

(billions of 1992 dollars)

T-

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

m Local Shortfall _ State Shortfall _ Available Revenue

and automated guideway services currently F1orida Rail Corridor. According to the

operating in the state are included in the

transit section earlier in this report. For
ease of reference, all new starts for commut-
er rail, heavy rail, and automated guideway

are discussed in a later section titled “Other

Systems.”

Commuter rail systems are characterized as

connecting suburban centers and a center

city by running large passenger-cars on

freight railroad lines. They often have few
stops and high average speeds between

stations. The Tri-County Commuter Rail
Authority (Tri-Rail), serving parts of Palm
Beach, Broward, and Dade counties, is the
only such system currently operating in
Florida. Tri-RaiI operates a 30-train per day

schedule between West Palm Beach and
Miami on the state-owned Southeast

58

Section 15 report submitted for FY 1991-92,

Tri-Rail provided 2.3 million passenger
trips and 76.9 million passenger miles in 28
passenger cars. The average age of the

passenger cars was 4.5 years.

Calculationof Needs
For all scenarios, Tri-Rail needs include

both operating and capital needs. Tri-Rail
funding includes federal, state, and local

government assistance, and system revenue.
It is assumed that Tri-Rail per-unit-of-

service costs will remain the same (in 1992
dollars) as nationwide average commuter
rail per-unit-of-service costs in 1992. To
estimate inflated Tri-Rail costs through the
20-year period, the rate of inflation is
assumed to be 3.4 percent annually, the
DRI long-term forecast.lz

Statsrm”dsrTmnaprtationNaeds andFundingStudy
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Maintain Funding Scenario. Under this
TRANSPORTATION

in 1992 dollars, the federal share of all POLICYmw.
scenario, it is assumed that all federal
funding will grow at one percent per year

and all state funding will grow at four
percent per year. These rates of growth are

due to expected increases in the consump-

tion of motor fuels, and will not change as

the rate of inflation changes. Tri-County

Rail did not receive any local government

assistance in FY 1991-92, but it is assumed
that beginning in FY 1994-95 local govern-

ment will supply 50 percent of net operat-

ing costs (i.e., total operating costs minus

federal funds and system revenue). It is
assumed that system revenue will continue

to supply the same percentage of operating

funding as in 1992, and that it will contin-

ue to supply none of the capital funding.
Averaged over the 20-year forecast period,

costs would be 11.7 percent, the state share
would be 57.9 percent, and local assistance
would be 17.6 percent. System revenue

would make up the remaining 12.8 percent.

In general, commuter rail service levels
would be expected to decline under current

funding levels. However, because a large

proportion of commuter rail funding

comes from the state, and this state funding
is expected to increase at a rate somewhat

greater than the rate at which costs are

forecasted to inflate, the purchasing power

of commuter rail funds may be expected to

increase very slightly over the 20-year
period. However, this increase in purchas-

ing power is not expected to be sufficient

to keep pace with increases in demand for
the service.

Table 2-22
PARATRANSIT TWENTY YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions wifh Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

1992 Dollars

E ‘3007 ‘3515 ‘3515 ‘3=9

$3,007 $3,643 $3,643 $5,946

State Shortfall $0 $96 $96 $1,798

Local Shortfall $599

Total Shortfall $2,397

Inflated Dollars

E S41: $: :::

$4,352 $5,244 $8,580

$5,113

=

State Shortfall $0 $137 $137 $2,613

Local Shortfall $0 $45 $45 $854

Total Shortfall $0 $182 $182 $3,467
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. ~~cy -~ In addition to Tri-Rail funding, this

scenario includes funding for intermodal
rail access and for railroad branchlike
rehabilitation. It is assumed that this state
funding will continue over the 20-year

forecast period. This scenario also includes

state funding from FY 1992-93 through FY

1996-97 for the purchase of the southeast

Florida rail corridor and, beginning in FY

1997-98, for high speed rail.

As shown in Table 2-23, under this scenario

rail funding for the first ten years of the 20-

year period would total $0.9 billion in 1992
dollars and $1.1 billion in inflated dollars.

Funding for the entire 20-year period

would total $2.0 billion in 1992 dollars and

$2.8 billion in inflated dollars.

Maintain Conditions Scenario. For this

scenario, needs have been estimated for

maintaining the existing commuter rail

service at its present condition and level of

service. The costs associated with operating

the service and with the additional vehicles
needed to maintain the current condition
and level of service as demand increases
were estimated by applying unit cost

measures to the expected supply of service.

Growth in the supply of commuter rail

service was estimated under the assump-
tions that Tri-Rail ridership will grow to

15,000 trips per day by the year 2000 (to
meet latent demand for the service), and
will grow at 3.0 percent annually from 2000
to 2012 (to keep pace with population

growth). It was assumed that this growth in
supply would be sufficient to maintain the

present conditions and level of service.

This scenario includes the same state

funding for railroad branchlike rehabilita-

tion, for the southeast Florida rail corridor,
and for high speed rail as was included in

the previous scenario. It is assumed that
this state funding will continue over the 20-
year forecast period. In addition, this

scenario includes needs for intermodal rail

access that are well beyond the level includ-

ed in the previous scenario. This increase in

intermodal rail access needs represents the

difference between the current level of

funding and the rail access needs identified

in A Five-Year Plan to Accomplish the Mission

of Florida) Seaports.

As shown in Table 2-23, under the maintain

conditions scenario rail needs for the first
ten years of the 20-year period total $2.1

billion in 1992 dollars and $2.5 billion in
inflated dollars. Needs for the entire 20-year

period total $4.7 billion in 1992 dollars
and $6.6 billion in inflated dollars.

Table 2-23
RAIL TEN AND lWENTY YEAR NEEDS ESTIMATES

(millions of dollars)

: ~

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

= $~~~ ‘2473 ‘2596 ‘2734

$2,125 $2,221 $2,332

= ~~ ‘6565 ‘6909 ‘7487

$4,676 $4,914 $5,271
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Maintain Conditions with Maximwn

Lane Policy Scenario. Under this scenario,
needs are the same as in the previous
scenario with the addition of needs that
have shifted from highways to rail due to

the imposition of a maximum lane policy.

As shown in Table 2-23, under this scenario

rail needs for the first 10 years of the 20-
year period total $2.2 billion in 1992

dollars and $2.6 billion in inflated dollars.

Needs for the entire 20-year period total

$4.9 billion in 1992 dollars and $6.9 billion
in inflated dollars.

Improve Conditions Scenario. As well as

addressing commuter rail needs from a

demand-driven perspective, as in the
previous scenarios, needs were examined

from a policy-driven perspective. Given the

3 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

lane restrictions placed on highways, mum INITIATIVE,.
commuter rail, like transit service, will in
the future need to absorb some of the
expected increase in travel, leading to an
increased mode split for rail. The expected

growth in commuter rail supply due to this

modal shift was estimated based on a

methodology similar to that used in the
“Improve Conditions” scenario for transit.

It was assumed that Tri-Rail would increase

its capacity sufficiently to allow its mode

split to increase by 100 percent by 1997, to
a total capacity of approximately 20,000

daily trips. The additional potential rider-
ship resulting from this modal trade-off was

added to the ridership estimated in the
“Maintain Conditions” scenario above to

estimate the total ridership under this
scenario. The annual increase in total

Table 2-24
RAIL TEN YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

II Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

1992 Dollars

E ‘: ’975 ’987 ‘1002

$2,125 $2,221 $2,332

State Shortfall $0 $1,113 $1,197 $1,256

Local Shortfall $0 $37 $37 $74

Total Shortfall $0 $1,150 $1,234 $1,330

Inflated Dollars

E ‘1102 ‘1136 ‘1152 ~~

$1,102 $2,473 $2,596

=

State Shortfall $0 $1,288 $1,395 $1,467

Local Shortfall $0 $49 $49 $98

Total Shortfall $0 $1,337 $1,444 $1,565
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,. POLICYINITIATIVEridership once the mode split target is

reached in 1997 was estimated based on a
3.0 percent annual increase, as in scenarios
two and three above. The costs associated

with operating the service and with the

additional vehicles needed were estimated
by applying unit cost measures to the
expected demand for commuter rail service.

This scenario includes the same needs for

railroad branchlike rehabilitation, the

southeast Florida rail corridor, high speed
rail, and intermodal rail access as were
included in scenarios two and three above.

As shown in Table 2-23, under the “Im-

prove Conditions” scenario, rail needs for

the first 10 years of the 20-year period total

$2.3 billion in 1992 dollars and $2.7 billion
in inflated dollars. Needs for the entire 20-

year period total $5.3 billion in 1992
dollars and $7.5 billion in inflated dollars.
(If the target mode split increase were 50
percent rather than 100 percent, the 20-year
totals would be $5.0 billion in 1992 dollars

and $7.1 billion in inflated dollars.)

Ten- and Twenty-Year Revenue Short-

falls. After estimating total needs under

each scenario, the expected revenue short-

falls for each scenario were forecasted.

Several assumptions were made to estimate

these shortfalls. There is no expected
revenue shortfall in the “Maintain Fund-
ing” scenario because under that scenario

expenditures would equal the available
revenue. For scenarios two, three, and four,

it is assumed that system revenue will

provide the same percentage of total

Table 2-25
RAIL TWENTY YEAR REVENUE SHORTFALLS

[millions of dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve

Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions
Maximum Lane

Policy

1992 Dollars

E ‘2016 ‘2104

$2,016 $4,676 $4,914 $5,271

$2,135 $2,180

State Shortfall $0 $2,432 $2,639 $2,830

Local Shortfall $0 $140 $140 $261

Total Shortfall $0 $2,572 $2,779 $3,091

Inflated Dollars

Total Needs $2,805 $6,565 $6,909 $7,487

Available Revenue $2,805 $2,943 $2,988 $3,062

s

State Shortfall $0 $3,394 $3,693 $4,005

Local Shortfall $0 $228 $228 $420

Total Shortfall $0 $3,622 $3,921 $4,425
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revenue as in scenario one. It is assumed and the local 10-year shortfall at $74 POLICYINITIATIVE

that the federal revenue for commuter rail
.

million, for a total 10-year shortfall of
estimated in the first scenario represents the
maximum amount of revenue available

from that source. In all scenarios, the

programmed level of state funding for

branchlike rehabilitation, purchase of the

southeast Florida rail corridor, high speed

rail, and intermodal rail access are assumed

to continue. It is assumed that the state and
local funding for commuter rail estimated

in the first scenario represents the maxi-
mum amount of revenue that can be raised
from those sources given the currently

authorized level of taxes and fees.

Table 2-24 shows the 10-year state revenue

shortfalls for rail under the different

scenarios. As discussed in the preceding

paragraph, there is

no expected revenue

shortfall in the

“Maintain Funding”

scenario. For the
second scenario,

there is a forecasted

10-year state short-

fall of$l,l13

million and a

forecasted 10-year

local shortfall of
$37 million, for a

total 1O-year

shortfall of $1,150
million. For the
third scenario, there

is a forecasted 10-

year state shortfall

of $1,197 million

and a forecasted 10-
year local shortfall

of $37 million (the

same as in scenario
two), for a total 10-
year shortfall of
$1,234 million. For

the fourth scenario,
the state 10-year

shortfall is forecast-
ed at $1,256 million

$1,330 million.

Table 2-25 shows the 20-year state revenue

shortfalls for rail under the different

scenarios. As in the 10-year forecasts, there

is no expected shortfall in the “maintain
funding” scenario. For the second scenario,

there is a forecasted 20-year state shortfall

of $2,432 million and a forecasted 20-year
local shortfall of $140 million, for a total
20-year shortfall of $2,572 million. For the
third scenario, there is a forecasted 20-year

state shortfall of $2,639 million and a

forecasted 20-year local shortfall of $140

million (the same as in scenario two), for a

total 20-year shortfall of $2,779 million.

For the fourth scenario, the state 20-year

Figure 2-16
TWENTY-YEAR NEEDS FOR RAIL

(billions of 1992 dollars)

$8

$6

$4

$2
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TRANSPORTATION,-Mrmrmms shortfall is forecasted at$2,830 million and

the local 20-year shortfall at $261 million,
for a total 20-year shortfall of $3,091
million. Figure 2-16 graphically illustrates
the relationship between total needs and

state and local shortfalls for rail.

Airports
Aviation is an integral part of Florida’s

transportation system. According to a study

by the Partnership for Improved Air Travel,

aviation is responsible for generating over

$46 billion in economic activity, and over

765,000 jobs in 1989.

As shown in Table 2-26, the public aviation

system in Florida consists of 20 commercial
passenger service airports, 23 relievers
airports, and 60 general aviation airports.

The state is divided into nine geographical
activity centers described as either regional

or metropolitan areas. Each office repre-

senting the activity center provides finan-

cial and technical assistance for airport

development, safety and capacity enhance-
ment, land acquisition, and planning.

Planning for the state’s public aviation

system is conducted through the Continu-
ing Florida Aviation System Planning

Process (CFASPP). Developed by FDOT in

conjunction with the Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA), CFASPP is responsi-

ble for evaluating critical aviation issues

and developing system plans that detail

aviation needs, local goals, and objectives.

It is the responsibility of CFASPP to

~ :5:

Sewice Function
B ::::::

Commercial Service Airports

‘ H

20 recommend

the alloca-
Reliever Airports 23 tion of

General Aviation Airports public

&

funds for
Total the state’s

Source: The FloridaAviation SystemPlan. growing

airport needs.

Condftiansand Performance
According to the FASP, Florida has experi-
enced tremendous growth in air traffic
demand over recent years, with over 60
percent of the airports in the state at or
near threshold capacity. Forty-three million

passengers used Florida’s commercial
airports in 1991. In 2010, the number of

passengers is forecasted to reach 98 million.

This growth in aviation activity is being

fueled by increases in tourism and interna-

tional trade, two strategic markets for the

state of Florida.

Tourism is a significant contributor to the

economy of Florida. According to the
FASP, over 50 percent of the 41 million
visitors in 1990 arrived by air. The total

number of visitors is projected to increase

by 78 percent to 73 million visitors by

2010. The impacts of tourism are not

limited just to aviation revenues, of course;

tourists traveling by air were responsible
for $17.6 billion in total expenditures in

1989.

Another significant element of Florida’s
economy is international trade, which

ranks above all other economic activities,

according to the Florida Department of

Commerce. The recent passage of the
North American Free Trade Agreement and

the expansion of other international

markets will place additional demands on

the aviation system. Miami International

Airport’s air cargo operations ranks second

in the U.S. in international shipments and
is the gateway to international commerce in

the Caribbean Basin and Latin America.
Florida’s international air cargo activities
are forecasted to increase almost 100

percent by 2010 to 1.3 million tons.

Calculationof Needs
The estimation of airport facility needs at

the state level is accomplished by aggregat-
ing, by district, local aviation master plans.
Individual communities develop the master
plans to provide guidelines for future
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airport development. Needs estimates

contained in the master plan can be based
on one of the following methodologies:

service standards, investment analysis,

policy-driven directives or any other means
established in the planning process. The
project schedules from each master plan

along with their accompanying cost esti-
mates are aggregated, analyzed, and priori-

tized before becoming part of the FASP.

These needs estimates are reconciled across

districts to accommodate consistency in

planning through out the statewide avia-

tion system. The following provides

aviation needs assessments under the three

separate scenarios assuming no initial

capacity deficiencies. It is recognized,

however, that many airports are quickly

approaching capacity limitations.

The needs under each of the following

scenarios include only funds generated by

the state or funds that pass through the

state. It is assumed that the state will

continue to fund 20 percent of the needs

for airports under each of the following

scenarios. To estimate inflated costs

through the 20-year period, the rate of
inflation is assumed to be 2.4 percent

annually.13

Afaintain Funding Scenario. Under this

scenario, needs are restricted to current

3 ~ATE
TRANSPORTATION

funding under existing sources. Future PoLlcrINITIATIVE.
revenue from these existing sources was

obtained from FDOT’S Program and

Resource Plan which lists annual expendi-

tures on capital improvements, planning,
and administration through the year 2020.

As shown in Table 2-27, current funding
for the first 10 years of the 20-year period

total $835 million in 1992 dollars and $950
million in inflated dollars. Needs for the

entire 20-year period total $1,850 million in
1992 dollars and $2,428 million in inflated

dollars.

Maintain Conditions Scenario. Needs

under this scenario include improvements

to maintain the current level of service and

physical conditions of the present system
without introducing capacity deficiencies.

These improvements ameliorate the grow-

ing congestion problem by acquiring land
for future development, by constructing or

extending runways and taxiways, by build-

ing new passenger terminals and parking,

and by improving airport access and

security.

For this scenario, airport facility needs were

determined by aggregating, by airport,

annual maintenance, preservation, and

increased capacity improvements as con-
tained within the FASP report. This report

,,

Table 2-27
AIRPORTS TEN AND TWENTY YEAR NEEDS ESTIMATES

(millions of dollars)

Period

10 Year 1992 Dollars

10 Year Inflated Dollars

20 Year 1992 Dollars

20 Year Inflated Dollars

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4
Maintain Maintain Mainfain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Poiicy

$835 I $1,161 I $1,161 I $1,161

$950 $1,326 $1,326 $1,326

$1,850 $2,337 $2,337 $2,337

$2,428 $3,028 $3,028 $3,028
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TRANSPORTATION,-POLICYINITIATIVEcovers the annual needs for 10 years. The

second 10-year period in the 20-year needs
forecast was derived from an annualized
average of the first 10 years. Twenty percent

of the total needs was then determined to
be state needs based on historical expendi-
tures by the state.

As shown in Table 2-27, under the “Main-

tain Conditions” scenarios, state .airport

needs for the first 10 years of the 20-year

period total $1,161 million in 1992 dollars

and $1,326 million in inflated dollars. For

the entire 20-year period, state airport needs

total $2,337 million in 1992 dollars and

$3,028 million in inflated dollars.

Improve Conditions Scenario. Under this

scenario, the assessment of airport facility
needs are identical to “Maintain Condi-

tions” due to the assumption that there are

no current capacity deficiencies.

Ten- and Twenty-Year Revenue Short-

falls. After estimating total state needs

under each scenario, the expected state

revenue shortfalls for each scenario were

forecasted. These shortfalls were derived by
subtracting current revenue from needs in
each of the scenarios. Current revenue in
inflated dollars, as previously stated, was
obtained from FDOT’S Program and
Resource Plan. Revenue in 1992 dollars was

derived by deflating inflated revenue by at
an annual rate of 2.4.

Table 2-28 shows the 10-year state revenue

shortfalls for airports under the different

scenarios. For the first scenario, “Maintain

Funding” there is no expected revenue

shortfall. For the second, third, and fourth

scenarios, there is a forecasted lo-year state
shortfall of $326 million in 1992 dollars.
The table also shows these shortfalls in
inflated dollars.

Table 2-29 shows the 20-year state revenue

shortfalls for airports under the different
scenarios. For the first scenario, “Maintain
Funding,” there is no expected revenue

shortfall. For the second, third, and fourth

66

Table 2-28

AIRPORTS TEN YEAR STATE REVENUE SHORTFALLS
(millions of dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintiin Mainiain Maintain Improve

Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions
Maximum Lane

Policy

1992 Dollars

-, = ’835 ’835 ’835

$1,161 $1,161 $1,161

State Shortfall $326 $326 $326

Inflated Dollars

_ ~ ’950 ’950 ’95C

$1,326 $1,326 $1,326

State Shortfall $0 $376 $376 $37t
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Figure 2-17
TWENTY-YEAR NEEDS FOR AIRPORTS

(billions of 1992 dollars)
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scenarios, there is a forecasted 20-year state weighed 25.7 mi11ion tons and foreign

shortfall of$487 millionin 1992 d011ars. imports weighed 19.9 million tons. In
The table also shows these shortfalls in additionto this foreign trade, Florida’s
inflated dollars. Figure 2-17 graphically ports handIe a significant amount of
illustrates the relationship between total domestic trade. According to data from the
needs and state shortfalls for airports. individual seaports, the total weight of

domestic trade handled by Florida’s sea-
Seaports

As shown in Table 2-30, Florida has 14
portsin 1992 was 54.1 million tons.

deep-water seaports, eight on the Atlantic In addition to trade activity, six of Florida’s

coast (including the Port of Key West) and 14 deep-water seaports are important to

six on the Gulf coast. According to data tourism due to cruise activity. These

from the Florida Department of Com- activities include transatlantic crossings,

merce, the total value of waterborne foreign multi-day Caribbean cruises, weekend

trade handled by these 14 seaports in 1992 cruises to the Bahamas, and one- and two-

was $25.8 billion. Foreign exports account- day “cruises to nowhere.” According to data

ed for $13.4 billion (52 percent) of the from the individual seaports, 6.9 million

total, and foreign imports for $12.4 billion passenger embarkations and disembarka-

(48 percent). According to data from the tions occurred at the six seaports in 1992.

individual seaports, in 1992 foreign exports This was approximately 78 percent of the
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# POLICYINrnAmra total 8.8 million 1992 passenger embarka- to attract demand rather than to accommo-

tions and disembarkations in-the United date existing demand or to eliminate

States. current deficiencies. Therefore, there are no

Conditionsand Performance
current demand deficiencies at Florida’s

Seaport facilities are competing with
seaports. However, to continue to attract

facilities within the same state as well as out
goods and passengers the state must

maintain or increase investment in sea-
of state. New facilities often are constructed ports.

Table 2-29
AIRPORTS TWENTY YEAR STATE REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

Needs

1~
II 1992 Dollars

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3
Maintain Maintain Maintain
Funding Conditions Conditions with

Maximum Lane
Policy

4
Improve

Conditions

e ‘1850 ‘1850 ‘1850 ‘1850

$1,850 $2,337 $2,337 $2,337

State Shortfall

Inflated Dollars

e ‘ $2: $: $: $:

$2,428 $3,028 $3,028 $3,028

State Shortfall $0 $600 $600 $600

Table 2-30
1992 FLORIDA SEAPORT CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic II Number II

Number of Seapotts II 14 II

Value of Exports II $13.4 Billion II

Value of Imports II $12.4 Billion II

Tons of Exports II 25.7 Million II

Tons of Imports 19.9 Million
11 II

Tons of Domestic Trade II 54.1 Million II

EEEE&cJbu!!d
Source: Florida Departmentof Commeree,Individual Potts.

Calculationof Needs
For each of the following scenarios, esti-

mates of needs include the state’s responsi-

bility only. Local governments responsibili-

ty is not included in this analysis because

of the complexity of local funding sources.
All seaports in Florida receive different
mixes of funding such as rent, user fees,

and ad valorem taxes. In addition, these

methods of payment often are used in the
retirement of bonds or the repayment on

bank debts. Therefore, it is difficult to
determine an annual stream of local
expenditures and revenues. As with air-

ports, a 2.4 percent annual rate is used to
inflate costs.14
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Maintain Funding Scenario. Under this

scenario, state expenditures were deter-
mined from FDOT Program and Resource

Plan which lists annual expenditures

through 2020. This funding includes
expenditures for capital improvements,

planning and administration.

As shown in Table 2-31, current funding
for the first 10 years of the 20-year period

total $79 million in 1992 dollars and $90

million in inflated dollars. For the entire

20-year period, state seaport needs total

$159 million in 1992 dollars and $205

million in inflated dollars.

Maitztain Cotzditiom Scenario. Under this

scenario, annual state expenditures are
assumed to be $25 million over the 20-year

time period in addition to current expendi-

tures. This annual expenditure corresponds
with the assumption that state funding of

seaports will increase by $25 million

annually and be maintained at that level

over the 20-year time period. The Florida

Legislature recently enlarged the pool of
funds available to seaports for distribution

through Florida’s Seaport Transportation

and Economic Development Council.

However, a new revenue source will need to

be identified for this additional funding.
The assumption used in this scenario is

7 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

that an appropriate revenue source will be POLICYINITIATIVE,.
found and maintained over the 20-year
time period.

As shown in Table 2-31, under the “Main-

tain Conditions” scenarios, state seaport
needs for the first 10 years of the 20-year

period total $312 million in 1992 dollars
and $354 million in inflated dollars. For

the entire 20-year period, state seaport

needs total $589 million in 1992 dollars

and $739 million in inflated dollars.

Improve Conditions Scenario. Needs under

this scenario are identical to the previous

scenario.

Ten- and Twenty-Year Revenue Sbort-

falh. After estimating total state needs

under each scenario, the expected state

revenue shortfalls were forecasted. The

expected revenue is identical for all three

scenarios based on the assumption that

revenue for seaports will remain at the

current fixed level with the addition of

revenue for planning and administration.

Revenue in inflated dollars was taken from

planned expenditures in FDOT Program
and Resource Plan.

Table 2-32 shows the 10-year state revenue

shortfalls for seaports under the different

scenarios. For scenario one, “Maintain

Table 2-31
SEAPORTS TEN AND TWENTY YEAR NEEDS ESTIMATES II

Period

L*E

(millions of dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2
Maintain Maintain
Funding Conditions

$79 I $312

$90 I $354

$159 $589

$205 $739

3 4
Maintain Improve

Conditions with Conditions
Maximum Lane

Policy

$312 I $312

$354 I $354

$589 I $589

$739 I $739
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. ~~~ -~ Funding” there is no expected state revenue

shortfall. For scenarios two, three, and four

there is a forecasted 10-year state revenue
shortfall of $233 million in 1992 dollars.
This shortfall is made up of the difference

between current revenu~ and the expected

state share of needs in the future (based on
an additional $25 million annually). This

table also shows these shortfalls in inflated

dollars.

Table 2-33 shows the 20-year state revenue

shortfalls for seaports under the different

scenarios in both 1992 dollars and inflated
dollars. For scenario one, “Maintain

Funding,” there is no expected state reve-
nue shortfall. For scenarios two, three, and

four there is a forecasted 20-year state
revenue shortfall of $430 million in 1992

dollars. This shortfall is made up of the

difference between current revenue and the

expected state share of needs in the future
(based on an additional $25 million
annually). This table also shows these
shortfalls in inflated dollars. Figure 2-18
graphically illustrates the relationship

between total needs and state shortfalls for

seaports.

other systems
In addition to the transportation expendi-

tures discussed above, there are some

systems that either are incorporated within

other systems or fall outside the classifica-

tion. These are bicycle/pedestrian,
intermodal, and new starts for high speed
rail, commuter rail, and fixed-guideway.
The need for new starts does not fit clearly
within one of the three scenarios and,

perhaps, is best thought of as “add-ens” to

the total needs estimate developed for each

of the three scenarios. The estimated costs

Figure 2-18
TWENTY-YEAR NEEDS FOR SEAPORTS

(millions of 1992 dollars)

$800 W 1

$600

$400

$200

en

-.

-—

v. — I

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

_ State Shortfall _ Available Revenue
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of these “add-ens” are taken from FDOT’S

1992 Inventory of Plans and are in 1992

dollars. These are capital costs and are
assumed to be non-recurring. No estimate
of potential operating costs for these new
systems is calculated here or in FDOT’S
Inventory of Plans.

Commuter Rail I@w Starts
Conditions and Performance. In addition

to the Tri-Rail system discussed earlier,

there are two other commuter rail authori-

ties in the state of Florida. The Central
Florida Commuter Rail Authority and the

Tampa Bay Commuter Rail Authority have

been organized to serve the Orlando and

Tampa Bay areas, respectively, but do not
operate any trains as yet.

Calculation of Needs. The estimated

capital cost of adding commuter rail service
is $26 million for Tampa-Lakeland system,

and $78 million for an Orlando system for

a total of $104 million in 1992 dollars for

the entire 20-year period. These costs, taken
from FDOT’S 1992 Inventory of Plans, are

3 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

assumed to be non-recurring, and no POLICYINITIATIVE..
estimate of operating costs is calculated
here or in the Inventory of Plans.

Ten- and Twenty-Year Revenue Short-

falls. The 10- and 20-year revenue shortfalls
for commuter rail new starts are $104
million in 1992 dollars, as shown in Table
2-34. This shortfall is only included in the

“Improve Conditions” scenario, because it

is considered an “add-on.” Furthermore, it

is considered a state shortfall to remain

consistent with FDOT’S Inventory of Plans.

Fixed-Guideway New Starts
Conditions and Performance. Also includ-
ed in FDOT’S Inventory of Plans are new

urban fixed-guideway systems for
Hillsborough County, Pinellas County, and

the Orlando urban area.

Calculation of Needs. The estimated

capital cost, in 1992 dollars, of adding these
fixed-guideway systems is $2.o billion for

Hillsborough County, $1.6 billion for
Pinellas County, and $1.125 billion for

Table 2-32
SEAPORTS TEN YEAR STATE REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve

Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions
Maximum Lane

Policy

1992 Dollars

Inflated Dollars

q ‘~ ‘~ ‘~ ‘~
State Shortfall $0 $264 $264 $264
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. p~~ 1~~ Orlando. Again, these costs are taken from
FDOT’S 1992 Inventory of Plans and are

assumed to be non-recurring, and no

estimate of operating costs is calculated
here or in the Inventory of Plans.

Ten- and Twenty-Year Revenue Short-

falls. The 10- and 20-year revenue shortfalls
for fixed-guideway new starts are $4.7

billion in 1992 dollars. These shortfalls are

only included in the “Improve Conditions”

scenario, because new starts are considered

“add-ons.” Of the total shortfalls, 25

percent is considered the state shortfall, 25

percent is the local shortfall, and the

remaining 50 percent is the federal short-

fall. These proportions are consistent with

FDOT’S Inventory of Plans.

Bicycla/Pedti”an
Conditions and Performance. Currently,

few bicycle, pedestrian, and other non-

motorized transportation facilities are

available in most of Florida due to a

historical lack of consideration of these

modes of travel. However, since around

1980, there has been a concerted effort to

encourage the provision of such facilities in
the state. Since that time, the extent and
quality of these facilities have improved

due to requirements for non-motorized

transportation facility planning and
construction. In fact, current requirements
in Florida go beyond requirements in most
other states. Under current guidelines, most

state-owned roadways that are functionally

classified higher than “local” (excluding

limited-access roadways) are expected to

eventually have bicycle facilities (e.g.,

bicycle lanes, wide outside lanes, or paved

shoulders). In addition, there is likely to be
an increase in off-road paths for non-

motorized transportation and in such
amenities as bicycle lockers and shower

facilities at major trip attractors. The

provision of other non-motorized transpor-

tation facilities (e.g., new sidewalks, curb

cuts on existing sidewalks, pedestrian

overpasses, walk signals, and raised traffic

islands) is also encouraged by state govern-

ment.

Table 2-33
SEAPORTS TWENTY YEAR STATE REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of dollars)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Needs Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

1992 Dollars

EiiGq ~= : ~: ~:

State Shortfall $430 $430 $430

Inflated Dollars

= ~ ~: z K

State Shortfall $0 $534 $534 $534
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Calculation of Needs. Bicycle/pedestrian

needs are included in the calculations for
highways. Current state expenditures for

bicycle and pedestrian facilities consist
mainly of improvements along state-owned
roads. Under Florida Statute 335.065,
bicycle and pedestrian facilities must be
given full consideration in conjunction
with the construction, reconstruction, or

any other change to a state transportation

facility (excluding limited-access roadways).

Because these bicycle and pedestrian

improvements are congruent with road

improvements their costs are incorporated
into the roadway improvements. Therefore,

to quantifj these improvements under this

section would be a partial duplication of

the highway section.

Intmnodal
Conditions and Performance. “Florida’s

Intermodal Planning Process (Draft),” a

report prepared for FDOT, defines
intermodal planning as the process of
looking at the linkages, interactions, and

movements between transportation modes.

Intermodal needs are needs for the facilities
where mode changes occur. Intermodal
facilities currently existing in Florida,

according to the intermodal report, include
103 airports (20 commercial, 23 reliever,
and 60 general aviation), 14 deep-water
seaports, 32 passenger rail stations, 15
commuter rail stations, 42 rapid transit

stations, 81 inter-city bus stations, 43 local
bus terminals, 135 park-and-ride lots, 10
rail-highway terminals, and 39 bulk transfer

facilities. In addition to these facilities,

sidewalks and other non-motorized trans-

portation facilities often serve as
intermodal facilities.

Calculation of Needs. Intermodal needs
generally can be included under other

systems. For example, a sidewalk needed to

provide pedestrian access to a local bus

terminal can be included under bicycle/

pedestrian needs. For this study, needs for

intermodal facilities are included as needs

for other systems, not as needs for
intermodal facilities. Thus, intermodal
facilities are not separately identified.

Table 2-34
COMMUTER RAIL NEW STARTS

(millions of dollars)

hnprove Conditions’
Needs

Ten Years Twenty Years

1992 Dollars

El ‘0 ‘0

$104 $104

State Shortfall $104 $104

Inflated Dollars

EEzi!iq ‘0 ‘0

$126 $126

State Shortfall $126 $126

* The other three scenarios are not included in this table because new starts are only considered in the

“Improve Conditions” scenario.

-!)STATE
TRANSPORTATION
POLICTINITIATIVE
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.. ~~cy ~~~ Impact Analysis of Policy Scsnarios
The HPMS analytical process analyzes

highway conditions and performance and
compares highway performance under
various funding policies. In addition,
HPMS also performs an impact analysis.

This allows comparison of vehicle perfor-
mance measures under various scenarios.
The vehicle performance measures pro-

duced by HPMS include average overall

travel speed, operating costs, fuel consump
tion, and accidents. The results of this

analysis were used to determine the effects

of the four policy scenarios on vehicle

performance.

The impact analysis was used to estimate

these vehicle performance measures. This

was done by analyzing each sample section

and aggregating the results to represent
each functional system. Each vehicle type is
“driven” by simulation over the highway

section to determine the performance
measures for that particular vehicle type on
that section.

Target year conditions were evaluated as
part of the funding period analysis used to
measure needs. Results were compared to

measure the effect that a proposed highway

program will have on the vehicle perfor-

mance measures. The relative effects that

alternative scenarios will have on these
measures-and hence, on the traveling
public-can be judged by comparing the

results.

Table 2-35
FIXED GUIDEWAY NEW STARTS

(millions of dollars)

Improve Conditions*
Needs

Ten Years Twenty Years

1992 Dollars

EiEiiia ‘0 ‘0
$4,725 $4,725

State Shortfall $1,181 $1,181

Local Shortfall $1,181 $1,181

Federal Shortfall $2,363 $2,363

Total Shortfall $4,725 $4,725

Inflated Dollars

= ‘0 ‘0
$5,705 $5,705

State Shortfall $1,426 $1,426

Local Shortfall $1,426 $1,426

Federal Shortfall $2,853 $2,853

Total Shortfall $5,705 $5,705

* The other three scenarios are not included in this table because new starts are only considered in the

“Improve Conditions” scenario.
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Simulated vehicle operation is affected by a

number of factors including horizontal and
vertical alignment, pavement condition,
and traffic congestion. Vehicle operation is

simulated at several different levels of
traffic congestion as it varies throughout

the day. This is more realistic than using a

single volume/capacity (V/C) ratio to

represent the daily cycle of traffic flow

conditions. Vehicle fleet characteristics are
held constant over the analysis period. The

characteristics affecting speed, fuel con-

sumption, operating costs, and accidents

are not varied over time.

Vehicle performance measures include the

following:

● average overall travel speed

● vehicle operating cost

● fuel consumption

● accidents

The individual performance measures are
discussed below. All are calculated by

functional system for rural and urban areas.
Accident data are stated as aggregate values

for all vehicle types. The other measures are
reported separately for each vehicle type.

Average overall travel speed (Miles Per

Hour) is the sum of distances traveled by a

specific vehicle type or types, divided by the

sum of overall travel times, including all

traffic delays.

Vehicle operating cost (Dollars Per 1,000

Vehicle Miles of Travel) is the sum of the

costs of fuel, lubricating oil, tires, mainte-

nance and repairs, and use-related deprecia-

tion.

Fuel consumption (Gallons Per 1,000

Vehicle Miles of Travel) is the quantity of

fuel consumed in the simulation.

Accidents (Number Per 100 Million Vehicle
Miles of Travel) are the numbers of proper-

ty damage accidents, fatal accidents, and
nonfatal injury accidents. This data is
output only for the total of all vehicles, not
by vehicle type as are the other measures.

3 fiATE
TRANSPORTATION

The impact analysis is performed for seven . m~~ -~

vehicle types:

small automobile (less than 3,OOOIbs.)
large automobile (equal to or greater

than 3,oOOIbs.)
pickups and vans

truck, single unit, two-axle, six-tire

truck, single unit, three-axle or more

truck, combination, four-axle or less

truck, combination five-axle or more

The distribution of the vehicle fleet is fixed

within the model but varies by functional

system, and rural/urban locale.

Dollar Value of hnpacta
The common denominator among speed,

vehicle operating cost, and accidents is
dollar cost. For the purpose of this analysis,

the dollar costs of emissions were not
considered.

Running speed was converted to aggregate
hours of travel by converting aggregate

daily VMT into an annual figure and then
dividing by average running speed. Hours

were converted into dollar costs by rural/

urban locale by applying values of time per

vehicle hour supplied by the FDOT Project

Development Office. These values, $13.27

for rural and $11.78 for urban locales, were

given in 1988 dollars. They were updated to
1992 dollars with U.S. Bureau of Labor

Statistics Consumer Price Index. The 1988
to 1992 update factor used was 1.193.

Both vehicle operating costs and fuel

consumption are determined in the same
way, by using tables of values for each.

Initial values are obtained based on speed

and grade, and adjustments are made for
the effects of curves, speed change and stop

cycles, pavement condition, and idling

time. The speed used to enter these tables is

the initial running speed adjusted for
curvature and pavement condition. Addi-
tional procedures are applied for trucks

that are slowed by grades.

The cost values used in the HPMS calcula-
tions are based on 1980 prices. The price
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. Pmm ~~~ per gallon for gasoline is $1.0985 and for

diesel fuel is $0.977. This does not include
state and federal fuel tax. Vehicle deprecia-

tion and maintenance costs are likewise
based on 1980 prices. These figures were
updated to 1992 dollars through the use of

U.S. Department of Commerce price
indices. The 1980 to 1992 update factor
used was 1.380.

The rates for three accident types-property

damage, personal injury, and fatal (all

stated as accidents per 100 million vehicle

miles)–are estimated by the impact model.

The calculations are based on work done by

the FHWA for the Highway User Invest-
ment Study. It shows typical accident rates

based on facility type and ADT range. This
methodology does not develop accident

rates for individual vehicle types, only for

the entire fleet.

The dollar values of accidents (the preferred

term is “crashes”) by type were obtained

from FHWA:

● $2,723,000 for fatal crashes
● $229,000 for incapacitating injury crashes

c $48,000 for non-inmpacitating injury crashes
● $4,5oo for property damage only crashes

These values are based on 1988 dollars.

They were updated to 1992 dollars with

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer

Price Index. The 1988 to 1992 update factor

used was 1.193.

Ussr Bandit Analysis
User benefits are the dollar savings in the

costs of owning and operating vehicles on
the highway system when the system is
improved. Calculations are made over the
1992-2012 analysis horizon. Future savings

are discounted back to the present through
the use of a four percent discount rate.
FDOT currently uses a higher seven percent

rate for its analysis activities. The lower rate
was selected for this analysis to maintain

consistency with FHWA’S accident costs,

which were calculated with a four percent

rate. Mixing the four and seven percent
discount rates could produce erroneous

results.

The “Maintain Funding” scenario is taken
as the baseline for all measurements. In this

context, user benefits associated with

maintaining or improving conditions

reflect the value of savings realized by the
traveling public under the alternative

funding scenarios. Analysis shows that the

“Maintain Conditions” scenario saves the
public $47 billion over 20 years relative to
the “Maintain Funding” scenario. The

“Improve Conditions” scenario saves the

public almost twice as much: $95 billion.
Benefits from productivity gains and
investments in the modes other than

highways were not calculated in this study,

but would likely be of a similar order of

magnitude. Table 2-36 shows the composi-
tion of user benefits.

Table 2-36
HIGHWAY USER BENEFITS

(billions of 1992 dollars)

3 ‘p=:~y

Time Cost Accident Cost TOW cost

Savings Savings Savings

-

Maintain
Conditions

$29.1 $17.3 $0.6 $46.9

Improve
Conditions

$44.3 $46.8 $4,3 $95.3
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Chapter 3*

Funding

Overview
At current tax and fee rates levied in the

state, the transportation infrastructure

needs of the state of Florida over the next

several years will likely outstrip the resourc-
es available to finance projects that will

merely keep the infrastructure at its current

level (i.e., the “Maintain Conditions”

scenarios from the previous chapter).

Additional enhancements to or improve-

ments in the overall infrastructure (i.e., the

“Improve Conditions” scenario from the
previous chapter) will require still further
increases in rates. How much will these

rates and fees need to increase to match the

various needs scenarios of the state? What
will be the personal tax cost to taxpayers to

maintain or improve the current transpor-

tation infrastructure? Will the increases in

infrastructure require tax and fee levels that

put Florida out of line with other states?

The intent of this chapter is to provide an
estimate of the existing and potential future

revenue-raising capacity in Florida for the

finance of transportation infrastructure. To
perform this analysis, an assessment is

made of the likely future levels of popula-

tion and economic activity in the state,

which enables the projection of tax revenues.

These projections of potential revenue have

been formulated in order to identi~

shortfalls in funding under a number of
infrastructure development scenarios. The
state can then alter the system of financing

to cover these shortfalls. This projection
exercise provides benchmarks, or “rules-of-

thumb,” that show how much revenue can
be raised from each alternative available

revenue option. The most important data
resulting from this study are the estimates

of revenue-sensitivities of the taxes. Once
the sensitivity of total revenues has been

measured relative to standardized increases
in tax rates or fee levels, analysts can piece

together “packages” of revenue-raising

alternatives. They can then use these

sensitivity measurements to match revenues

with needs. However, “revenue adequacy” is

not the only factor that goes into the

determination of the appropriateness of an
optional tax structure. As indicated, the
degree to which an option puts the state
out of line with other states is an important

factor. The equity implications of each

source are also important factors.

This chapter will address each of these

elements. The structure of the remainder of

the chapter is as follows. In the second

section, the process of financing transporta-

tion in Florida is discussed along with

comparisons to how other states finance
transportation. The third section describes

the methodology used to project potential
revenue from all sources of transportation
finance in Florida and estimates those

potential revenues. The fourth section

presents a brief overview of the principles

of good and appropriate taxation. Armed
with the information on the existing

structure of finance in Florida and else-
where, with information on the revenue
raising potential of available sources, and

given the background on the principles of

efficient and equitable taxation, the analyst
can create a “recipe” for providing funding
for the state’s transportation needs.

“l%ischapterwasauthoredly theCenterfor EconomicandManagementResearch(CEMR)at theUniversipofSouthFlorialz
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- POLICYINITIATm How Transportation Infrastructure
is Financsd in Florida

An Overview of
State Transportation Finance
Funds for financing Florida’s infrastructure
are available from federal, state, and local

sources. Depending on the mode of

transportation and the specific program to

be funded, federal funding may.provide
nearly 100 percent of the revenues required
for a project or, as is usually the case, some

smaller level of revenues that require state

and/or local matching funds. These federal

funds may be provided directly to local

governments to fund local projects or to
the state for state and federal projects, or

they may pass through the state to be
distributed to local governments.

As shown in Table 3-1, a variety of taxes

generate revenue at the federal, state, and

local levels to provide for Florida’s trans-

portation needs.

The federal government provides grant

funds to all states for highway construc-

tion, largely through the Federal Highway

Administration. In 1991, Congress passed

the lntermodal Surface Transportation

Efficiency Act (ISTEA), which defines and

authorizes federal highway and transit

programs and sets new guidelines for

funding of those programs. The purpose of

this Act is to give state and local govern-
ments greater flexibility in the use of

federal funding for transportation systems.

Since federal sources are beyond the
legislative initiatives of the state of Florida,

the availability of these funds, while

extremely important to virtually every

transportation mode, is somewhat beyond

the control of the state.

According to the Florida Department of
Revenue, the State Transportation Trust
Fund (STTF) would receive $1 billion in
federal funds in 1994, the bulk of it

coming from the highway account. The
remainder of this federal funding would

78

come from the mass transit account and
the Federal Aviation Administration.

Most of the state-imposed taxes earmarked

for transportation uses also pass some of
the revenues raised into “other uses.” Those
uses range from administrative fees and

general revenue service charges to contribu-
tions to a variety of non-transportation-

related trust funds. For example, according

to the January 1994 Florida’s Transportation

Ta Sow-as:A Primer, for fiscal year 1993-

94, the state fuel sales tax raised $593
million in revenues, of which $526 million
went to the SITF, and $67 million went to

other uses, including $42 million in service
charges, $10 million in miscellaneous

transfers, and $15 million for miscella-

neous credits and refunds, including
shrinkage, farmers and fishermen, transit

systems, and local government. In the same

year, of the $116 million raised by the
rental car surcharge, $81 million went to

the Sll_’F, and $35 million went to other
uses, including $8 million for service

charges, $5 million to the general fund, and

$17 and $5 million, respectively, to the
Tourism Promotion and International

Trade Promotion Trust Funds. For the state

of Florida in fiscal year 1993-94, of $3,439

million in total state tax-generated revenue
for transportation, $3,130 actually went to

transportation uses and the remaining $309

million-about one dollar out of every
eleven raised-went to other uses.

Of the $309 million leaking into other

uses, only about $28 million were paid for
administration of the agencies using the

taxes or covered costs of collecting the
revenues, leaving some $281 million that

“could” have been contributed to the STT’F,

or 8.17 percent of total transportation tax

revenues. This $281 million leakage, when

added to the $3,130 million “effective” tax
revenues (the SITF portion of the total),
represents an increase in that number of

8.89 percent in fiscal year 1993/94. The
largest portion of the leakage is the general
revenue service charge, which is a leakage of
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Table 3-1
FLORIDA’S TRANSPORTATION TAX SOURCES, 1994’

Fund/Tax Source Rates
Amount

(in millions)

Federal

Gasoline . . . 10#gal
Highway Trust Fund (Highway Account) Gasohol . . . 40@/gal $755

Diesel . . . . 16fYgal

Avgas . . . . . 15qYgal
Federal Aviation Administration Jet Fuel . . 17.5@/gal
Airport and Airway Trust Fund Ticket Tax . . . 10?fO

$107

Waybill Tax . . 6.25%

Highway Trust Fund (Mass Transit Account) All Fuels . . . 1.5@/gal $133

Federal Rail Administration nla $2

State - For State Use

Fuel Sales Tax
All Fuels . . . 8.1$/gal
Diesel 4.5@/gal

$526

SCETS Tax
Gasoline ., O-4.5q!/gal
Diesel 4.5g?/gal

$286

Aviation Fuel Tax All Fuels . . . 6.9qYgal $46

Fuel Use Tax & Fee
Decals . . . . . . $4/yr
Fuel Current Rate $6

Motor Vehicle License Fee Based on Veh. Weight $299

Initial Registration Fee One-Time . . $100.00 $166

Rental Car Surcharge Daily . . . . . .. $2.00 $81

Incremental Title Fee per Transfer .$21 .00 $72

State - For Local Use

Fuel Excise Taxes All Fuels . . . . 4$/gal $267

Local

Ninth-cent Gas Tax
Gasoline . . . 0-1 $lgal
Diesel . . . . 1$/gal

$27

Local Option Gas Tax
Gasoline . . 0-1 I@/gal
Diesel . . . . . 6fllgal

$429

*Does not include some local sources (e.g., local impact fees, propem taxes, or toll revenues).

Source: FDOT, Florida’s Transportation Tax Sources: A Primer, 1994.
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. m~~ m~~ $132 million into the state’s general
revenue fund during the 1993/94 fiscal

year. If those revenues alone were not
diverted, but instead placed into the STll?,
the effective transportation tax revenues
would increase by 4.22 percent.

At the state level, the primary source of

revenue is taxes placed on motor fuels. The
revenues from the motor fuels taxes and

the SCETS (state comprehensive enhanced

transportation system) tax are over $800
million annually. The state also raises a

sizable amount of revenue from motor

vehicle fees and registration fees, which

account for over $460 million annually.

The state also permits the imposition of a

number of unique fees to raise revenue for

transportation finance. For example, the

state levies a $100 initial registration fee for

all autos that enter the state or for new

autos purchased by residents.

In the state of Florida, there are also a

number of funding sources available to
local governments. Each county govern-

ment has the ability to levy up to $0.11 in

local motor fuels taxes. In addition, each

county government has the capacity to levy

a sales tax surcharge of up to 1 percent to

finance infrastructure development. Finally,

Florida is also one of a very few states that

rely heavily on impact fees for transporta-

tion finance. These impact fees are levies

placed on new real estate development to

cover the costs of additional transportation

(and other) infrastructure required by the
new development. Transportation impact

fees are used quite heavily by local govern-

ments in the state of Florida. Florida local

governments can levy transportation
impact fees, a levy placed on new develop-

ment in the region to pay for the infra-

structure requirements brought on by the
new development. In 1991, the last year for
which comprehensive estimates are avail-

able, local governments in the state raised

$153 million from this source.

Florida Relative to Other States

Highmzy Finance. The next several tables
compare Florida’s state transportation
financing with some of the other states.

The states that were chosen for comparison
are states that are geographically near to

Florida (Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,

Kentucky, Tennessee, and South Carolina)

or are similar in that they are experiencing,

or have experienced, the pressures in
transportation due to fast growth (Arizona,

North Carolina, Texas, and California).

It should be kept in mind that the numbers

provided in this comparison table for the

state of Florida differ somewhat from those

presented in the previous table. First of all,

the years differ. The data in these tables are

for the earlier year of 1991. This lag is
needed in order to obtain information

from all states for comparison purposes.

The information in Table 3-1 is more

current however, it is not possible to make
the kinds of comparisons that are of
interest to policymakers. Second, in Table

3-1, a greater portion of all revenues made
available by the state are included, such as

those funds raised and used by local

governments. This includes revenues raised

through piggyback taxes that the state has

authorized, such as the optional local
motor fuels excise taxes. However, strictly

local government revenues, such as impact
fees and local property taxes, are not

included.

As shown in Table 3-2, with respect to the

relative importance of federal funds, it

appears that Florida receives a significantly

lower proportion (19.2 percent) of total
receipts from these sources in comparison

to both the national average (27.3 percent)

and to the levels of other states such as
Alabama (31.9 percent), California (28.2),

Georgia (24.5 percent), North Carolina
(2o.l percent), South Carolina (34.o per-
cent), and Texas (28.3 percent).

80 Statam”daTransportationNeeds andFundingStudy
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7 STATE
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.. ~~cy ~~~~ The largest single source of revenues for

highways is the motor fuels taxes. Florida
appears to have a somewhat low reliance on
this tax, bringing in 31.8 percent of all
highway revenues, versus 37.o percent for

the average state. For the peer comparison
group of 10 states, only two states (Arizona

and Georgia) rely less on the motor fuels

excise taxes. However, in this group of

states, both Arizona and Georgia ‘relied

heavily on bonds as a source of revenue for

the year 1992. Bonds are not truly a long-

run source of revenue, since the bonds are
redeemed with “real” revenues. Including

one year’s bond issuance in a comparison

of the revenue structure across states may
not give a clear picture of the relative

structure of financing in the state. Looking

at the percentage of revenue raised from

non-bond sources, the picture of Florida as

a state with a low reliance on motor fuels

taxes at the state level becomes even clearer.

Although not shown in the table, the
proportion of “non-bond” revenue drawn

from this source is lower than any state in

the group but Georgia.

Receipts from road and crossing tolls made

up a markedly higher percentage of total

receipts in Florida during 1992 than in

most other states, particularly compared to

the peer states. These fees were approxi-

mately twice the national average and well

above the one to two percent levels exhibit-

ed by comparable states. While the Florida
state transportation system receives no
funding from general state revenues, most

of the other comparable states receive little
as well. Both Georgia and Tennessee,

however, collect over 20 percent of their

funding from state general revenues.

In summation, Florida is a state that

receives less than the average share of funds

from the federal government. With regard
to state funds, Florida appears to rely less
on motor fuels excise taxes and more on
motor vehicle taxes and fees as a source of

transportation finance revenue.

B2

On the local side of transportation fund-
ing, Florida’s use of local motor fuel taxes
puts it at the top of the scale in reliance on
this source. In Table 3-3, derived from 1991

data found in the FHWA Highway Statistia,

Florida’s 23.3 percent rate of contribution
from local highway user taxes places the

state well above the national average of
approximately 2.9 percent and well above

each of the comparable states except for
Alabama, which received 20 percent. This

result is not surprising since both Alabama

and Florida have legislated the use of local

option fuel taxes. Funding from local
general appropriations was substantially

lower in Florida (11.8 percent) than both

the national average (29.2 percent) and rates

for California (20. 1 percent), Georgia (60.3

percent), North Carolina (52.7 percent),
and Texas (35.6 percent).

The reliance upon local ad valorem taxes as

a source of local transportation funding
was lower in Florida (8.9 percent) than the

national average (13.8 percent) and notably
lower than that of Alabama (16.9 percent),

Mississippi (22.8 percent), and Texas (32.3

percent). Local receipts from state highway

user imposts were notably lower for Florida
local governments (15.8 percent) than the

national average (26.4 percent) and were

also low in comparison to most of the
other comparable states except for Georgia

(1.7 percent) and Texas (3.6 percent).

One issue is the degree to which local

governments have access to motor fuels
taxes. In this presentation by FHWA, there

are two separate columns providing infor-
mation on motor fuels tax revenues used by

local governments: those imposed directly

by local governments at their discretion

~highway user revenue”), and “highway

user imposts” at the state level that are

dedicated to local government use. Florida’s
share of total local highway funding from
the first source is very high, while from the

second source it is somewhat lower than
the national average.

Statsm”deTransportationNeeds andFundingStudy
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7 STATE
TRANSPORTATION
POLICYINITIATIVE Mm 7’ratzsit Finance. The federal govern-.

ment provides funds to mass transit
operators, the bulk of these funds being

used to subsidize operations. However, in

some cases, large amount of revenue have
been made available for infrastructure

development or for capital improvements.

Similarly, the state provides funds for both

capital operations and for operations

assistance, while local governments provide

subsidies to mass transit operating facilities.
In addition, some local transit system

authorities have their own taxing authority.

The bulk of these funds are derived from
local ad valorem property taxes.

In Table 3-4, the percentage distribution of

funds received by transit operators, by state,

are reported for Florida and its peer group

of states. In terms of total revenue raising,

the picture in Florida is much like it is for

highway financing in that the state relies

Table 3-4
SOURCES OF TRANSIT CAPITAL AND

OPERATING FUNDING, 1991

3 ‘:;::e 72:’ ‘::s ‘;:;;

Florida 20.7% 27.7% 8.1’% 43.5%

Alabama 13.1% 57.5% 0.2% 29.3%

Arizona 8.3?lo 27.4% 7.370 57.19’0

California 24.2% 19.5% 5.0% 51 .4%

Georgia 30.5% 36.8% 0.3% 32.3%

Kentucky 14.8% 21 .3% 3.3~o 60.6%

Mississippi 28.1% 38.7?Ifo 0.0% 33.2%

N. Carolina 15.0% 43.6% 5.7% 35.7%

S. Carolina 65.6% 27.8% 2.6% 4.0%

Tennessee 18.4% 35.7% 12.2% 33.7%

Texas 53.8% 37.370 1.3% 7.5%

=
21.7% 21 .3?40 22.7% 34.4%

---
Source: Federal Highway Administration, Highway Sfat/st/cs, 799z.

B4

relatively heavily on local government
sources of revenue. Nationally, 34.3 percent
of all revenue is derived from local sources,
while in the state of Florida 43.5 percent

comes from local sources. The state, on the
other hand, contributes an amount lower
that the national average. However, when

compared to just the peer group of states,

Florida does not look so low. Only one of

the 10 states in this subgroup of states
(Tennessee) contributes more to transit
operators. The percentage of total revenue

provided by transit operator receipts (fares)

is just slightly below the national average.
The importance of this source of revenue
among the peer states is “all over the

board,” ranging from a high of 65.6 percent

in South Carolina to a low of 8.3 percent
in Arizona.

In terms of financing mass transit capital

outlays, the picture is a bit different, as can

be seen in Table 3-5. Although relying
heavily on local revenues for operating

subsidies, in terms of support for capital

outlays the state’s reliance on local sources
is low. The low level of capital support

provided by local government is made up,

in part, by a higher level of contribution by

the state. Although just about the average

for the U. S., it represents a high level of

state participation relative to its contribu-
tion for operating subsidies.

Florida gets a high proportion of transit

capital outlay support from the federal
government, 76.3 percent in Florida versus

just 50.4 percent for the U.S. average.
However, seven of the 10 states in the peer

group rely more heavily on federal funds
than does Florida.

When these two are combined, local

governments in Florida are seen to have a
high reliance on motor fuels, obtaining
42.1 percent of their revenues from this
source versus 29.3 percent for the national
average.

Florida’s Transportation Tax and Fee

Rates Compared to Other States. Perhaps a

Statem”dsTransportationNeeds andFundingStudy



more important question, from the stand-

point of public policy, is not what the
proportionate breakdown of revenue by

source is, but rather what the rate of

taxation of the level of fees may be in one
state relative to another. The actual level of

collections (and thus the proportionate
breakdown in collections), would be
influenced by things like purchases of
motor fuels by out-of-state residents, the

condition of the economy, etc. But what

are the actual levels of these imposts on
Florida residents?

A comparison of the full burden of trans-

portation finance on Florida residents
would require a detailed analysis of the

flows of funds to transportation in each

state. As a partial cut at this larger issue,

rates of taxation on two of the major

common sources of transportation finance:
the motor fuels tax rate and the motor

vehicle registration fee levels will be re-

viewed.

Is the Florida motor fuels tax rate out of
line with other states? Table 3-6 shows the

weighted average effective motor fuels tax

rate per gallon imposed on all motor fuels
(gasoline, diesel, and gasohol) for each state

in 1992, where the weights are equal to the
proportion of total motor fuels sales in the

state accounted for by each type of fuel.

The weighted average state rate per gallon

in the U.S. is 18.1 cents. In Florida, it is

only 12.5 cents per gallon, ranking it 47th

among the 50 states and the District of

Columbia.

However, as shown, Florida relies very

heavily on local motor fuels taxes com-

pared to many states. To take these local

tax rates into account in a comprehensive

manner to show the full burden of gasoline

taxation of Florida motorists, the effective
total state and local rates have to be

estimated. This measure is derived by

multiplying the statutory state tax rate by

the ratio of total state and local motor
fuels tax collections to total state collec-
tions for each state.

Statswide TransportationNeeds andFundingStudy
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When this measure is used, the average mum INITIAmW..
effective Florida rate relative to the U.S.
increases. The U.S. average is 18.9 cents per

gallon for state and local motor fuels taxes
(versus 18.1 for state taxes) while for

Florida it is 18.1 cents (versus 12.5 cents for

State taxes). This is closer to the national
average but still a bit below the norm. On

this more comprehensive basis, Florida
ranks 35th among all states in total effec-

tive state and local motor fuels tax rates.

The other major source of traditional

funding for transportation is automobile

registration fees, which raised nearly $3OO

million for the state in 1994–nearly 40
percent of the amount raised by the motor

fuels tax. How does the average automobile

registration fee in the state compare to that

for the nation? Table 3-7 presents the
average automobile registration fees for all
states for the year 1992. (Please note here

that it is difficult to make strict compari-

Table 3-5
SOURCES OF TRANSIT CAPITAL FUNDING, 1991

3 ‘:: 7::’ ‘s ‘=:

Florida 0.0% 76.3% 10.5% 13.2%

Alabama 5.670 28.8% 0.0% 65.6%

Arizona 0.0% 77.8% 0.0% 22.2%

California 16.0% 52.7% 7.8% 23.4%

Georgia 45.4% 48.3!4, 0.5% 5.8%

Kentucky 0.0% 76.8% 27.7% -4.6%

Mississippi 0.0% 79.9% 0.0% 20.1%

N. Carolina 0.1% 80.0% , 10.2% 9.8%

S. Carolina 4.8% 82.2% 3.60/0 9.4%

Tennessee 1.3% 79.4’%. 9.0% 10.3%

Texas 7.8!40 77.3% 2.1% 12.8%

3
12.0% 50.4% 11.6% 25.9%

Source: Federal Highway Administration, Highway Statistics, 7992.
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Table 3-6
RELATIVE MOTOR FUELS TAX BURDEN:

EFFECTIVE PER-GALLON TAX RATE, 1992’

‘m~l~l

Alabama 18.2 31 21.5 14

Alaaka 8.0 50 9.5 49

Arizona 18.0 33 f8.O 36

Arkansas 18.7 28 18.7 31

California’” 16.0 42 16,0 42

Colorado 21.8 12 21.8 13

Connecticut 25.1 2 25.1 3

Delawara 19.0 27 19.0 29

Dist. of Columbia 20.0 21 20.0 28

Florida 125 47 18.1 35

Georgia”” 7.5 51 7.6 51

Hawaii”” 16.0 40 20.7 19

Idaho 21.0 14 21.0 16

Illinois”” 19.4 23 23.1 7

Ind$ana”’ 15.2 43 15.9 44

Iowa 20.2 18 20.2 24

Kanaas 18.4 30 18.4 34

Kentucky 14.8 45 14,9 48

Louisiana 20,0 19 20.0 27

Maine 19.2 25 19.2 28

Maryland 22.9 7 22.9 8

Massachusetts 21.0 15 21.0 18

Michigan 15.0 44 15.0 45

Minnesota 20.0 22 20.0 25

Mississippi 18.2 32 18.4 33

Missouti 13.0 46 13.2 47

Montana 21.4 13 21.4 15

Nebraska 23.8 4 24.7 4

Nevada 24.5 3 28.2 1

Naw Hampshire 16.6 29 18.6 32

New Jersey 10.8 48 10.8 48

New Mexico 17.0 36 17.3 38

New York”” 23.1 5 23.7 5

North Carolina 21.9 11 22.1 12

North Dakota 17.0 37 17.0 39

Ohio 21.0 16 21.0 17

Oklahoma 16.4 38 16.4 40

Oregon 22.0 10 22.6 10

Pennsylvania 224 8 22.8 9

Rhode Island 26.0 1 28.0 2

South Carohna 16.0 41 16.0 43

South Dakota ~74 34 17.6 37

Tennessee 19.4 24 20.3 23

Texas 20.0 20 20.7 20

Utah 190 26 19.0 30

Vermont’” 16.1 39 18.1 41

Virginia”” 17.3 35 20.3 22

Washington” 22.9 8 23.3 8

West Virginia 20.4 17 20.4 21

Wkconsin 22.2 9 22.2 11

Wyoming 8.7 49 8.7 50

Weightad Avg. 18.1 nJa 18.9 nla

“Calculated as a weighted average rate of tax on gasoline, gasohol, and special fuel.

““Stata also imposes an additional sales tax on motor fuels.

Source Federal Highway Administration, Highway Sta/is(ics 1992.
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sons across states since many states, includ-

ing Florida, impose registration fees that

vary by the weight of the automobile or, in

some cases, its purchase price, subject to
maximums and minimums. For those states

that charge based upon weight, the infor-
mation reported in Table 3-7 is the mid-

point of the highest and lowest rates.)

Using this information for comparison, it

can be seen that, unlike the motor fuels

excise tax, registration fees in Florida are

slightly above the U.S. average at $30.60 per

vehicle, compared to $28.32 per vehicle

nationally. The state currently ranks 18th

among the 47 states that can be ranked.15

There are no local motor vehicle registra-

tion fees.

Information fhwm th State Work
Pxwgram Components
Although this information gives a better

notion of the composition of transporta-

tion finance in the state of Florida and also

can provide some comparative information

on how Florida finances transportation
relative to other states, it cannot directly

draw the link between the sources of
revenues and the specific purposes for
which these funds are used. For example,

much of the revenue used for highway
programs is used for operating purposes or

maintenance, and not dedicated to infra-

structure development.

In short, some of this information, while

valuable for an analysis of the overall

structure of transportation finance in the

state or for a comparison of tax rates or fee

levels relative to other states, does not

provide any information on how new

capital projects and their operations and
maintenance have been, or are likely to be,

funded.

Florida’s Five-Year Work Program is a

useful data source for this information. The
information from the five-year plan will

differ from the information provided
earlier for three reasons: first, as indicated,
the budgeting is done purely for infrastruc-

3 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

ture development projects. Second, the time POLICYINITIATIVE

horizon is different, extending from 1994 “
through 1999. Finally, the plan represents
an initial projection of how each project
would be funded and may differ notably

from actual funding, particularly in later
years.

Within this data set is a full description of

each scheduled project encompassing all
work program components for those

projects in which the Florida Department

of Transportation will contribute some

level of funding. It should be noted that

this information is in no way a complete
and accurate description of the total project

funding picture for all projects carried out
by state and local agencies, as it does not
capture any local projects that receive no
state funding. Of particular importance in

this data is the ability to track the funding

types for each project, thus providing a

base to determine the expected distribution

of funding over federal, state and local

sources. All data contained in this section is
based solely upon those capital projects
that fall under the FDOT Product category.

From this data source, project funding

information has been broken out by work
program component showing the percent-
age contribution from 11 aggregated

revenue sources:

OFA =

HM

NH .—

100L%Federal =

1000/0State =

StateMatch =

Bonds =

Toll =

Turnpike =

Local =

LocalMatch =

Other FederalAid

FederalInterstateand Interstate
Maintenance

NationalHighwaySystem

PurelyFederallyFinancedProjects

PurelyStateFinancedProjects

StateMatchingFunds

StateIssuedTransportationBonds

StateToll Imposts

PurelyStateTurnpikeImposts

LocalContributingFunds

LocalMatchingFunds

Statem”deTranspmtatimNawdsandFundingStssdy 07
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Table 3-7
AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION FEE BY STATE, 1992

#

~~El-
Alabama $23.00 29

Alaska $35.00 10

Arizona $8.00 46

Arkansas $23.50 28

California $27.00 23

Colorado $12.55 42

Connecticut $62.00 3

Delaware $20.00 31

Dist. of Col $67.50 2

Florida $30.60 18

Georgia $8.00 47

Hawaii $20.00 35

Idaho $26.28 25

Illinois $48.00 6

Indiana $12.75 40

Iowa $20.00 33

Kansas $30.00 19

Kentucky $12.00 43

Louisiana price based *

Maine $22.00 30

Matyland $33.75 13

Massachusetts $40.00 9

Michigan price based *

Minnesota $10+1 .25% of price *

Mississippi $15.00 39

Missouri $34.50 11

~ Fee Rank

3

Montana $12.75 41

Nebraska $17.50 37

Nevada $33.00 15

New Hampshire $31.20 16

New Jersey $34.50 12

New Mexico II $31.00 I 17 II

New York II % rates, by weight I *1]

North Carolina II $20.00 I 32 II

North Dakota II $137.50 I 1 II

aOhio $20.00 34

Oklahoma $17.75 36

Oregon $30.00 20

Pennsylvania $24.00 27

Rhode Island $30.00 21

South Carolina $12.00 44

==+ $26= :’
$60.00

Texas II $49.50 I 5 II

Utah II $12.00 I 45 II

Vermont II $42.00 I 71]

Virginia II $28.50 I 22 II

ED~ $28.32 nla

*Not included in ranking,

Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant Features of Fisca/ Federalism -7993.
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Each of the funding sources listed above is

composed of a host of various direct

funding types. For instance, the 100’%State

category is the sum of funds committed
from such sources as unrestricted state
primary, state primary for consultants, state
primary highways and PTO, district dedi-
cated revenues (SCETS), etc. This level of

aggregation was chosen because of its

current use by the Florida Department of

Transportation in their revenue forecasting

process.

Given below are descriptions of the expect-

ed funding proportions for each of the
sources over the various work components.

Each description gives the fund type and

percentage of total budgeted expenditures
within the work program. The current

distribution of these funds in the state

program is described by Table 3-8.

State Hz@way System: Florida’s state highway

system is funded predominantly by 100

percent state (46 percent) and other federal

aid (37 percent) funding. A full 83 percent

of funding for this component comes from
these two sources. The next highest contrib-

uting sources are state matching funds and

bond issuance, comprises an additional 14
percent of total funding. Contributions
from local sources are expected to be only a

minimal 2.5 percent over the current five-

year program.

O#State H~hway System: Approximately 71
percent of all funding for off state highway

projects come from other federal aid. An

additional 23 percent comes from 100

percent state and state matching funds.

Local funding amounts to six percent of

total project funding.

Interstate H~hway System: Interstate system

projects are funded predominantly through
interstate and interstate maintenance,

national highway system and state funding.
Federal sources comprise 67 percent of

total funding. State 100 percent and
matching funds represent approximately 28
percent of funding needs, with the final

n STATE
TRANSPORTATION

five percent coming from bond, toll and POLICYINITIATIVE..
local revenues.

State Turnpike: There are only two funding

sources for Florida’s turnpikes given in the
current five-year work program. Almost all
of the turnpike system improvements (99

percent) are funded by the actual turnpike
generated revenues. The other source, local
contributions, account for only one percent

of the funds for actual product enhance-

ment within the turnpike system.

Transit Development: The transit program

includes assistance to Florida’s transit,
paratransit and ridesharing systems. Local

transit development is funded primarily (48

percent) by locally generated funds. Project
funds from federal sources (OFA and 100I7o

Federal) contribute 35 percent. Total OFA

funding is minimal (2.1 percent) while
100VOFederal monies provide 32 percent of

total component funds. State sources

provide the remaining 17 percent. State

participation in capital projects is limited

to 50 percent of the non-federal share of
total project costs. State public transit block

grants are one source of state funding for

transit projects.

Aviation Development: The state aviation

program includes assistance to Florida’s
airports for development, improvement,

land acquisition, and airport access and for

economic enhancement projects. The
FDOT may fund up to 50 percent of the

non-federal share of any eligible project but
may fund up to 75 percent of land acquisi-

tion projects. State aviation improvements

are funded predominantly through 100
percent federal funds (45 percent) with

local aviation authorities chipping in 35

percent of total funding and the state (100
percent state) contributing the final 20

percent. Local funding in this instance
stems primarily from locally generated
bond issuance carried out by regional
aviation authorities.

Rail Development: The state rail program
falls under the state intermodal transporta-

Statewide TranspmtationNeeds andFundingStudy 09
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tion program. Projects under this program
include rail safety inspections, rail/highway
crossings, development of intercity rail
passenger service, commuter rail service and

access to airports and seaports. Expendi-
tures on rail development stem primarily
from 100 percent state funding (69 per-

cent). Total federal funds from 100VO
Federal, IIM, and OFA sources comprise
some 25 percent of total budgeted expendi-

tures. Local payments are shown to be

approximately six percent.

Seaport Development: Seaport programming,
along with that for rail, is part of the state

intermodal transportation program. The

seaport program is by a wide margin the

smallest component of the state work

program. Total expected expenditures are

currently only $60.4 million. Expected port

improvements over the current five-year

work program will be funded mainly from

100% State sources that will contribute 88

percent of the totaI budget. The remainder

of funding will come from local sources.

Transportation Disadvantaged. Under the

supervision of the Commission for the

Transportation Disadvantaged, transporta-

tion projects are supported through the

Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund
(TDTF) and matching local funds. Grants

are given out for both trip/equipment and
planning expenditures. There is a 10

percent local match on the trip/equipment
grants but none for planning grants.

Revenues from the TDTF are expected to

provide approximately 92 percent of the

TD funding reported in the work program

over the next five years and local funds will
make up the remaining eight percent.

Projections of Future Revenues

The Foracast Pmceas
The ultimate intent of this report is to
identifi the transportation infrastructure

needs in the state and to evaluate the
options for the finance of these needs. In

the previous sections the existing methods
of transportation finance have been de-

3 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

scribed. The next step is to use this existing POLICYINITIATIVE,.
structure of revenue-raising as a baseline for
a projection of available funds into the
future. From this projection, comparisons
can be made with current and future
revenue needs. Having identified the level

of future revenue needs, finance packages
that will meet these needs can be designed.

Most taxes and fees are placed upon some
type of market transaction or activity

related to the economy. Whether the

activity is the purchase of an item, such as
motor fuels, automobiles, or taxable goods

and services, or the holding of some asset,

such as a home or an automobile, the level

of taxation depends upon the amount and

value of the market transaction. In some

cases, the tax is imposed as a percentage of

the market value, (e.g., sales tax or property

tax), while in other cases it is placed on the

quantity of the good or service sold (e.g.,

motor fuels tax or impact fee). In either

case, whether the tax is placed on the value
of the transaction or on the number of

transactions, the tax base is dependent

upon the level of market economic activity.
The higher the level of economic activity,

the greater the tax base. It is for this reason

that all revenue forecast models are models
that explain and forecast revenues based

upon projected levels of economic activity.

Another important (and related) factor in

determining both the level and the mix of

economic activity is demographic factors.

The higher the population and the faster

the population growth, the greater the level

of economic activity. Simultaneously, the
level of activity helps determine the level

and composition of the population as
strong economic growth induces immigra-

tion. Over time, the concentrations of the

population among young, middle-aged, and
old will vary, with predictable consequences
for the mix of economic activity. Given the
dependence of the tax base on the level of
economic activity and its relationship to

the state’s demography, our tax base
projection models are driven by widely

Statewide Transportation Needs and FundingStudy 91
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/ POIJCYINITIATIVE accepted projections of economic activity
and population in Florida.

Forecasted levels of revenue bases are,

therefore, primarily driven by long term

forecasts of population and economic

activity for the state of Florida. These

forecasts are principally obtained from the

University of Florida’s Bureau of Economic
and Business Research (BEBR) publication,

Florida Long-Term Economic Forean-1992.1b

Since population projections are primarily
economically driven, BEBR population and

economic forecasts were used to ensure

consistency with other information avail-

able to the state government with respect to

the underlying assumptions concerning
Florida’s future growth. The remainder of

this section describes the methods used for

forecasting revenues and revenue sensitivity

for each source of transportation funds in
the state.

To make a forecast using economic and
demographic variables, a precise quantifica-

tion of the relationship between the

economic variables (e.g., income, popula-

tion of a certain age group) and the tax

base was established. In the most sophisti-

cated of these forecast models, statistical
techniques are used that relate many

economic variables to one tax base. This

technique is referred to as regression
analysis. For example, the sales of motor

fuels is affected by changes in income,

population, tourism, price of motor fuels,

etc. Regression analysis of these variables

yields forecasting parameters that are then

used to produce projections.

In other cases, reasonably fixed relation-

ships occur between “determining” and
“explained” variables. It is then assumed

that the ratios between these variables will

be constant throughout the forecast period.
For example, in forecasting the number of
automobiles, it can be reasonably assumed
that the ratio of registered automobiles to
driving-age population is a relatively fixed

value, or one for which there is little

92

theoretical or empirical basis upon which
to vary this assumption of fixity.

Given the forecast of the revenue bases, the
total amount of revenue that could be

raised from a specific tax or fee structure
when applied to these bases can be calculat-

ed. The estimation of the revenue potential
requires two steps: 1) the estimation of the

current and potential future value of the

tax or fee base; and, 2) an evaluation of the

extent to which the full revenue-raising
capacity of these available tax sources has
been tapped. The methods of projecting

these revenues on these bases are presented.

Federal, State, and Local Forecasts

Federal Revenue Sources. Obviously, the

state of Florida does not have much

control over the amount of federal funds

that it receives. However, because federal
funds are an important source of transpor-

tation revenues, the projections of needs

and revenues must take this source into
account. For the baseline, it is assumed that

the amount of funds available from federal

sources will grow at a rate of 1 percent per

year. (This is the assumption used by the

Florida Department of Transportation in

their forecasts of Federal Revenue).

State Revenue Sources. Projections of the
potential base for the motor fuels tax were

obtained from a model of state motor fuels

demand, developed by the Center for

Economic and Management Research,

which explains motor fuels consumption as

a function of income, population, the

demographic composition of the popula-
tion, the level of tourism activity, and the
price of gasoline. This equation is described

in detail in the STPI publication, Trend and

Forecastsoj_Florida’s Transportation Needi.
Forecasts of population and economic
activity to drive this model were obtained
from the BEBR Long-Term Forecast,while
forecasts of the future price of gasoline
were obtained from the DRI Long-Term

Foreazstof Economic Activip for the United

States.

Statem”deTranapmtatimNeeds andFundingStudy
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Using the STPI motor fuels demand model
TRANSPORTATION

population is assumed to be constant POLICYmnTATntE

as a basis, both the total amount of revenue
,.

throughout the 20-year forecast period.
and the sensitivity of total revenues to

changes in motor fuels tax rates can be
estimated. Table 3-9 shows estimates of

total revenues through 2012, including the
fuel sales tax and the SCETS tax, and the
impact of a one-cent per gallon change in

motor fuels tax rates over the 20-year

period of the study.1’

The forecasts of passenger motor vehicle

license fee revenues is driven primarily by

forecasts of driving-age population. The

assumption underlying these projections is

that the ratio of

new motor

vehicle licenses to

the population

between the ages

of 15 and 64

remains constant

throughout the
forecast period. It

is, of course,

possible that, as

household
income grows,

the number of

automobiles per

driving-age
person may

increase as the

proportion of

households able

to afford multi-

ple autos increas-

es. However,

there are no
existing quantita-

tive estimates

that show how

such an increase

might occur.
Consequently,

the ratio of

automobile
licenses to

driving-age

Table 3-1o provides estimates of-the poten-

tial revenue from, and the marginal impact
ofi each additional one percent increase in
the charge for motor vehicle licenses

The forecast of revenues from commercial

vehicle registration fees is based upon the

assumption that the ratio of commercial

vehicle registrations to total employment
remains constant over the forecast period.

Since employment is expected to increase at

a rate faster than the increase in popula-

tion, the rate of increase in commercial

Table 3-9
PROJECTED STATE MOTOR FUELS TAX REVENUES AND

IMPACT OF ONE CENT PER GALLON INCREASE
(thousands of dollars)

L4abiii=f=
1997 $879,864 $77,281 $1,010,445 $88,750

2002 $916,342 $84,369 $1,251,054 $115,187

2007 $962,130 $92,731 $1,561,613 $150,509

2012 $1,024,523 $102,664 $1,976,891 $198,098

=~~

Table 3-10
PROJECTED PASSENGER VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEE REVENUES

AND IMPACT OF ONE PERCENT INCREASE
(thousands of dollars)

~xl

= ‘
1997 $162,162 $1,622 $186,229 $1,862

2002 $149,456 $1,495 $204,048 $2,040

2007 $136,165 $1,362 $221,007 $2,210

2012 $129,439 $1,294 $249,763 $2,498

~1~1~

I
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,< POLICYmmm vehicle registration revenues is expected to

be higher than those for passenger vehicles.
The potential revenues and increase in
revenues from each one percent increase in

commercial vehicle registrations is shown
in Table 3-11.

Since 1984, there has been a state rental car

surcharge of $2 per day, up to a maximum

of $60, which applies to both rental cars

and leased vehicles. The STI’F receives $1.50

of this fee. The forecast of the rental car
surcharge is driven by the forecast of the

number of tourists in the state of Florida.
While it is certainly the case that cars are

also rented by non-tourists (i.e., by resi-

dents), and that some of the revenues

generated by the surcharge are generated by

those leasing vehicles, there is no available

information on the composition of total
rental surcharges that allows the data to be

disaggregated and compared among these
groups (tourist-renters, resident-renters, and

lessors). Under the assumption that the

relative proportion of the revenue coming
from these three sources does not change

over time, rental fee revenues are forecast

using average revenue per tourist as the

determining factor. In 1993, the estimated

rental surcharge revenues per tourist were

$2.51,$1.88 of which goes to STTF. The
total amount of projected revenues from

this source is the product of $1.88 times

the forecast level of tourism.

The tourist forecast was obtained from the
Florida Department of Commerce. This
forecast is available only through the year

2005. For the later years of the study

(through 2012), the percentage rate of
growth in tourism for the period 2000 to
2005 was applied to the base from the year

2005.

Table 3-12 shows the potential (marginal)

revenues generated by increasing rental

surcharges by $1 per day. It can be seen
that, over the 20-year period, $955 million

(in 1992 dollars) in additional revenue

could be raised through this source.

The state also obtains revenue from an

initial registration fee placed on vehicles

purchased elsewhere but brought into the
state of Florida and on new vehicles when
they are purchased in Florida and registered

for the first time. The registration impact
fee is currently set at a rate of $100 per

vehicle, $7o of which is dedicated to the

STTF. The base of this charge would be

increase in registered vehicles generated

an increase in the total number of cars

owned by existing residents or by cars

brought into the state. To forecast the
potential amount of revenues obtained

any

by

through this levy,1, ,(
Table 3-11

PROJECTED COMMERCIAL VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEE REVENUES
AND IMPACT OF ONE PERCENT INCREASE

(thousands of dollars)

k-e
1997 $168,814 $1,688 $193,867 $1,939

2002 $158,948 $1,589 $217,006 $2,170

2007 $148,283 $1,483 $240,676 $2,407

2012 $138,388 $1,384 $267,030 $2,670

.K~~

projections of the

change in vehicle

registrations in

the state were

used. However,

this forecast

potentially
underestimates
the revenues
derived from

such fees because
persons who out-
migrate do not
receive a rebate
on their registra-
tion fee. For
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example, if one auto was brought into
Florida while another was taken out, net
new registrations would be zero, yet an

additional $100 would be payable to the

state. Unfortunately, data are not available
that tell us gross immigrants to Florida or

the number of auto purchases by those who

do not transfer their license tags from other

vehicles. However, assuming that the ratio

of vehicle out-migrations is constant and

equal to the rate experienced in the base

year of 1993 (where that rate is based upon
data on gross initial registration fee reve-

nues, and net increases in vehicle registra-

tion), we can
project these

revenues. Table 3-

13 shows the

total amount of

revenue from

this source and

that which could

be raised for each

$1 increase in
this initial

registration fee.

The state imposes

an incremental

title fee of $24

for each title

transfer made in
the state. Until

1990, this fee was

set at $3 and the
revenues went

primarily to the

general fund.

Effective 1991,

this fee was

increased to $24,

and $21 of the

fee is deposited

in the State
Transportation

Trust Fund.

The projection of

these revenues is
based upon the

7 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

estimated number of vehicles in the state. POLICYINITIATIVE
The assumption is made that the rate of

,.

turnover in the existing stock of automo-

biles will stay the same throughout the
forecast period. The base period turnover
rate is determined from information on

estimated total collection in 1994. With

this assumption, the growth rate in collec-

tions would equal the growth rate in the
stock of vehicles. The projections and the

sensitivities are shown on Table 3-14.

Aviation Fuels. The state levies a tax of 6.9
cents per gallon on aviation fuel in the

state. The projection of future revenues

Table 3-12
PROJECTED RENTAL CAR SURCHARGE REVENUES AND

IMPACT OF ONE DOLLAR PER DAY INCREASE
(thousands of dollars)

==-

1997 $77,584 $51,722 $89,098 $59,398

2002 $73,741 $49,160 $100,676 $67,117

2007 $66,670 $44,447 $108,211 $72,140

2012 $59,954 $39,969 $115,685 $77,123

EEEIEEEIEEIEEIEEl

Table 3-13
PROJECTED INITIAL REGISTRATION FEE REVENUES

AND IMPACT OF ONE DOLLAR INCREASE
(thousands of dollars)

m==

1997 $85,140 $1,216 $97,775 $1,397

2002 $77,995 $1,114 $106,484 $1,521

2007 $69,091 $987 $112,140 $1,602

2012 $61,721 $882 $119,095 $1,701

BEEE!lEEEEE!lEEEE
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, po~~ -~ from this source is based upon forecasts of

future passengers in the state of Florida
provided in the Florida Aviation System
Plan: Statewide Swnmary (FASP).16

The rate of growth in aviation fuel tax

revenues depends directly upon the rate of

growth in aviation fuels usage. It is as-

sumed that the demand for air-miles

traveled will increase at the same rate as the

number of passengers. Second, it is as-

sumed that there is an annual increase in

the fuel-efficiency of the airline fleet. The
rate of growth in aviation fuel used would

be the difference between the rate of growth

in passengers and the rate of growth in
airline fuel efficiency. From the FASP
report, it is projected that airport
enplanements would grow by 141 percent

over the 20-year period from 1990-2010.
The projections and the sensitivities are

shown on Table 3-15.

The projected revenues from incremental

increase in these taxes and fees are summa-

rized in Table 3-16.

Local Government Revenue Sources. In

Florida, local governments have a variety of

options for raising revenue for the finance

Table 3-14
PROJECTED INCREMENTAL TITLE FEE STATE

REVENUES AND IMPACT OF ONE DOLLAR INCREASE
(thousands of dollars)

3EE

=.

1997 $66,114 $3,148 $75,926 $3,616

2002 $60,934 $2,902 $83,191 $3,961

2007 $55,515 $2,644 $90,105 $4,291

2012 $52,773 $2,513 $101,829 $4,849

m~~
—

Table 3-15
PROJECTED AVIATION FUEL TAX REVENUES

AND IMPACT OF ONE CENT PER GALLON INCREASE
(thousands of dollars)

~-=

1997 $44,349 $6,427 $50,931 $7,381

2002 $44,205 $6,407 $60,352 $8,747

2007 $44,061 $6,386 $71,515 $10,364

2012 $43,918 $6,365 $84,743 $12,282

~1~~

of transportation.
As indicated in
the earlier

portion of this

report, while

Florida appears to
have a very low

state tax rate, the
existence of these
local option

motor fuels taxes

brings it much

closer to the

average when

total state and
local motor fuels

tax revenues are

considered.

The local option

gas tax is just one

example of such a

local levy. In
addition, local

governments in

the state can
impose local

infrastructure

sales taxes and

can also impose
impact fees for

transportation.
The options for
local taxes and
their use by local

96 Statsm”daTransportationNaeds andFundingStudy



governments in the state are shown in
Table 3-17. One important point made in
the table is that there is wide divergence

between the available taxing authority and
the actual imposition of these levels,
whether because of differences in need at

the local level or in the willingness to

impose taxes or fees. While six counties are

at or near their state-imposed limits with
regard to their local option taxes, most of

the remaining 61 counties could virtually

double their levies on these taxes, but
choose not to do so. The highly-taxed
counties defi categorization, as they
include counties in various parts of the

state, as well as both rural and urban

counties. Since there is such a wide variety

of taxation for local transportation revenue

generation in the counties, this poses a

difficulty in estimating the revenues

actually available at the local level when

compared to local needs without projecting

those needs (and revenues) on a county-by-
county basis. Unfortunately, it is at the local
level where the information on transporta-

tion needs and revenues is least available.

The state of Florida allows local govern-

ments to levy motor fuels taxes under

several separate provisions.

7 STATS
TRANSPORTATION

The Ninth-Cent Gas Tax was first autho- POLICYINITIATIVE,.
rized by the state of Florida in 1972 (when
the state’s fuel excise taxes totaled 8 cents.)
The tax is limited to one cent per gallon on
highway fuels. Presently, 31 counties have

implemented the Ninth-Cent Gas Tax as

shown in Table 3-17.

Local governments are authorized to levy

two incremental local option gasoline taxes.
The original local option tax, first imposed
in 1983, is a one- to six-cents per gallon tax

on motor and special fuels sold at retail

establishments. Revenues from this source
generally are eligible only for transporta-

tion-related expenditures but, in small

counties (population less than 50,000),

proceeds may also be used for other types

of infrastructure needs. During the 1993
legislative session, a second local option gas

tax of one- to five-cents per gallon was

added under a proposal from the ELMS III

committee. This tax was established to help

counties fund transportation-related
expenditures necessary to meet the require-
ments of the capital improvements element

of an adopted comprehensive plan. Trans-

portation expenditures are defined as:

“ public transportation operations and

maintenance;

Table 3-16
SUMMARY OF PROJECTED STATE REVENUES FROM INCREMENTAL INCREASES

IN TAXES AND FEES
(thousands of 1992 dollars)

Tax or Fee
~ ‘o-yearRevenues 20-yearRevenues

Motor Fuels Tax 1#/gal. $784,368 $1,723,035

Motor Fuels Tax - Urban Counties Only If!/gal. $706,628 $1,679,865

Passenger Vehicle Registration Fee 1% $16,138 $29,761

Commercial Vehicle Registration Fee 1% $16,791 $31,523

Rental Car Surcharge $Ilday $514,857 $955,114

Initial Registration Fee $1 $12,105 $21,938

Incremental Title Fee $1 $31,332 $57,780

Aviation Fuel Tax 1#/gal. $64,476 $128,312
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Table 3-17
LOCAL FUNDING MECHANISMS, 1994

n

Original Second
Ninth Cent Local Local

Total
SCETS Gas*

Infrastructure
County Local Gas Surtax

Development
(@/Gal.) Option Gas Option Gas

(#/Gal.)
(#/Gal.)

(Percent) Impact Fees
(#/Gal.) (#Gal.)

Alachua 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 No

Baker 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 No

Bay 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.5 Yes

Bradford 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 No

Brevard 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Broward 0.0 6.0 3.0 9.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Calhoun 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 No

Charlotte 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Citrus 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Clay 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 1.0 No

Collier 1.0 6.0 5.0 12.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Columbia 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 No

Dade 1.0 6.0 5.0 12.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

DeSoto 1.0 6.0 5.0 12.0 4.5 1.0 No

Dixie 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 1.0 No

Duval 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 No

Escambia 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 1.0 No

Flagler 0.0 6,0 0.0 6.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Franklin 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 No

Gadsden 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 1.0 No

Gilchrist 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 No

Glades 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 1.0 No

Gulf 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 No

Hamilton 0.0 3.0 0.0 3.0 2.2 1.0 No

Hardee 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 1.0 No

Hendry 1.0 4.0 0.0 5.0 3.6 1.0 No

Hernando 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Highlands 1.0 6.0 3.0 10.0 4.5 1.0 No

Hillsborough 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Holmes 0.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 3.6 0.0 No

Indian River 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Jackson 1.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 4.5 0.0 No

Jefferson 1.0 4.0 0.0 5.0 4.5 1.0 No

Lafayette 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Lake 1.0 6.0 0,0 7.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Lee 1.0 6.0 5.0 12.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Leon 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Levy 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 No

Liberty 1.0 0,0 0,0 1.0 0.7 0.0 No

Madison 0,0 3.0 0.0 3.0 2.2 1.0 No

Manatee 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 Yes
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roadway and right-of-way maintenance

and equipment and structures used

primarily for the storage and

maintenance of such equipmen~

roadway and right-o fiway drainage;

street lightin~

traffic signs, traffic engineering,

signalization, and pavement markings;

bridge maintenance and operation; and

debt service and current expenditures for

transportation projects in the foregoing

program areas, including construction or

reconstruction of roads.19

The revenue potential of these local taxes is

calculated under two scenarios. Because the
tax is imposed as a “local option,” not all
counties in the state utilize the full existing

taxing authority which the law provides. In
1993, only five counties used the full

available 12 cents. For this reason, one

scenario is chosen in which each county
maintains rates at its current level and
another under which each county is

assumed to utilize its full taxing potential.

The difference between the two scenarios is

the unused tax potential. The simulation

7 STATE
TRANSPORTATION
POLICYINITIATIVE.

Table 3-17
(CONTINUED)

n

Original Second
Ninth Cent Local Local

Total
SCETS Gas*

infrastructure
County Local Gas Surtax

Development
(#/Gal.) Option Gas Option Gas

(q!/Gal.)
(#/Gal.)

(Percent) Impact Fees
(@/Gal.) ($/Gal.)

Marion 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Martin 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Monroe 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Nassau 0.0 6.0 0,0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Okaloosa 0.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 3.6 0.0 No

Okeechobee 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 No

Orange 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Osceola 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Palm Beach 1.0 6.0 5.0 12.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Pasco 0,0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Pinellas 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Polk 1,0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Putnam 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 No

St. Johns 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

St. Lucie 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Santa Rosa 0.0 6.0 0.0 6.0 4.5 0.0 No

Sarasota 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Seminole 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 1.0 Yes

Sumter 1.0 4.0 0.0 5.0 3.6 0.0 No

Suwannee 0.0 6.0 0,0 6.0 4.5 1.0 No

Taylor 0.0 4.0 0,0 4.0 2.9 1.0 No

Union 0,0 5.0 0,0 5.0 3.6 0.0 No

Volusia 1.0 6.0 0.0 7.0 4.5 0.0 Yes

Wakulla 1.0 4.0 0,0 5.0 3.6 0.0 Yes

Walton 0.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 3.6 1.0 No

Washington 1.0 6.0 0.0 7,0 4.5 0.0 No

● The State Comprehensive Enhanced Transportation System (SCETS) Tax for each county is derived from that county’s Local

Option Gas Tax, but the revenue is distributed to the SITF to be used within the contributing transportation district.

Source: Florida A. C. I.R., Local Government Financial h?forrnafion F/andbook, July 1994.
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~ POLICYINITIATIVE shows that there is a tremendous amount

of unused tax potential among local
governments in the state. The revenues that
could be raised would be double or triple
that which could be raised with an addi-

tional one cent increase in the state motor

fuels tax.

The “full utilization” scenario is interesting

in that is provides some perspective in the

level of existing revenue potential. Howev-

er, a local government will not choose to
use its full potential unless the local need

calls for such an increase. Since the expen-

diture needs forecasts have not been done

on a county-by-county basis, it is impossi-

ble to match hypothetical local needs to the
revenue-raising capacity of each individual

local government. Nevertheless, the projec-

tions provide a wide band of potential
revenues, within which the actual revenue-
raising capacity of the taxes can be found.

Table 3-18 shows the real potential revenues

from the fixed nominal tax rate under the

assumption of counties’ fully utilizing their
local tax options. Table 3-19 shows revenue

information for the SCETS tax.

Under the “Local Government Infrastruc-
ture Commitment Act,” Florida local

governments are authorized to collect six

various local option discretionary sales

surtaxes. One of these discretionary sales
surtaxes is a local government infrastruc-
ture surtax of up to one percent on discre-
tionary sales of less than $5,000. Revenues
from this source may be used to finance

the planning and construction of roadway-

related infrastructure.

The forecast of revenues is based upon the

assumption that the ratio of taxable sales to

personal income will remain constant
throughout the forecast period. The
personal income forecasts are obtained

from BEBR’s Long Term Economic Foremt

1992.

Potential revenue generation rates from this

tax are very large. According to the Florida

Advisory Council on Intergovernmental

Relations (ACIR) Loczzl Government Finan-

cial Information Handbook, total potential
generation rates stood at approximately

$1.4 billion for FY 1993-94. Table 3-20
shows projection of the existing infrastruc-
ture surtax revenues and the untapped

potential revenue from this tax.

Although new revenue mechanisms are in

high demand by the state’s local govern-

ments, there have been strong political

forces moving against higher taxes of any
form.

Table 3-18
PROJECTED LOCAL MOTOR FUELS TAX REVENUES:

ACTUAL REVENUES AND POTENTIAL IF FULLY UTILIZED
(thousands of inflated dollars)

II 2012 II $994,276 I $621,040 I $373,236 II

LEEE_l“5’646’300$9,772,909 $5,873,391

The property tax is the primary

source of funds for local govern-
ments in the state of Florida, as in

most states. These funds are used

for the finance of transportation

infrastructure in three ways. First,

local governments can, and have,

used these funds to directly

finance local roads. Second, local

governments frequently use the
property tax to subsidize mass

transportation in their area.

Other mass transit systems
directly utilize property taxes to

finance their operations. In 1993,
four of the state’s transit systems
reported using local property
taxes, which accounted for 15.3
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percent of capital funds and 43.1 percent of residence. In this projection of the value of . POUCYINITIATIVE
all funds used by mass transit. Finally, taxable property, the rate of growth in the
some of the seaports and airports in the
state use property taxes to subsidize their

operations and capital construction fund-
ing.

To forecast the property tax, the forecast of

the growth in personal income in the state

as the determining variable was used. The
rate of growth in taxable property relative

to the growth in personal income depends
upon the income elasticity of property

demand. The “elasticity” of demand is a
measure of the percentage change in

demand for property in re-

sponse to a one-percentage-point

growth in personal income. If

the elasticity of demand is equal

to 1.00, then the rate of growth

in property is equal to the rate

of growth in income. If elasticity

is less than 1.00, the rate of

property growth is less than that

of personal income and, corre-

spondingly, if the income

elasticity of the demand for

property is greater than 1.00,

than the rate of property growth

exceeds the rate of growth in
personal income.

A wide array of research is
available on the topic of the

income elasticity of property

demand. It has generally been

found that the demand for
residential property is not

statistically different from 1.00.

For this reason, in the projections

of the value of taxable real value

of property, it is assumed the
value of the base to grow at the

same rate as the growth in
personal income.

Taxable property does not equal

the total value of property

because of exemptions, primarily
the homestead exemption of

$25,000 per owner-occupied

exempt property is set to equal the rate of

growth in the population. Since personal
income grows more rapidly than popula-
tion, the rate of growth in taxable property
will exceed the rate of growth in real

personal income, even though the rate of

growth in total true property value will
equal the rate of growth in personal
income. This is the case since exempt

property is not growing as rapidly as total

true property value.

Table 3-19
PROJECTED SCETS TAX REVENUES:

ACTUAL REVENUES AND POTENTIAL IF FULLY UTILIZED
(thousands of inflated dollars)

m ‘:ZZ ‘~s ~=

=

1997 $298,493 $291,567 $6,726

2002 $325,594 $318,039 $7,555

2007 $350,625 $342,489 $8,136

2012 $381,139 $372,295 $8,898

= ‘6505426 :94054’2
$99,934

. ..-. -- —
Note: I ne State comprehensive Enhanced Transportation System
(SCETS) Tax for each county is derived from that county’s Local Option
Gas Tax, but the revenue is distributed to the STTF to be used within the
contributing transportation district.

Table 3-20
PROJECTED LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE SURTAX REVENUES:

ACTUAL REVENUES AND POTENTIAL IF FULLY UTILIZED
(thousands of inflated dollars)

I ‘:== ‘2s ‘=

s ‘..

1997 $1,570,004 $297,666 $1,272,338

2002 $1,810,123 $343,191 $1,466,932

2007 $2,525,991 !$395,477 $2,130,514

2012 $2,334,184 $455,729 $1,878,925

Cumulative Total
Through 2012

$34,334,089 $6,509,593 $27,824,496
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.. p~~ lM~~ In order to estimate the level of potential

revenues that could be generated from this

source, personal income forecasts from the
Florida Long-Term Forecastwere employed
the determinant of the taxable sales base
with a ratio of aggregate taxable sales to

nominal total personal income held

constant.

as

With the increase in demand for govern-

mental infrastructure and services, Florida’s

local governments have been expanding

their use of transportation impact fees as a

means of real estate development exaction.

These fees usually are collected to provide
for any future expenditures necessary to

maintain roadway infrastructure concur-

rence with the level of service standards set
out in the local government’s comprehen-

sive plan. According to a recent survey by

the Florida ACIR (Sept. 1991), there are 28

county and 19 municipal governments in
the state that levy transportation impact

fees on new development. The local govern-

ments that employ this type of exaction are

normally found in high-growth urban areas

of the state, but some small, slow-growth
areas also use this revenue mechanism. For
the 1990-91 fiscal year, total Florida collec-

tions for transportation impact fees stood
at $153.1 million, with the transportation
portion accounting for approximately 54

percent of total impact fee collections in

that year.

Although there is no existing enabling

legislation in Florida that sets forth a

definitive methodology for the computa-
tion of impact fees, most are calculated

through the use of the formula given

below. Within this formula are elements

that capture both the expected direct cost

of infrastructure provision as well as a

credit for the present value of the expected
future stream of gasoline tax revenues that
will be generated over the lifetime of the
unit of development. The levels of the

parameters employed in the fee formula
vary according to the particular type of
land use in question.

102

ImpactFee = [((TGRxTU/(LOS))x Cost per Lane
Milex percentLocalFunding]-
[((TGRxT’Lx182.5x0.14YMPG)]x

PresentValueFactor(Annuity)
where

TGR =

TL =

Cost per
LaneMile =

LOS =

O/oLocal
Funding =

Applicable
FuelTax =

MPG =

PresentValue
Factor =

Trip generationrate (ITETrip
Generation)

Averagetrip length (from NPTS,
TrafficEngineeringHandbook,Local
Trans.Study)

Constructionand right of waycost
per lane mile

Levelof service(setby localstandards
within comprehensiveplan)

Accountingfactor to discount any
non-localprojectfinding

Approximately$0.14per gallon

Current fleetmileage(FHWA)

(1-((l+r”))/r,wherer = nominal
interestand n = averagelife of
improvement(30years)

Information contained within the 12??Trt)

Generation Manzal, the Orlando Area

Transportation Study (OUATS), ZTE Trafic

Engineering Handbook, and information
from the Florida StatistimlAbstract were
employed to obtain estimates of the
relevant trip generation rates and trip

lengths for three types of aggregate land

uses (residential, commercial, and industri-

al). The rates were then used in the calcula-

tion of the “expected” impact fee. Although
actual impact fee rates differ from jurisdic-

tion to jurisdiction because of political
compromises arising from concerns about
the economic consequences of these fees,

the given estimates represent a long-run

standard for the hypothetically appropriate
fee.

Trip Average
Generation Trip

Rate Length

Residential 8.3 6.4per unit

Commercial 35.0 3.0per 1,000sq.ft.

Industrial 4.5 7.5 per 1,000sq.ft.
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Based in part on information contained
within the FDOT 1993 Transportation Costs
Manual, an average construction and right
of way cost of $800,000 per lane mile is

employed in the computations. For the

computation of transportation impact fees

a representative LOS is chosen. Although

most counties use the FDOT procedures
for determining the capacity associated
with the minimum LOS over the types of

roadways in their region, the actual average

LOS used in each particular county varies

due to the composition of varying types of

roadway. An average LOS of 8,000 trip ends
per day is used in the determination of the

average state fees based on a sample of

current ordinances from around the state.

Based on recent FHWA estimates, fleet
mileage is estimated to be 21 miles per

gallon. Anecdotal evidence gathered from
FDOT officials led to the use of $0.14 for

the expected applicable fuel tax rate for

local capital improvement projects.

With an interest rate of 6 percent, the

present value factor for future tax collec-

tions generated by development is approxi-

mately 13.76. Based on a sample of trans-

portation fee ordinances from around the

state, a figure of 85 percent is used as the
percentage-of-local-funding parameter for

each land use.

Substituting the above parameters into the

transportation impact fee formula results in

the impact fee levels of $1,369 per unit for

residential, $2,705 per 1,000 square feet for

commercial, and $1,869 per 1,000 square

feet for industrial.

To estimate future potential impact fee
revenues, two somewhat different approach-

es are used for two types of impact fees (i.e.,

residential, and commercial/industrial). To

project residential impact fees, the forecasts
of housing starts are the basis. Each unit
built is hypothetically assessed the impact
fee. For commercial and residential impact

fee estimates, the basis is the industry

forecasts of estimated construction needs.

3 STATZ
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Each new employee is assumed to require a ,. ~H -~

certain number of square feet of new
construction, depending upon the industry
in which the growth occurs. Given the

forecasts of employment growth and the

assumed space requirement for each

employee, the total number of new square
feet, multiplied by the hypothetical impact
fee, yields an estimate of the potential
impact fee revenues.

However, not all local governments impose

impact fees to the full extent, and some do

not levy impact fees at all. To account for

less-than-full utilization, the base year 1991
actual collections are compared with the

hypothetical potential to obtain a measure

of impact fee “penetration.” This penetra-

tion rate is found to be 52.7 percent. The
projected revenue from local impact fees
are shown in Table 3-21.

A summary of potential local revenues is

shown in Table 3-22. This table shows the

total amount of revenues that could be

raised through the year 2012.

Potential New Revenue Sources
A survey of other states across the country

was made to identifi potential new revenue

sources that have not been used in the state

of Florida. It was found that Florida
already employs most varieties of levies to
finance its transportation infrastructure. In

fact, there are revenue sources used in

Florida that are not used in many states or

are relied upon much less such as the

initial registration fee and impact fees.

Currently, the state of Georgia imposes, in

addition to other state and federal levies, a

“sales tax” on motor fuels. This levy
amounts to four percent of the price of
gasoline at the pump prior to any other

taxes affecting the at-pump price; that is,
before federal levies and the state 7.5 cent
per gallon motor fuels unit tax. For every

four cents collected due to this sales tax,

three cents go to fund state transportation
projects, while the remaining cent goes into
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/ POLICYINITIATIVE the Georgia general fund and is not used method concerns how and upon whom the
for transportation funding. tax would be levied when a vehicle is

Another potential levy is one currently
under study by the state of Minnesota–a
motor vehicle miles traveled (VMT) tax.

Under such a levy, every automobile and

removed from the state’s fleet of vehicles
through accident or other retirement of the

vehicle, or by the new owner of a vehicle
already in the fleet.

other private passenger vehicle in the state In Minnesota, the VMT tax is being

is taxed once each year based on the actual considered as the substitute for motor

miles turned on the vehicle’s odometer. vehicle fuels and vehicle license taxes. The

Such a taxis most easily collected at the primary reason for such a substitution is to

time of annual vehicle registration, where develop a tax that will not only charge

odometer readings can be taken each year. highway users by miles traveled, but also

A potential complication to this collection would charge them based on the hours they

Table 3-21
PROJECTED LOCAL IMPACT FEE REVENUES:

ACTUAL REVENUES AND POTENTIAL IF FULLY UTILIZED
(thousands of inflated dollars)

Year
Potential Existing Untapped

Revenues Revenues Potential

E ,,
1997 $605,692 $319,200 $286,492

2002 $625,851 $329,824 $296,027

2007 $662,554 $349,160 $313,374

2012 $692,683 $362,966 $329,717

Cumulative Total
Through 2012

$12,602,969 $6,641,765 $5,961,204

11 ,

Table 3-22
SUMMARY OF PROJECTED LOCAL REVENUES:

CUMULATIVE TOTALS THROUGH 2012
(thousands of inflated dollars)

Tax or Fee
Potential Existing Untapped

Revenues Revenues Potential

II Motor Fuels Tax II $15,646,300 I $9,772,909 I $5,873,391 II
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drive in and during peak conges--

tion. Such a tax could not be
administered in the simple

fashion described above, but
could be collected in a manner

similar to turnpike fees and other

tolls, with the price differing in

different areas and changing
during various times of day. The
Minnesota study is still in its

preliminary stages, so there are no

firm data on the effectiveness of

such a levy.

One potential charge that has

been suggested as a source of
revenue for the finance of

bikeway construction, which is

currently in use in the state of

Oregon, is a surcharge on the sale

of bicycles. To project the poten-
tial revenues from this as-yet-

unused revenue source, informa-

tion on the numbers of new
bicycles sold in the state of
Florida is required. Since there is
no existing source of data which

reports any such estimate, data

from the Bicycle Manufacturers

Association on the total numbers

of bicycles sold in the U.S. is used
as a basis. Estimates of national
sales to the state of Florida are

“shared down” based upon the
proportion of the national
population below the age of 45

Statam”dBTransportationNeeds andFundingStudy
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located in the state. In 1991, it is estimated

that 4.76 percent of the U.S. population
within that age group reside in Florida
(versus 5.23 percent of the total popula-

tion). Using the long-term projections of

population, estimates of the potential sales

of bicycles are obtained by multiplying the
ratio of bicycle sales to the relevant popula-
tion in the base year of 1993 by the popula-

tion projections for that age group. Table 3-

23 shows the potential revenues from a $1

bicycle surcharge.

Potential Revenue Collections Fmm Auto
Related Taxable Salee
The state of Florida currently imposes a 6

percent excise tax on the sales of all discre-

tionary goods within its borders. One

component of the kinds (categories)

accounted for in the Florida Department of
Revenue tax accounts is “kind” code 23.
This account is composed of new and used

motor vehicle sales, sales of recreational

vehicles and mobile homes, as well as

rentals of all motor vehicles. In 1992, the

annual level of taxable sales in this group

was approximately $18.5 billion and

produced net revenues of $1.1 billion.

In order to estimate the potential future

revenue collections from this state revenue

source, the average ratio of taxable sales to
total nominal personal income over the
most recent 10 years (0.079) was applied to

the expected level of total personal income

over the course of the projection period.

This produces an estimate of the annual

level of taxable sales, which are then

multiplied by 6.0 percent (gross revenues)

and reduced by 5.o percent (administrative

fees) to arrive at the annual net collection

estimates.

Employing an annual average rate of

growth for statewide nominal personal
income of 6.5 percent, the resulting cumu-
lative revenue projections from this source

are $16.9 billion over the first 10 years of

the forecast period and $48.8 billion over
the entire 20-year horizon.

7 STATS
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Appropriateness of Revenue Sources Pomr INITIATIVE

Equity Cow”demtione
The myriad of taxes, user fees, and other
revenue sources through which transporta-

tion is funded in Florida creates problems
for the economic analyst who attempts to

determine the appropriateness of such
funding sources with respect to their

desired goals. Since any taxes or user fees
imposed by federal, state, or local govern-

ments on Florida’s residents necessarily
reduce the consumption and/or saving of

households in the state, it is important to

make some determination of how that

burden is shared among the state’s house-
holds. The manner in which the burden of

a tax is divided among Florida’s households

is called the incidence of the tax. Measure-

ments of tax incidence reflect how a
particular tax affects households in differ-
ent income groups relative to each other.

Once a household’s tax payments are
measured as a proportion of its income,

that information is aggregated with other
households in the same income group, and

then are compared to those of other

income groups. For example, if the average

tax rate for lower-income households is two
percent, while the rate for a higher-income

group of households is 1.5 percent, the tax
is said to be regressive. Even though the
higher-

income
household

may be

paying

more taxes,

it is using a
smaller

proportion

of its
income to

pay the tax.
Stated
another
way, if a

higher-
income

Table 3-23
POTENTIAL REVENUES FROM ONE-

DOLLAR BICYCLE SURCHARGE
(thousands of inflated dollars)

=K

=

1997 $708

2002 $772

2007 $833

2012 $891

SE
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. po~~ ~~A~ household pays a lower percentage of its
income in taxes than a lower-income
household, the higher-income household is

left with a greater share of spendable
income than is the lower-income house-
hold. Determination of whether a tax is
regressive, proportional, or progressive, and

by what degree, is the basis of incidence

studies. There is virtually universal agree-

ment that regressive taxes are inequitable

since the poor suffer a greater tax burden

than do the rich. Though there is no

general agreement on the specific desired

tax incidence, it is generally agreed that, for

a tax to be equitable, it should either be
proportional or, perhaps, possess some

degree of progressiveness.

Tax incidence, however, is often measured
without consideration of an important

point, known as the incidence of expendi-
ture or benefits. If tax revenues are collect-

ed to pay for particular services, then the

ability of a household to consume those

services is enhanced and removes the

burden of the tax, assuming that the
household benefits from consumption of
those services. So, for example, if a taxpayer

pays motor vehicle fuel taxes that help
fund a new highway that reduces the cost

of his drive to work, the taxpayer is receiv-

ing benefits. Even if he pays more taxes
than someone who does not use the

services, he may bear a smaller overall

burden, So, both the way taxes are levied

and the way they are used are important to
the determination of tax incidence.

In spite of the broad array of revenue

sources, a few generalizations can be made
with respect to their “appropriateness.”

With a few exceptions, at the state level,

Florida’s transportation revenues come

from appropriate sources. State highway

fuels sales taxes and the SCETS tax together
comprise nearly two-thirds of all contribu-
tions to the State Transportation Trust
Fund (.STT’F).Since these are per-gallon

gasoline user fees, they are, in effect, user
fees that contribute to highway mainte-

106

nance and construction, or to other
transportation modes that remove conges-
tion on the state’s highways. These fees,
then, are paid only by those who use the

benefits that the fees generate. Though
several studies have shown that these taxes
are likely to be at least somewhat regressive,
it is important to note that the motor

vehicle fuels tax is divided evenly among

state and local uses, while the SCETS tax

must be used within the district where it
was collected. This earmarking of revenues

for considerable local use ensures that

taxpayers will generally have the opportuni-
ty to benefit directly from the fuel taxes

they pay, thus removing much of the
regressiveness. Since the motor vehicle fuels

tax has a legislated minimum level, and
since the use of motor fuels has tended to

increase each year because of Florida’s
growth in population and tourism, these

taxes tend to provide greater revenue each
year.

A second group of fees that contribute a
substantial amount of revenues to the STTF

are annual motor vehicle license fees, initial
registration, and incremental title fees.
These fees constitute a considerably more

regressive tax on Florida’s residents since

they are substantially flat fees unrelated to

household income. For example, the $100
initial registration fee places a larger tax

burden on a family earning $10,000 than

that same fee on a family earning $100,000.

The motor vehicle license fee, because it is

based on size (read this to mean cost) of
vehicle, its cost to households is at least

somewhat related to their income and is
not particularly regressive, though it is
probably at least slightly so. The $100

initial registration fee is the very definition

of a regressive tax and is therefore inequita-
ble to the residents of the state, as is the
incremental title fee. These fees, essentially
flat and unrelated to a household’s income,
constitute a considerably more regressive
tax on Florida’s citizens than do the motor
vehicle fuels and SCETS taxes. For example,
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the $100 initial title fee places a larger tax

burden on a family earning $10,000 than

that same fee on a family earning $100,000.

Again, as in the cases of the fuels and

SCETS taxes, most of the revenues from
these fees are contributed to the STTF to be

used to provide transportation benefits,

thereby mitigating some of the regressive-
ness. However, there is general agreement
that, even after benefits are considered,

these taxes are still very regressive.

If it is assumed that most of the Florida

aviation fuel tax is passed on to the airlines’

passengers, then it can be assumed that the

tax is effectively a users’ fee for air travel.
Therefore, only those who benefit from air

travel pay the tax, so the tax is equitable.

Again, the stability of the tax depends to a
large extent on the amount of tourism

Florida generates. However, forecasts are for

strong growth in Florida’s air travel indus-
try over the next 20 years, so there should

be reason to believe that the aviation fuel

tax will remain a stable source of revenue.

Much the same can be said of the $2 rental

car surcharge. While it is primarily driven

by tourism and thus potentiality unstable,

there is no reason to believe that it will be

so for the foreseeable future. Further, a
large portion of the revenues from rental

car surcharges, because they are paid by

tourists, are in effect “exported” to resi-

dents of other areas. The surcharge also

applies to the first 30 days of an automo-

bile lease. No information is available on

the incomes of those who lease automobiles

but, since the fee is a flat fee (potentially
equalling $60) it is evident that the tax is

regressive among those who lease automo-

biles. Since persons paying the surcharge
are deriving benefits, however, the rental

car surcharge does not seem to pose any

major problems with regard to equity.

The Florida fuel excise tax (the constitu-

tional, county, and municipal gas tax) is
similar to the SCETS and state motor

vehicle fuels tax, except that all of the

-! STATE
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proceeds go to local use. Tolls that provide - PoIJcrINITIATIVE

revenue from users of Florida’s Turnpike
and other tollways fit this same description.

The equity considerations for the excise tax
and tolls should be virtually identical to the

SCETS and motor fuels taxes.

A more controversial issue occurs within

the area of locally imposed transportation
taxes and fees. While some should not pose
any great problems with regard to equity or

stability of their revenue-raising potential,

others seem to violate these principles.
Both the Iocal option gas tax and ninth-

cent gas tax vary from county to county,

creating some inequities among residents of
high-tax counties relative to residents of

low-tax counties. Still, these taxes are

basically users’ fees and therefore contribute

toward benefits for the users. The ad
valorem property tax also varies among

counties, and is generally a less regressive

tax than the gas taxes. However, since it is

not known how the benefits derived from

this tax’s revenue generation relate to

incomes, the incidence of the ad valorem

property tax is unclear.

Perhaps the most controversial of all the

revenue sources for transportation in terms

of equity is the impact fee. Since such fees
are levied as a fixed dollar amount, varying
among counties, these taxes are regressive.

There has been some effort by Florida

counties to lessen this regressiveness with a

movement towards fees based on household

size (i.e., number of bedrooms). Since these
taxes tend to drive up prices for both new

and existing housing, they discourage real
estate activity in general. It should also be
noted that, because of their impact on

housing prices, they also are likely to affect

the base upon which ad valorem property

taxes are levied. There is, of course, a trade-
off with respect to this tax. Many argue
that economic agents internalize the cost of

impact fees under the expectation of
enhanced public sector infrastructure and

services.
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A consideration to be made with regard to
revenue sources is that any revenues
collected from those sources remain stable

in times of economic fluctuation. If

variation in Florida or U.S. economic
activity cause upheavals in Florida’s trans-

portation revenues, any long-run planning

that requires a forecast of revenues cannot

be very useful. So, some consideration of

the stability of revenue sources is in order.

In general, the cyclical sensitivity of the

transportation finance system in the state
of Florida is favorable. A good share of the

revenues raised in the state are derived from
charges on the stock of goods-in particular,

the stock of vehicles, both passenger and

commercial. Unlike a tax that is based on
purchases, which is directly and quickly

affected by economic fluctuations, fixed

levy on the stock of vehicles is stable since

individuals do not get rid of their vehicles

because of short term fluctuations in their
income. Therefore, this source of revenue is

very stable.

Even the mainstay of state finance, the

motor fuels taxes, is a stable source of

revenue compared to other transactions

taxes. Research has shown that the income

sensitivity of motor fuels purchases is quite

low, meaning that the flow of revenue will

not vary substantially over the short term

in response to cyclical variability.

Some of the revenue sources, however, have

the potential to be quite cyclically sensitive.

For example, it is well known that tourism

and migration into Florida are sensitive to

the business cycle. The rental car surcharge

and the initial registration fee are two

sources of revenue that would add some

instability to the transportation finance
system in the state.

Overall, however, the system of transporta-
tion finance in Florida appears to be quite
stable, with a large share of revenue drawn

from sources that do not vary much with
the business cycle.

Another way in which to evaluate the

appropriateness of a revenue source is its
ability to respond to inflation. Although

currently inflation is not as serious a
problem with regard to the real revenue

raising capacity of the transportation tax

system, the lessons of the 1970s remain
with us. In those periods of time during

which prices are rising very rapidly, it is

important to have a revenue system that

responds to inflation automatically. Some

of the revenue sources have the ability to
respond to inflation, while others do not.

In general, those revenue sources that are

based on a percentage of the nominal price,

such as a sales-type tax, which is collected as
a percentage of the final price of a good

respond well to inflation. On the other

hand, those levies that are based upon

quantities, such as a per-unit levy, do not.

With regard to the sources of transporta-
tion finance, the per-unit levels, such as the
registration fees, do not respond to infla-

tion at all. A specific decision to increase

the nominal rate is required to recapture

the losses in purchasing power to inflation.
Such a difficulty also exists with regard to

the federal revenue sources, which are

primarily stated in terms of fixed nominal
amounts per gallon.

For the major state revenue sources, most

states have expressed their levies in terms of
cents-per-gallon, just like the federal

government. In Florida, however, since
1991 the motor fuels tax rate is indexed to

the rate of change in the consumer price
index for urban consumers, all compo-

nents. The SCETS tax is also indexed to the

rate of inflation.

On the other hand, the local motor fuels
tax rates are set in nominal terms to be a
certain amount per gallon. The higher the
rate of inflation, the lower amount of
revenue in real terms these taxes are capable
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of raising. The revenue-raising capacity of

these levies could be increased, but only

with the explicit efforts of the legislature.
While there is some evidence that legisla-

tors will eventually change these levies in
line with inflation, these changes will likely

occur with some political difficulty and

certainly with some costly lag.

A summary measure of the inflation

sensitivity of the revenue raising system

(taking into account the degree to which a
tax automatically will change when prices

increase) can be created. This measure is

created by determining the percentage of

the revenue sources that automatically

respond to inflation. For example, as was

shown in Table 3-1 previously, $2.13 billion
was raised by the state for state uses. Of the

sources, only the fuel sales tax and the

SCETS tax are indexed to inflation. They
account for 38.1 percent of these revenues.

This means that, for each percentage point

increase in the price level, only 38.1 percent

is made up automatically.

In terms of 1994 expenditures, the inflation

sensitivity of the revenue-raising system

implies that, in 1994, each percentage point

increase in inflation drains $13.2 million in

spending power from the revenue raising

system from this source only.

As for the local revenue sources, most of

the major sources are insensitive to infla-

tion, particularly given that the motor fuels

tax rates, a major source of revenues, is

fixed in the cents-per-gallon. Impact fees are

not specifically indexed to inflation but,
given the use of the common formula

3 STATE
TRANSPORTATION

identified earlier in the paper, the fees POLICYINITIATIVE..
could automatically increase along with the
cost of building a highway. However, this
will not occur automatically, and to the

extent it does occur, it would only occur

with a substantial lag.

In this chapter, long-term projections of the
revenue raising capacity of the transporta-

tion finance system were presented. Along
with these projections, the sensitivity of the

finance system to changes in rates were also

analyzed. These sensitivities can be used to

identi~ alternative ways to finance hypo-

thetical improvements to the state’s trans-

portation infrastructure.

Conclusion
This chapter has presented an overview of

transportation infrastructure finance in
Florida. In addition to describing the

current structure of infrastructure finance,

Florida is compared to nearby states and to

other rapidly growing states.

In general, it appears that the state of

Florida does not have high rates placed on

the traditional sources of revenue, motor
fuels taxes and registration fees. There are

two things that make the state of Florida

transportation infrastructure finance

unique: the breadth of the types of fees that

are dedicated to transportation and the
reliance of the state’s transportation finance

on local sources. Local governments in

Florida impose high local motor fuels

taxes, subsidize mass transportation from

local sources, allow a dedicated infrastruc-

ture finance sales tax surcharge, and utilize
local transportation impact fees.
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Chapter4

Options and Recommendations

The 10- and 20-year shortfalls in state and since–by definition-available revenues equal
local funding are calculated for each mode current expenditures. In the other scenari-
and each scenario in Chapter 2. These OS,there is a substantial shortfall between
shortfalls are presented in Tables 4-1 and 4- the projected funding and the projected
2. There is no shortfall for scenario one needs. The total 20-year shortfall is $26.7

Mode

Table 4-1
TEN-YEAR STATE AND LOCAL REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of 1992 dollars)

=R “’”:“a~s~‘=’’:
State-Owned
Roads and Bridges

$24,217 $4,776 $1,401 $7,986

Locally-Owned

Roads and Bridges
$11,620 $3,709 $3,709 $7,069

Transit - State Share $4,100 $71 $3,362 $506

Transit - Local Share
-* $389 $389 $2,787

Paratransit - State Share $1,506’ $20 $20 $741

Paratransit - Local Share
-* $7 $7 $267

Rail - State Share $948* $1,113 $1,197 $1,256

Rail - Local Share
-* $37 $37 $74

New Starts - Fixed

Guideway - State Share
$0 $0 $0 $1,181

New Starts - Fixed
$0 $0 $0 $1,181

3uideway - Local Share

Iew Starts -
$0 $0 $0 $104

:ommuter Rail - All State

4irports - State Share $835 $326 $326 $326

Seaports - State Share $79 $233 $233 $233

Total
B .

$10,681 $10,681 $23,711

*Local, state, and federal funding are included in state funding.
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.. po~cy lM~~ billion for scenario two, $26.7 billion for not included. They would add to the
scenario three, and $58.1 billion for
scenario four. Table 4-3 presents a summary

of revenue shortfalls.

Mode

These shortfalls include the one-time
capital costs of new rail starts discussed in

Chapter 2. These costs are $104 million for

commuter rail and $4,725 million for fixed

guideway. Also included is a $7o million

per year state contribution to high speed

rail. Operating costs for the new starts are

shortfalls shown here.

These shortfalls are in constant 1992
dollars. Future inflation will affect both
total needs and total revenues. The net
affect on shortfalls will depend on the
extent to which inflation rates differ for

costs versus revenues and the extent to
which the state motor fuels tax is relied

upon as a revenue source. This is due in

part to the fact that the state motor fuel tax

Table 4-2
TWENTY-YEAR STATE AND LOCAL REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of 1992 dollars)

=H ““; “a;zi ‘ario::igs

State-Owned
Roads and Bridges

$45,607 $12,574 $5,594 $25,360

Locally-Owned
Roads and Bridges

$23,240 $8,822 $8,822 $15,400

Transit - State Share $7,900’ $272 $7,045 $1,336

Transit - Local Share
-* $1,456 $1,456 $7,140

Paratransit -State Share $3,007’ $96 $96 $1,798

Paratransit - Local Share
-* $32 $32 $599

<ail - State Share $2,016* $2,432 $2,639 $2,830

?ail - Local Share
-* $140 $140 $261

New Starts - Fixed $0 $0 $0 $1,181
Suideway - State Share

New Starts - Fixed
Guideway - Local Share

$0 $0 $0 $1,181

New Starts -

Commuter Rail - All State
$0 $0 $0 $104

M-ports - State Share $1,850 $487 $487 $487

Seaports - State Share $159 $430 $430 $430

Total
m

$26,741 $26,741 $58,107

●Local, state, and federal funding are included in state funding.
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is indexed to the consumer price index. For rates to develop customized funding 7 STATE
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POLICYINITIATIVE,.

instance, if agency costs increase at approxi- packages to meet the projected shortfalls.
mately the same rate as the consumer price
index and if new revenues are raised
entirely through the state motor fuels tax,

the effects of inflation would be neutral.

There would be no net impact on the

shortfalls. However, most revenue sources

are not tied to an inflation index. There-
fore, it is likely that inflation will widen the

gap between needs and revenue over time.

In that case, the timing of projects can have

a significant impact on the shortfalls. For

instance, the cost in current (or inflated)

dollars of a fixed-guideway project will be

substantially more if it is undertaken 20

years from now compared to 10 years from
now.

There are an infinite number of tax and fee

combinations that could be used to make

up these shortfalls. The revenue forecasts
presented in Chapter 3 allow policymakers

to mix and match changes in tax and fee

.
For illustrative purposes, two different ways
of making up the revenue shortfalls are

presented in the following tables. It is
important to note that the amounts shown

of new fees and taxes required to make up

the shortfalls are based on the full increases
being made at the beginning of the forecast

period and continuing for the duration of

the 10- or 20-year periods. Ifi instead, the

increases were phased in over time, the final
amounts of increase would have to be

higher to make up for the lower revenues at

the beginning of the forecast period.

Table 4-4 shows the amount of motor fuels

tax increase that would be required if the
state relied entirely on the motor fuels tax

(aviation fuel tax for aviation shortfall) to
make up the 10-year shortfalls. For this and

all subsequent illustrations, the revenue
yield of the inflation-indexed state motor

fuel tax is used. If a non-indexed excise tax

Table 4-3
SUMMARY OF STATE AND LOCAL REVENUE SHORTFALLS

(millions of 1992 dollars)

I

Needs Scenarios

Jurisdiction
1 2 3 4

/Period
Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

State

10 Years $0 $6,539 $6,539 $12,333

20 Years $0 $16,291 $16,291 $33,526

Local

10 Years $0 $4,142 $4,142 $11,378

20 Years $0 $10,450 $10,450 $24,581

1
Total

10 Years $0 $10,681 $10,681 $23,711

20 Years $0 $26,741 $26,741 $58,107
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Table 44
MOTOR FUELS TAX REQUIRED TO MAKE UP TEN-YEAR SHORTFALLS

(cents per gallon)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Mode Maintain Maintain Maintiin Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

State-Owned
Roads and Bridges

0$ 6.09$ 1.79f! 10.18#

Locally-Owned
Roads and Bridges

o~ 4.73f! 4.73$ 9.01 @

Transit -State Share o~ o.09@ 4.29@ 0.65#

Transit -Local Share* o@ 0.65@ 0.65@ 3.94$

Paratransit -State Share 0$ o.03f! o.03@ o.94#

Paratransit - Local Share o# 0.01 @ 0.01 0.34$

Rail - State Share Ot 1.42f! 1.534 1.60@

Rail - Local Share o~ ●* ●* ●*

New Starts - Fixed
Guideway - State Share

OQ Ot Ot 1.51ff

New Starts - Fixed
o# oft of! ***

Guideway - Local Share

New Starts - Commuter
Rail - All State

0$ Op of! o.13f!

Airports (Aviation Fuel Tax) -
State Share

o~ 5.06$ 5.061j 5.06@

Seaports - State Share Ogi o.30@ 0.30$ o.30@

Total Motor Fuels Tax****

State or 7.92@ 7.924 15.31$

Local Areas Without Transit 04 4.74$ 4.744 9.356

Local Areas With Transit Og! 5.39$ 5.39@ 13.29@

●Average increase that would be required in counties forecasted to have transit service.
●*For Tri-Rail. Applicable only in Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach counties.

●**Applicable only in selected counties.

****Totals do not include the aviation fuel tax for airports.
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Table 4-5
MOTOR FUELS TAX REQUIRED TO MAKE UP lWENTY-YEAR SHORTFALLS

(cents per gallon)

Needs Scenarios

1 2 3 4

Mode Maintain Maintain Mainhin Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions with Conditions

Maximum Lane
Policy

State-Owned
?oads and Bridges

0$ 7.30$ 3.25@ 14.72$

-ocally-Owned
<oads and Bridges

0$ 5.12@ 5.12@ 8.94$

rransit - State Share 0$ 0.16$ 4.09$ 0.78f!

rransit - Local Share* o@ I.lo@ l,lo# 4.60#

‘aratransit - State Share 0$ 0.0694 0.06@ 1.04@

~aratransit - Local Share oft 0.024 o.02q! 0.35$

<ail - State Share oft 1.41f! 1.53fl 1.64@

<ail - Local Share of! ●* ** **

New Starts - Fixed
0$ Ot o@ 0.69@

Suideway - State Share

New Starts - Fixed
o@ Ot o~ ***

3uideway - Local Share

New Starts - Commuter
?ail - All State

of Oq! o@ 0.06@

4irports (Aviation Fuel Tax) -
Oq! 3.80# 3.80@ 3.80@

State Share

Seaports - State Share o~ 0.25@ 0.25@ 0.25q!

Total Motor Fuels Tax****

State o@ 9.174 9.17$ 19.17f!

Local Areas Without Transit o# 5.14$ 5.144 9.29@

Local Areas With Transit o@ 6.24$ 6.24q! 13.89@

● Average increase that would be required in counties forecasted to have transit service
●*For Tri-Rail. Applicable only in Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach counties.

●**Applicable only in selected counties.

****Totals do not include the aviation fuel tax for airports
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,- POLICYmmvs is used, a slightly higher tax rate must be

applied to raise the same amount of
revenue. The increase shown for “Transit -
Local Share” is for a tax applied only in the

counties forecasted to have transit service.
The additional motor fuels tax that would

be required to meet the state shortfall is 7.9

cents per gallon for scenarios two and three

and 15.3 cents per gallon for scenario four.
The additional aviation fuel tax that would
be required is 5.1 cents per gallon for each

of those scenarios. The additional motor

fuels tax that would be required to meet the

local shortfall is either 4.7 or 5.4 cents per
gallon for scenarios two and three and
either 9.4 or 13.3 cents per gallon for

scenario four. The additional motor fuels

tax that would be required to meet the total

shortfall is either 12.7 or 13.3 cents per
gallon for scenarios two and three and

either 24.7 or 28.6 cents per gallon for
scenario four.

Table 4-5 shows the amount of motor fuels

tax increase that would be required if the

Table 4-6
INCREASES IN TAXES AND FEES REQUIRED TO MAKE UP

TEN-YEAR STATE AND LOCAL SHORTFALLS

Tax or Fee

STATE SHORTFALLS

1994
Typical
Charge

In

7
Mainl%iin
Funding

rease Needed For Each Scenario

2 3 4
Maintain Mainlain Improve

Conditions Conditions Conditions
with Maximum

Lane Policy

Motor Fuels Taxes (per gallon) 12.6$” 0 4.5$ 4.5$ 8.2#

Aviation Fuel Tax (per gallon) 6.9$ 0 5.14 5.14 5.14

Motor Vehicle License Fee $35.1 Ob o $12.44 $12.44 $22.87

Initial Registration Fee $100.00 0 $35.44 $35.44 $65.15

Rental Car Surcharge (per day) $2.00 0 $0.71 $0.71 $1.30

Incremental Title Fee $24.00 $8.51 $8.51 $15.64

Tolls (from new facilities) $294 mill./yr. 38%’ 38%’ 68%C

LOCAL SHORTFALLS

e= ,: ‘:; ‘:; ‘::

Motor Fuels Taxes (per gallon)

l/aries by county between 8.1@ and 12.64. Most counties are at 12.6q!.

%laries by weight of vehicle and other factors. Range is $5 to $975, with a few exceptions. Automobile license

fees vary from $27.10 to $45.1o. For a medium weight ~r (2,500 to 31500 Pounds) the fee is $35”10

Clncrease needed to keep toll revenue at current proportion (17%) of total revenue.

‘Varies by county between 4# and 16fL Most common is 10@.

This statewide average will vary among counties. It does not include Tri-Rail and fixed-guideway new starts that

are applicable only in selected counties. The scenario 3 average increase needed is less than scenario 2

because of additional revenue from expanded transit service.
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20-year shortfalls were made up entirely by scenarios two and three and either 9.3 or ,- POLICYlmmrlva

the gas tax (aviation fuel tax for aviation

shortfall). The additional motor fuels tax

that would be required to meet the state
shortfall is 9.2 cents per gallon for scenari-
os two and three and 19.2 cents per gallon
for scenario four. The additional aviation
fuel tax that would be required is 3.8 cents

per gallon for each of those scenarios. The

additional motor fuels tax that would be

required to meet the local shortfall are

either 5.1 or 6.2 cents per gallon for

13.9 cents per gallon for scenario four. The
additional motor fuels tax that would be
required to meet the total shortfall is either
14.3 or 15.4 cents per gallon for scenarios

two and three and either 28.5 or 33.1 for
scenario four.

Another approach would be to use toll

financing for new state highways and

bridges to the same extent as used in the
past (i.e., institute tolls on new facilities

sufficiently to keep toll revenues at 17

Table 4-7
INCREASES IN TAXES AND FEES REQUIRED TO MAKE UP

TWENTY-YEAR STATE AND LOCAL SHORTFALLS

Tax or Fee

II

1994
Typical
Charge

Increase Needed For Each Scenario

1 2 3 4
Maintain Maintain Maintain Improve
Funding Conditions Conditions Conditions

with Maximum
Lane Policy

II STATE SHORTFALLS

Motor Fuels Taxes (per gallon)

I ‘

12.6@a o 5.7$ 5.7# 11 .9f!

Aviation Fuel Tax (per gallon) 6.9g? o 3.8@ 3.8@ 3.8$

Motor Vehicle License Fee $35.10b o $15.87 $15.87 $33.28

Initial Registration Fee $100.00 0 $45.21 $45.21 $94.82

Rental Car Surcharge (per day) $2.00 0 $0.90 $0.90 $1.90

Incremental Title Fee $24.00 0 $10.85 $10.85 $22.76

Tolls (from new facilities) $294 mill./yr. o 47%’ 47%’ 9770’

II LOCAL SHORTFALLS
I

BEiiEl ~ ~~-~~~81%e

Motor Fuels Taxes (per gallon) 8.1@e

varies by county between 8.lf! and 12.6 f?. Most counties are at 12.6@.

~anes by weight of vehicle and other factors. Range is $5 to $975, with a few exceptions. Automobile license

fees vary from $27,10 to $45.10. For a medium weight car (2,500 to 3,500 pounds) the fee is $35.10.

Clncrease needed to keep toil revenue at current proportion (17?4.) of total revenue.

‘Vanes by county between 4# and 16$. Most common is 104.

%This statewide average will vary among counties. It does not include Tri-Rail and fixed-guideway new starts that
are applicable only in selected counties. The scenario 3 average increase needed is less than scenario 2
because of additional revenue from expanded transit service.
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.. ‘“~cy m~~ percent of total state transportation reve-
nues) and to finance the remainder of the
shortfall by increasing existing taxes and
fees by an equal percentage. If the state

aviation shortfalls are made up exclusively

by an increase in the aviation fuel tax and
the remaining 10-year state shortfalls are
made up by equal percentage increases in

other transportation taxes and fees, the
increases shown in Table 4-6 would be

required. The increases required to made up

the 20-year state and local shortfalls in this

approach are shown in Table 4-7.

If a sufficient portion of the new facilities

required in scenarios two, three, and four

were constructed as toll facilities to main-

tain tolls at 17 percent of total revenues,

the lo-year increase in toll revenues would

be $1,112 million for scenarios two and
three, and $2,097 million for scenario four.
For 20 years the increase would be $2,769

million for scenarios two and three and

$5,699 million for scenario four. If these
toll revenue increases did not occur, the

state increases in the motor fuels tax shown
in Table 4-7, for example, would have to be

increased by 1.6 cents per gallon for

scenarios two and three and 3.3 cents per
gallon for scenario four.

Special local shortfalls, such as for Tri-Rail,

that are applicable only in a limited
number of counties are not included in

tables 4-6 and 4-7. Because of the great

variation among local areas in revenue

sources and rates, local increases are shown
just for motor fuels taxes and “other”

revenue sources.

In addition, completely new revenue

sources could be considered, as has been

done in a few other states. As noted in

Chapter 3, Oregon is using a surcharge on

the sale of bicycles to help finance
bikeways. In Florida, a one-dollar bicycle
surcharge would provide approximately

$14.2 million over 20 years. Another
approach described in Chapter 3 is the
VMT tax currently being considered in

118

Minnesota. In Florida, a one-cent per mile
VMT tax on residents would provide
approximately $31 billion over 20 years,
which is equivalent to 18 cents per gallon

of motor fuel tax.

Recommendations
Described below are actions recommended
to be taken by the legislature and/or by

state agencies involved in funding transpor-

tation services.

Encourage informed discussion on

transportation funding issues by increas-

ing public awareness of the consequences

of the different needs and funding

scenarios described in the report.

Two of the scenarios in this report present

the extremes of (a) making no changes in

current transportation funding and (b)
correcting all deficiencies and increasing

services. In between are two scenarios based

on maintaining levels of service. The

consequences of not addressing Florida’s
transportation needs will be severe, but the

public may not yet be adequately informed

of those consequences. Some forum or
process-possibly statewide referenda-should

be provided that permits substantial public
involvement and a thorough discussion and

understanding of the issues and conse-

quences.

Index more transportation fees and taxes.

The funding shortfalls forecasted in this

report would be substantially worse if the

motor fuels tax were not indexed to the
consumer price index. The motor fuels tax,

however, accounts for only about a third of

the state’s transportation revenues. If more

transportation funding sources were
indexed to inflation the relationship of

costs and revenues would be better bal-

anced over time.

Increase transportation revenues.

Under most definitions of transportation
needs, Florida’s needs over the next twenty
years will exceed available revenues. Index-

StatewideTransportationNaeds andFundingStudy



ing will help, but tax and fee rate increases

also are necessary. The extent of the rate

increases will depend, in part, on the

definition of needs that develops out of
informed public discussion. The source of

additional revenues also is a subject for

public discussion, but a reasonable ap-
proach may be to increase a wide variety of
existing transportation taxes and fees by

some proportion and to use toll financing

for some portion of new or expanded

highway and bridge facilities. Such an

approach would spread the tax burden and

limit the amount of individual tax and fee

increases.

Seek continuance of federal funding
participation.

Federal sources currently account for

approximately 35 percent of the funding

for Florida’s State Highway System and are
projected to decline to approximately 27

percent by 2012. The decline is due to the

eroding effects of inflation. Unlike Flori-

da’s motor fuels tax, none of the federal

transportation revenue sources is indexed.

The federal share of transit funding in
Florida is projected to decline from the

current 28 percent to 18 percent by 2012.
The state should encourage the federal

government to take the necessary steps to

continue or increase its current level of

participation in transportation funding in

Florida as the state attempts to correct

current deficiencies and deal with increas-
ing congestion.

n STATE
TRANSPORTATION

Recognize that some transportation POLICYlNrlTATnfE.
investments should be policy driven
rather than demand driven.

Transportation investment decisions can be
and often are made with the intention of
achieving policy objectives other than
simply meeting the demand for transporta-

tion. Traditional demand analysis, there-
fore, may not always suggest the most
appropriate levels of investment in the

various transportation modes. In the case

of transit, for instance, there are a number

of policy issues, such as air quality, transit
dependency, and growth management, to
consider when determining the appropriate

level of supply. To illustrate this, one of the

scenarios in this report is a case where, as a
matter of policy, highway widenings are
limited and cost savings are shifted to

transit.

Explore other funding options.

Other options that have merit and that the

state should explore include privatizing

transportation facilities, as is being done in

California and elsewhere; reducing the

diversion of transportation user fees to
non-transportation uses; and increasing the
use of revenue bonds. The state also should

continue to pursue greater equity in the

distribution of federal transportation

funding. Florida historically has been a

donor state (receiving an average of 80

cents out of every dollar it has paid into

the Federal Highway Trust Fund) due to
the fact that federal apportionment factors
are in large part based on Decennial Census

of Population figures, which, by virtue of
Florida’s rapid growth rate, are already out

of date when published.
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List of

Road/Bridge Assumptions

Gsnsrsl ASSZUllptillXIS
●

●

●

●

●

●

Road/Bridge needs include product,

product support, operations and
maintenance, and administration needs.

Product support, operations and
maintenance, and administration are
calculated as a percentage of product.

Road/bridge funding includes federal,

state, and local government assistance,
and toll revenue.

FDOT’S long term construction cost

forecast is used to estimate inflated

expenditures through the 20-year period

for construction, the rate of inflation

varies from a low of 0.3 percent to a

high of 3.7 percent.

Right of Way is assumed to inflate at a
rate of 5 percent per year.

Each scenario contains intermodal road

access expenditures.

Sc~”o One Assumptions
●

●

●

●

Appendix

Assumptions

The FDOT Program and Resource Plan

is used to estimate inflated road/bridge

expenditures.

Local road/bridge expenditures are

determined from local transportation
improvement programs and statistics

reported in Federal Highway

Administration’s H@hway Statistics.

The federal share of revenue for roads

and bridges is forecasted to increase one
percent per year for the next 20 years.

The state share of revenue for roads and

bridges is forecasted to increase four
percent per year for the next 20 years.

●

●

●

Local revenue sources are assumed to
grow at a rate of 3.1 percent per year.

Federal, state, and local revenues
represent the maximum available revenue

given current authorized level of taxes
and fees.

All sources of revenue will continue at
current tax and fee rates; all growth in
revenue is caused by growth in the tax

base, or through indexation (where
applicable).

Scenario Two Aasumptiona
●

●

●

The Highway Performance Monitoring

System (HPMS) analytical process was
used for the calculation of needs on
interstates, arterials, and collectors.

Local road/bridge expenditures are

determined from local transportation
improvement programs and statistics

reported in Federal Highway

Administration’s H@hway Statistic

The sample of roadways used in the
HPMS analysis is representative of the

entire state road system.

FDOT design standards and

construction costs are used.

Maintaining conditions for roads
assumes a maintenance, over the 20-year
period, of the weighted composite index

over the 20-year period, which includes

indices for condition, safety, and service.

Scenario The Assumptions
● Same as Scenario Two with the exception

of a maximum lane policy assumption
that is based on FDOT’S proposed policy
of lane restrictions for each functional
classification of the state roadway system.

7 STATE
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,- POLICYINITIATIVE FDOT currently has lane standards only

on the interstate system.

Scenario Four Aaaumptions
● The Highway Performance Monitoring

System (HPMS) analytical process was
used for the calculation of needs on

interstates, arterials, and collectors.

● Local road/bridge expenditures are

determined from local transportation

improvement programs and statistics

reported in Federal Highway

Administration’s H~hway Statistim

● The sample of roadways used in the

HPMS analysis is representative of the

entire state and local roadway system.

● This scenario eliminates, over the 20-year

period, the backlog of deficiencies as

defined by FDOT’S thresholds for

conditions and performance of roads
and bridges.

● FDOT’S design standards and

construction costs are used.

Revenue Shortfall Aaaumptiona
● There is no expected revenue shortfall in

scenario one because it is assumed that

expenditures would not exceed revenues
for the 20-year forecast period.

● For scenarios two, three, and four, it is

assumed that available revenue is what is

reported in scenario one. No additional
federal funds will be available for state or

local roads. Therefore, the revenue

shortfall for state roads and bridges is

borne by the state, and the revenue
shortfall for locally-owned roads and

bridges is borne by local governments.

Transit Assumptions

General Aaaumptiona
● Transit needs include both operating and

capital needs.

● Transit funding includes federal, state,
and local government assistance, and
system revenue (e.g., farebox,
advertising).

● System revenue will continue to supply
the same percentage of total funding that
it did in 1992.

● Transit per-unit-of-service costs will
remain the same (in 1992 dollars) as the
weighted average for the five-year period

from 1988 to 1992.

● To estimate inflated transit costs through

the 20-year period, the rate of inflation is
assumed to be 3.4 percent annually,

which is based on the Data Resources,

Incorporated Long-Term Forecast of

Economic Activity for the United States,
January 1994. The precise measure is the

average annual rate of grown in “PG,”

the Implicit Price Deflator for all

Government Purchases of goods and
services from 1989 to 2004.

● The currently-programmed level of

FDOT intermodal development-rail

guideway funding will continue over the

20-year forecast period in all scenarios.

● To estimate inflated intermodal

development-rail guideway costs through
the 20-year period, FDOT’S
recommended construction cost

inflation forecasts are used as the rate of

inflation.

Scenario Two Asaumptiana
● The supply of transit service will grow at

1.7 percent annually based on data

provided by CUTR’S “Five-Year Statewide

Transit Development Plan: Technical
Memorandum No. 3, Alternative Transit

Scenarios (Draft).”

“ This level of growth in supply will be

sufficient to keep pace with increases in
demand.

%mm”o Tiuwe Aaaumptiana
● Same as scenario two, with the addition

of needs transferred from the difference
between the “maintain conditions”
scenario and “maintain conditions (with
maximum lane policy)” scenario in the
highway needs.
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Scenario Four Aemunptiona
● Transit’s mode split will increase by 100

percent by 1997. This would move the

overall mode share for transit back to its
1970 level of two percent of all trips.

● After the increase in mode split is

achieved, the supply of transit service
will grow at 1.7 percent annually.

Shortfall Aeaumptiona
●

●

●

There is no expected revenue shortfall in

scenario one because it is assumed that

under that scenario expenditures will
equal revenues.

For scenarios two, three, and four, it is

assumed that system revenue will

continue to provide the same relative
proportion of total revenue as in

scenario one.

It is assumed that scenario one federal,

state, and local funding represent the
maximum amount of revenue currently

available from those sources, and that

the state and local responsibility for

transit expenses will maintain the same

proportion relative to each other as in

scenario one.

Paratransit Assumptions

General Aaeumptiona
●

●

●

●

●

Paratransit needs include both operating

and capital needs.

Paratransit funding includes federal,

state, and local government assistance,

and system revenue (e.g., farebox,

advertising).

System revenue will continue to supply

the same percentage of total funding that

it did in 1993.

Paratransit per-unit-of-service costs will

remain the same (in 1992 dollars) as in
1993.

Paratransit unit costs inflate at 3.4

n STATS
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Scenario Two Aaeumptiona / POLICYINITIATIVE

● The rate of growth in the supply of

service was assumed to equal the rate of
growth in the TD population.

Scenario Three Aaaumptiona
● Same as scenario two.

Scenario Four Aaaumptiona
● All of the demand for general trips that

is currently unmet will be supplied.

Shortfall Aeaumptiona
●

●

●

●

percent per year, the same as transit
costs.

Statewide TransportationNeeds andFundingStudy

There is no expected revenue shortfall in

scenario one because it is assumed that
under that scenario expenditures would

equal revenues.

For scenarios two, three, and four, it is
assumed that system revenue will

continue to provide the same relative
proportion of total revenue as in

scenario one.

It is assumed that the social service

agencies that supply funding for

program trips will continue to provide

sufficient revenue to cover the expense of
providing program trips as the supply of

these trips increases. Thus, under all

scenarios there is no expected revenue

shortfall for program trips.

Revenue shortfalls are expected in

scenarios two, three, and four for general

trips, which are funded primarily by

traditional transportation revenue

sources.

It is assumed that scenario one federal,

state, and local funding for general trips
represent the maximum amount of

revenue currently available from those

sources, and that the state and local
responsibility for general trip expenses
will maintain the same proportion

relative to each other as in scenario one.
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. ‘ou~ mm Rail Assumptions

Ganmvd Aaaumptiona
●

●

Tri-County Commuter Rail Authority
(Tri-Rail) needs include both operating
and capital needs.

Tri-Rail funding includes federal, state,
and local government assistance, and

system revenue (e.g., farebox,

advertising).

System revenue will continue to supply

the same percentage of total Tri-Rail

funding that it did in 1992.

Tri-Rail per-unit-of% ervice costs will
remain the same (in 1992 dollars) as
nationwide average commuter rail per-

unit-of% ervice costs in 1992.

Unit costs inflate at 3.4 percent per year,

the same as transit and paratransit costs.

To estimate inflated intermodal

development-rail costs through the 20-

year period, FDOT’S recommended
construction cost inflation forecasts are

used as the rate of inflation.

The currently-programmed level of

FDOT intermodal development-rail
funding will continue over the 20-year

forecast period.

Scenario Two Aaaumptiona
● Tri-Rail service supply will increase to

15,000 trips per day by 2000 (to meet

latent demand) and will grow at 3

percent annually from 2000 to 2012 (to
keep pace with population growth).

● This level of growth in supply will be

sufficient to keep pace with increases in

demand.

Scanario Thnw Assumptions
● Same as scenario two, with the addition

of needs transferred from the difference

between the “maintain conditions”
scenario and “maintain conditions (with
maximum lane policy)” scenario in the
highway needs.
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Scmario Four Aaaumptiona
●

●

Tri-Rail’s mode split will increase by 100
percent by 1997, moving overall daily
ridership to approximately 20,000 trips
per day.

After the increase in mode split is
achieved, the supply of Tri-Rail service
will grow at 3.0 percent annually (to

keep pace with population growth).

Shortfall Aaaumptiona
●

9

9

There is no expected revenue shortfall in

scenario one because it is assumed that
under that scenario expenditures would

equal revenues.

For scenarios two, three, and four, it is

assumed that system revenue will

continue to provide the same relative

proportion of total revenue that it

provided in scenario one.

In all scenarios it is assumed that over

the 20-year forecast period local

government is responsible for 50 percent
of Tri-Rail’s net operating costs (i.e., total
operating costs minus federal funds and

system revenue). This local responsibility

is due to the state mandate that counties

must pay for 25 percent of total

operating costs.

Airport Assumptions

General Aaaumptiona
●

●

●

●

Airport needs include only capital needs.

There are no current capacity deficiencies
at Florida’s airports.

Needs include only the state’s portion of

needs and assumes that their percentage

of total needs will remain constant over

the 20-year period.

The rate of inflation used for airport

costs is 2.4 percent annually, which is
based on the Data Resources
Incorporated Long Term Forecast of
Economic Activity for the United States,
January 1994. The precise measure is the
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average annual rate of growth in

“PGSLIC” the Implicit Price Deflator for
state and local government public

construction put in place.

Scanario One Aaaumptiana
● The FDOT Program and Resource Plan

is used to estimate inflated airport

expenditures.

● The state share of revenue for airports is

forecasted to increase four percent per

year for the next twenty years according

to FDOT revenue forecasts.

Scenario Two Aaaumptiona
●

●

The state percentage of needs listed in

the Florida Aviation System Plan was

used for this scenario.

The state percentage of airport needs is

based on a historical rate of contribution

to aviation needs.

Scsnm”o The Aaaumptions
● Same as scenario two.

Scsnario Four Aaaumptiona
● Same as scenario two.

Revenue Shortfall Aaaumptiona
●

●

●

There is no expected revenue shortfall in

scenario one because it is assumed that
expenditures would not exceed revenues

for the 20-year forecast period.

For scenarios two, three, and four, it is

assumed that available revenue is what is
reported in scenario one.

All shortfalls in scenarios two, three, and

four are reported as state shortfalls

because it is assumed that the state will
continue to fund 20 percent of needs.

Seaport Assumptions

General Aaaumptions
● Seaport needs include capital needs plus

FDOT central office spending for
administration and planning.

● Needs include only the state’s portion of
needs and assumes that their percentage

StatmvideTranaportatianNeEdaandPundingStudy
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of total needs will remain constant over mum mm..
the 20-year period.

The rate of inflation used for airport

costs is 2.4 percent annually, which is
based on the Data Resources
Incorporated Long Term Forecast of

Economic Activity for the United States,

January 1994. The precise measure is the

average annual rate of growth in

“PGSLIC” the Implicit Price Deflator for
state and local government public

construction put in place.

Scenario One Aaaumptiona
● Needs for this scenario are equal to the

current fixed dollar amount that the

state contributes to seaports.

Scenario Two Asaumptiona
● Assumes a need equal to the proposed

state spending of $25 million per year
plus current expenditures that include
FDOT central office spending for

administration and planning.

Scenario Tluwe Aaaumptiona
● Same as scenario two.

Scenario Four Asaumptiona
● Same as scenario two.

Ravanue ShortfaU Aasumptiona
● There is no expected revenue shortfall in

scenario one because it is assumed that
expenditures would not exceed revenues

for the 20-year forecast period.

● All shortfalls in scenarios two, three, and
four are reported as state shortfalls

because the analysis only addresses state

needs.

Impact Analysis Assumption
●

●

The average value of time is derived from

values supplied by the FDOT Project

Development Office. These values,
$13.27 for rural and $11.78 for urban
locales, were given in 1988 dollars.

The value of time was updated to 1992
dollars with the U.S. Bureau of Labor
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●

●

●

Statistics Consumer Price Index. The

1988 to 192 update factor used was
1.193.

The cost values for fuel, vehicle

depreciation, and vehicle maintenance
used in the HPMS calculations are based
on 1980 prices.

The price per gallon for gasoline is
$1.0985 and for diesel fuel is $0.977,

excluding taxes.

Vehicle operating cost figures were

updated to 1992 dollars through the use

of U.S. Department of Commerce price

indices for Consumer Expenditures on
Motor Vehicles and Parts, Fuel, and
Transportation Services. The 1980 to

1992 update factor used was 1.380.

The 1988 dollar values of accidents (the

preferred term is “crashes”) by type were

obtained from FHWA:

-$2,723,000 for fatal crashes

-$229,000 for incapacitating injury
crashes

-$48,000 for no-incapacitating injury
crashes

-$4,500 for property damage only
crashes

The dollar values of crashes were

updated to 192 dollars with the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer

Price Index.

The discount rate used in the analysis
was four percent per year. FDOT

currently uses a higher seven percent rate
for its analysis activities. The lower rate
was selected for this analysis to maintain

consistency with FHWA’S accident costs,
which were calculated with a four

percent rate. Mixing the four and seven

percent discount rates could produce

erroneous results.
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Endnotes
Florida Department of Transportation, Appendix D of the 1991 State Transportation Neea2

Assessment Stimmary Report.

Variations on the assumption of VMT growth can be coded into the HPMS analytical

process, thereby overriding the FDOT assumption of a three percent annual increase.
In fact, an exercise was conducted to test the sensitivity of changing this assumption.

FDOT’S 3 percent annual growth rate “for VMT was split into urban and rural states

based on the urban and rural distribution of travel. This implies a 3.4 percent urban

and a 2.3 percent rural VMT growth rate, respectively. The result of this exercise

showed that total rural needs decreased by nearly 8 percent, while urban needs
increased by approximately 19 percent. Overall, with no change in average VMT, total

needs increased by nearly 11 percent.

Plan 30 Year, version 11, FDOT, OMB, March 24,1994.

Center for Urban Transportation Research, NP7S Demographic and Travel Behavior: A

Conzparison of Florida and the United States,January 1993,3.

Ibid, 25.

Data Resources Incorporated Long Term Forecast of Economic Activity for the United
States, January 1994, annual average rate of growth of the Implicit Price Deflator for

Government Purchase of Goods and Services, 1989-2004.

Federal Highway Administration, “Traveler Response to Transportation System

Changes,” July 1981, 1787-182.

Center for Urban Transportation Research, “Five-Year Statewide Transit Development
Plan: Technical Memorandum No. 3, Alternative Transit Scenarios (Draft),” July 1994,

A-25.

Ibid., 43-61.

Center for Urban Transportation Research, “Statewide Operations Report: Fiscal Year

1992/93,” January 1994,5.

Data Resources Incorporated Long Term Forecast of Economic Activity for the United

States, January 1994, annual average rate of growth of the Implicit Price Deflator for

Government Purchase of Goods and Servicesj 1989-2004.

Ibid.

Data Resources Incorporated Long Term Forecast of Economic Activity for the United

States, January 1994, annual average rate of growth for state and local government

construction put in place.

Ibid.

Some states, such as New York, do not have fixed maximum or minimum fees and
midpoints could not be identified.
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17

18

19

These projections were chosen since BEBR is the agency charged with the responsibility

ofproviding population forecasts for the state government.

Center for Urban Transportation Research, State Transportation Policy Initiative: Tren&
and Foremti oJFlorida$ Transportation Nee&(Tampa: Universi~of South Florida, 1994).

Florida Department of Transportation, Z3eFlorida Aviation System Pkzn: Statewide

S~mma~, 1992-2010.

Source: Load Government Financial In@mation Handbook (July 1994), Florida ACIR, p.
126.
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